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Aarons, William James, authorized to ex- | Alerander, George Dent, case of the will of

change lands, 721 . 915.

“ A. Bartow ," boat register allowed to , 914. James, to be paid for losses by In.

Abbott, Isaac, pension to, 81 . dians , 659.

- , James, allowance to , for fences taken , authorized to exchange land,
416 . 797 .

Joel, Jr., to be paid for a horse lost, 321 . John E. , 2 to be paid for services,

Robert, and others, grant of land to ,679. 755, 811 .

Abeel, G. B. , debentures of, to be paid , 325 . Sarah, certificate to be paid to trus.

Abel, Peggy, payment of pension to be made to, tees of, 587 .

657 .
Thomas, pension to , 24 .

Avelino, Schooner, bounty allowed to owners Walter S. , and others v . George Wise,

and crew of, 837 . case of, to be removed , 915 .

Fibro, Benijah, pension to , 232 . William , allowance for services and

Academy of Fine Arts, Philadelphia , duties re- expenses of, 33 .

mitted to , 121 . Alexandre, French Ship, duties collected on , to

Acken , William D. , allowance to , in full of claim be refunded to , 823 .

for expenses, 591. Alexandria , court - house and jail to be erected

Acosta , Roque, land claim confirmed to , 501. in , by Levy Court, 202.

Adams, Abraham , land certificate to be surren Cunul Company, incorporated , 419 .

dered , and authorized to enter land , 535 . allowance to , 496 .

C., Jr., and others, discharged from a -, Sufferers by Fire in, allowance to ,

note , 665 . 356.

, George, pension to, 112. Alexandrie , Julie, land claim of, not confirmed,

John , allowance to , for a horse, 351. 683.

fine to be refunded to , 937 . Alfonso , Catalina,
2

Jonas, pension allowed to, 23 . Francisco,
land claim confirmed to ,

increase of pension to , 93 . Alfonson, Juan ,
500, 501.

Nathan, William , and Peter, land war. Alford , Benedict,{ pension allowed to , 599,629 .
rants to issue to , 714 .

Priscilla, her husband's pension to be Allain, Valerian, land title confirmed to , 855 .

paid to, 321. Allard, Gabriel N. , land claim confirmed to,

Samuel, duties to be repaid to , 305 .
500.

William, judgment against, to be paid, Allaways, Joseph,bounty, arrearages , &c . , of, to

750. be paid , 357.

Adamson, John , letters patent to ,extended , 458. | Alleghany, Ship, owners of, to be paid for her
Addoms, John T., to be paid for damages, 799. loss , 442.

Admirul, Schooner, fishing bounty allowed to Allen, Abel , pension allowed to , 440 .
owners and crew of, 602 . -, Captain , and his Company, claims, to be

Agents and Officers, register of, to be printed, 181 . settled , 875 .

Agricultural Bankof Mississippi,expenses of,to County, Indiana, grant of land to the use

be ascertained and credit allowed to , 861 . of, 448.

Aiken , Andrew , pension allowed to , 23. George W. and Reuben , release of land

Aikman, Samuel, allowed to rectify a mistake to , 915 ,

in a land entry, 197. - , Heman, fees, as marshal, to be paid to,

Alabama University, authorized to exchange 514 .

lands, 383. Isaac, pension to, 940.

Alba, Peter, heirs of, land title confirmed to , James, pension to, 178 .

785 .
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-, John, grant of land to , 43 .

Albro, Clark , pension to, 24 . allowed to withdraw land entries,

Alden, Judah, bounty land warrant allowed to, 191 .

430 . authorized to enter land at private

Aldrich , Gustavus, increase of pension to, 68 . sale , 575 .

and Luke, increase of pen pension to, 566 .

sion to , 114 . John L. , to be indemnified, 770 .
Aldrish , Caleb, pension allowed to, 23 . Nathaniel, to be paid for advances, 261.

Alexander, Carnes, children of, authorized to Peter L. , pension to , 650 .

enter land , 781 . Samuel, pension to, 110 .

mo
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Allen, Surah, warrant for bounty land to be is. | Arey, Crosby, and others, fishing bounty al

sued to , and to be paid for services of her lowed to , 534 .

son , S. Drew , 236 . Argonaut, Ship, bonds for duties on teas im

William , pension to , 886. ported in , to be taken, 16 .

Alley , John H. , sureties of, released , 268 . Arickson, Samuel C. , pension to, 139.

Allis, Randall, to be paid for lands relinquished, Ariel, Ensign , to be paid for improvements,
522 475 .

Allspach , David , released as surety of M.Alls- Arkansas, appropriation for a university in,

pach, 923. 360.

Almun , John , authorized to exchange land , 680 . reservation of school lands in , 819 .

Alpuente, Educard , land claim confirmed to, 500 . township 8, range 32, authorized to

succession of land claim enter land , 868 .

confirmed to , 500 . Armistead, Walker K., allowance to, for ad

Alston , Joseph I. , and another, authorized to col vances , 353 .

lect taxes, 293, 311 . Armroyd and Company, drawback allowed to,
Amazon, The Ship, forfeiture remitted to own- 96 .

ers of, 122 . Arms, Lemuel, to be paid for a building de

Ambrista , Michael, land claim confirmed to , 788 . stroyed , 304 .

American , Brig , of Sarannah, register allowed Armstrong, Andrew , account of, to be settled,

to , 559 . and allowance to , 587 .

American Consul at London , allowance to , for -- , Francis W., claim of, to be settled

charges, 620 . and paid , 453 .

Ames, Darid A. , pension to , 566 . General, certain drafts of, to be paid ,

Robert, pension to , 67. 224 .

Spafford, pension to , 67 . James, pension to, 112.

Amistad, The Schooner, register granted to , 824. Arnold, Elias, land scrip to issue to , 549.

Amory , Jonathan , Jr., money paid by , to be and another, land scrip to issue

Thomas C. , 3 refunded, 214 .

Anacosta Bridge Company, to be paid for dam Jacob. See Mahlon Ford , 285 .

age to their bridge , 153. Remington , and others, fishing bounty

act of incorporation allowed to, 602 .

of, revived, 375 . Stephen , and others , to be paid for mus

Anderson, Charles, authorized to exchange land , kets , 331.

340 . Thomus, payment to be made to, 185 .

George, duties to be refunded to , 411 . William , amount of a loan certificate io

James, authorized to enter land , 925 . be paid to , 146 .

James B. , and others, allowance to , -, pension to , 189.

565 . increase of pension to, 234 .

-, John, to be paid for house burnt, 264. Asbury, Samuel M., pension to, 655.

land of, to be surveyed , and Asberry, increase of pension to, 906 .

patents granted to, 506 . Asevedo, Manuel, land claim confirmed to, 499 .

- , Joseph, payment to be credited , and Ashburn, Lewis, paymentto be made to admin

a land patent issue to , 156 . istrator of, 333.

Lewis, to be paid for a horse lost, Ashe, John B. , representatives of, allowance to ,

472. 731 .

Richard, allowance to widow and Ashton, John , pension to, 608.

children of, 637 . Aspenwell, Gilbert, debentures to be paid to,

Robert, released from a bond by part 187 .

payment, 895 . Aspinwall , Augustus, drawback allowed to, 396 .

Sarah and Henry, and others, interest Atchison, John, judgment against, to be entered

allowed to , 562 . satisfied, 930 .

William S. , to be paid for a horse , Atherton, Charles H., payment for land to be re
560.

funded to , 832.

Andrews, Abner, increase of pension to , 83 . Atkinson , Thomas, released from a bond, 861.

Amos, pension to , 417. Atlantic, Ship , register to issue for, 878.

William , pension to , 805 . Attwater, Reuben, allowance to , for services,

Andrus, Samuel, pension to, 24 .
117 .

increase of pension to , 84 . Atwater and Daggett, duties to be refunded to,

Theodore, pension to , 24 . 601 .

Angel, Sarah, and others, land warrant to issue Russel, pension to , 516 .

Atwood, Joshua, Jr., and others, fishing bounty

Anglen , John Van, pension to , 75 . allowed to, 837.

Appleton, Abigail, pension to , 407. Aubin , Joshua, duties to be repaid to , 305 .

, pension renewed to, 689. Audrain , Peter, compensation as clerk allowed

C. H., duties to be repaid to, to, 98 , 180 .

Nathaniel W. ) 305 . Austin , Caleb , pension allowed to , 23 .

Archbală , William Augustus, letters patent David, claim of, to be settled and paid,

granted to, 373. 557 .

Archer, Moses, pension allowed to , 587. John P. , and another, claim of, to be exe

RichardT. , authorized to purchase land, amined, 718 .

614 . Major Loring, claim of, to be settled

Arcoit, François, representative of, authorized and expenses paid , 210 .

to enter land , 258. Nathaniel, pension to, 100.
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Avart, Widow Robert , claim of, to be settled and Baker, Lois, claim of, to be settled and paid,

paid , 553 . 155 .

Averill , Daniel, pension to , 154 . Malyne, pension to, 190 .

Ebenezer, to be paid for pasturage , &c . , Stephen, to be paid for a horse destroyed,

323. 209.

Nathan, Jr., claim of, to be settled and Thomas M. , pension to , 68 .

paid , 155 . William , to be paid as surgeon , 621 .

Acery, Amos, increase of pension to , 84. allowance to , for damages, 623 .

Ebenezer, increase of pension to , 85 . Balustier und Co., drawbacks allowed to, 367 .

John J., allowance to, for damages, 618. Balch , John , to be paid for cables, &c . , 789.
Park, increase of pension to , 84 . Baldridge, James, land title confirmed to , 682.

-, Saltmarsh, and Company, to be paid for Buldrin, Alfred, pension to , 578 .

property destroyed, 822. -, Isaac, and another, land patent to issue

Thatcher, duties to be repaid to, 305 .

Thomas, pension of, increased , 69. Thomas, pension allowed to , 26,

Awkward, Henry, payment to be made to, 616. 177 .

Arson , Dr. Samuel J. pay as surgeon allowed to Thomas P. , and another, balance due

heirs of, 494. to be endorsed on judgment,390.

Aylward, James, duties remitted to , 30 . Waterman, pension to, 74 .

Ball, Daniel, pension to , 68 .

Mottrom , to be paid for property de

stroyed , 217.

Babbitt, Amey, pension to , 874 . Thomus, pension to , 609.

Edward B., credit allowed to, 548 . Ballentine , David, forfeited land scrip allowed

Fitz Henry, pension allowed to mother to , 783.

of, 547 . Ballowe, Robert, allowance for damages to , 146.

- , Jacob, released from a bond, 292. Baltimore, Citizens of, to be compensated for

Mary J. , pension to , 665 . vessels sunk, 265, 273 .

Bubcock , Henry, bounty, arrearages, &c. , of, to Bible Society, duties remitted to, 162 .

be paid , 357. -, Mayor and Council of, claim of, and

Backus, Charles D. , claim of, to be settled and interest, allowed , 411 .

paid , 155 . and Susquehannah Railroad, duties

Bacon, Andrew , pension to , 417. remitted to, 740 .

Bacot, Thomas W., allowance to , for expenses, Vessels sunk in Defence of, value of,
290 .

to be ascertained, 447.

to be paid for expenditures , memorial

709. of owners of, referred, 552.

Baden , William , pension to , 612.

Baggs, John , Jr., pension to, 24 . ditor to take testimony as to , 570 .

Bagnall, Richard, to be paid for bricks , 554 . Bancroft, Ebenezer, increase of pension to,

Builey, Anselm , pension to, 416.
69.

Daniel, pension to , 177. » Layzel, penalty remitted to , 138 .

Elijah , and others , fishing bounty al Robert, pension to, 24 .

lowed to , 324 . Bank of Chillicothe, allowance to , for interest

Ephraim , pension to, 24 . and advances, 414 .

increase of pension to , 68. Columbia, charter of, limited , 243.

Hezekiah , pension to , 111. the Metropolis, charter of, extended ,

increase of pension to , 140 . Potomac, 802.

Jonathan N., overpayment to be repaid United States, right of way grant

ed to , 579.

Martha, and others, interest allowed to , of Washington, charter of, extended ,

562. 802 .

Peggy, allowed to enter land, 213. Banks, Richard T., allowance to, for losses ,

Robert, pension to , 24 . 859.

Samuel A., authorized to surrender land , Bara , Nicholas, land claim not confirmed to ,

and scrip to issue to , 593. 683.

Thomas, pension to , 233 . Barbarick, John , increase of pension to, 85 .

William , pension to, 24 . Barber, Noyes , and others , fishing bounty al

increase of pension to , 101 . lowed to, 324 .

Bainbridge, Joseph, allowance to , 272 . Barber, Robert, Jr., receipts of, to be received for

Bair , John , pension to, 113. land, 876.

Baird, Absalom, account of, to be settled , and Barbour, James, Jr., account of, to be settled ,

full pay allowed to, 641 . 436 .

Robert, pension to , 91 . -, Philip, value of land patented to , to

Baker, Absalom , pension to, 417. be estimated, 236 .

-, Glover, pension to , 190 . Barclay, Thomas, accounts of, 72 .

---, James, to be paid for property impressed, Barc Archibald, and another, certificates of, to
707. how settled , 392 .

---, John, land claim confirmed to repre- Bargy, Peter, Jr., and others,payment to be made

sentatives of, 202. for services, 541 .

allowance to, 884 . to be paid for damages, 760.

land entry confirmed to , 927. Barkam, Fielding, and another , land patent to

Joseph, allowance for damages to, 146 . issue to , 563.
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Barham , Frances, Representatives of, and an- | Barton , Willoughby, contract of, to be settled,

other, land patent to issue to , 563. 377 .

Barkelow , Farrington, amount due to be ascer- Bartou , A., boat register allowed to , 914.
tained and paid to, 146 . Bartram, Job , pension to , 24 .

Barker, James, pension to, 324 . increase of pension to , 101 .

Josiah , land title confirmed to , 534 . Bashford, Francis, pension to , 648 .

Barber, Noyes, and others , fishing bounty al . Basset, James, heirs of, prize money to be paid

lowed to, 324 . to , 778 .

Barlow, Joseph, pension to , 417 . Bassett, Edward, increase of pension to , 83 .

Barnard, Dodd , and others, duties to be refund Joseph, pension to , 827.

ed to , 380 . Nathaniel, land patent to issue to, 498 .

Barnes, Cæsar, pension allowed to , 32 . Batchelder, Gideon, and others, claim of, to be

- , Calvin , pension allowed to , 177. paid , 935 .

Elijah, pension allowed to, 25 . Batcheldor, Archelaus, pension of, 23.

Francis, claim of, to be paid, 564 . Jumes, pension of, 24 .

Hugh, increase of pension to , 180 . Bate, John , allowance to , 201 .

arrears of pension to be paid to , Bateman , Henry, pension to , 154.

459 . Bates, Frederick , allowance to, 174 .

John , payment to representatives of, Batman, Henry, grant of a land patent to , 230 .

838. Buton Rouge, president authorized to exchange

Margaret, pension to , 827. lands in , 315 .

Philip, and others, authorized to sur- Batson , James, pension to , 101 .

render land certificates, 492. Baughan , Augustine, exempted from imprison

Sibel, pension to , 787 . ment for debt of United States, 50 .

William , payment to, 185 . Baxter, Francis, pension to , 24 .

Barnett, James, five years' pay allowed to , 428 . John W. C. , bond of, 175 .

interest on commutation allowed Stephen , account of, to be settled, 247 .

Zebulon , land warrant to issue to , 782.

Burney, Sarah, pension to , 736 . Bayard, Samuel, Executor of John , claim of, to

Barnitz, Jacob, allowance to , 80 . be settled and paid , 574.

Barns, Hugh, pension to , 139. Baylies, Samuel, payment to be made to, 320 .

Barnum , Enock, pension to , 190 . Baylor, Ann D. , allowance to, 351.

-, Stephen, increase of pension to , 114 . -, allowance to , for the use of heirs

Barnwell , Robertson and, duties to be refunded of J. W. Baylor, 437.

allowance to , of five years full

Baron, Marguerite, land title confirmed to , 575 . pay as colonel , 491 .

Barr, Alexander, pension to, 139 . John Walker, allowance for use of chil.

Barrague, Antoine, allowance to , for property dren of, 351 .

lost , 408 . Walker, increase of pension to , 92.

Barrett, James, grant of preëmption right to, Bayly, Mountjoy, commutation of full pay to
726 .

1

be paid to, 427.

Barron , Ann M., half-pay of her father allowed Baynham , William , interest to be paid to, 89 .

Beach , Jesse, pension to, 177.

Elias, increase of pension to, 93. Beacham, Thomas, allowance to , for property

James, duties refunded to , 271 . destroyed, 626 .

- , patents of, extended, 678 . Beall , Samuel B. , final certificates of, to be paid ,

Barrow , Matthew , to be paid for expenses of 249.

suit, 237 . William D. , pay of inspector allowed to,

Barry, Edward, allowance to , for property de- 110 .

stroyed, 520. Bean , Ebenezer, pension allowed to, 23.

Barstow , John , and others, discharged from a increase of pension to , 123.

note , 665 . John, pension allowed to , 26 .

Barter, John, pension allowed to , 23 . Beard, David, amount of a forfeiture paid to ,

Barth , Nicholas, increase of pension to , 115 . 300, 450 .

Bartle, Andrew , pension to , 111 . Hugh , authorized to enter land , 551.

Bartlett, Benjamin, increase of pension to , 69. William C. , pension to , 690.

David, allowance to , for expenses,&c . , Beardsley, Ichabod, pension to , 802.
623. John, Jr., increase of pension to , 76.

Edwin, allowance to , for diplomatic ser- Beatty, Edward, authorized to enter land , 795 .

vices , 894 . Beaubien , Josette , and Children , authorized to

John, duties to be repaid to , 241 . exchange lands, 676 .

Jonathan, bond of, 175 . Beaugrand,Jean Baptiste,andanother, allowance

Samuel, duties to be repaid to , 241 . to, for property destroyed, 534.

William , fishing bounty allowed to , 291. J. B.,and another, land patent to

Barton , Henry, pension to , 418. issue to , 413.

, pension to, 734 . Beamont, Edmund, discharged from a judg.

Job, pension to , 612 .

Robert, certificates of enrolment of his Beaumont, Margaret, claim of, to be settled and

vessels , 20 . paid , 155 .

Thomas P. , payment to be made to, 667. Beauvois, Antoine, land patent to issue to, 498.

- , William, pension to, 154 . St James, and others, release of land

authorized to withdraw a land

entry and transfer payments, 216 : Bebee , Paul, pension to , 123 ,

to , 603.
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Bechtler, Christopher, letters patent to issue to , | Besly, Sarah, pension to , &c . , 838 .
468 . Bessom , Philip, allowance lo, for expenses,

Beck and Harvey, duties to be refunded to, &c . , 569 .

246 . Betton, Solomon D., judgment against sureties
Becker, Henry, pension allowed to, 460. of, to be opened , 864 .

Jacob, pension restored to , 804 . Bible Societies , duties to be refunded to , 162.

John P., pension to , 699 . Society, Philadelphia, duties remitted to ,

Becket, Humphrey, pension to , 75. 116 .

Beckhum , William , allowance to widow and Bickley, Daniel, and C. Clark , to be paid the

children of, 389 . amount of a bill of exchange, 247 .

Beckit , Humphrey , pension to, 417. Biddle, Captain James, and Officers, medals to

Bedinger, George M. , pension to , 844 . be presented to, 181 .

Beebee, Samuel, to be paid for a lost loan cer Richard, accounts of, to be settled , 407.

tificate , 71 . Bienvenu, Brothers, land claim confirmed to ,

Beekman , Theophilus E. , pension to , 648 . 500 .

Beeran, Ebenezer, pension restored to , 417. Bigger, James, and his Company, full pay al

Belding, Chauncey und Samuel, and others, bond lowed to, 352.

of, to be cancelled, 806 . Biggs, William, authorized to enter land , 353.

Belger, James, pension allowed to , 463 . Bigham , William W., authorized to enter lands

Belknap , William G. , authorized to locate land , in lieu of others, 780 .

784 .
Bill, Daniel, increase of pension to , 85 .

Bell, Captain Frederick M. , Heirs of, land war- Joshua, pension to , 418 .

rant to issue to , 794 . Biliette, John Battiste, land patent to issue to,

James, account of, to be settled, 598 . 498.

Jesse, authorized to locate land , 523 . Billings, John S. , increase of pension to , 828 .

John, pension allowed to , 26, 154 . Bills, John , land title confirmed to, 557.

-, payment to be made to , 184. Bindon, Joseph, grant of land to , 43 .

Polly, alias Polly Collins, authorized to Bingaman, Charlotte C. , and others, authorized

enter land, 361 . to locate land, 509 .

William, letters patent granted to, 378 . Bingey, John W., duties to be refunded to, 359 .

Bellamy, Aaron , to be paid for a vessel lost, 564. Binnion, John , allowed to withdraw his entries,

Bellows, Ezra , pension to , 139 . 116 .

Belt, Benjamin M. , to be paid for a certain desk, Bird

314 .

liquida
ted

" , loan office certifi
cates

of, to be

Bender, George, allowed pay of major, 642 . Hermun, pension allowed to , 33 .

Benedict, George, pension to , 91. Joseph, pension to , 75 .

-- Timothy, pension to, 417 . Birdsall, Benjamin , account of, to be settled,

Benjamin, Meigs D. , duties to be refunded to, 214 .

798 . Birdseye, Nathan G., lands to be released to,

Bennet, Benjamin , authorized to relinquish land, 235.

629.
Bispham , John E. , payment to be made to ,

Isaac, increase of pension to , 92 . 820 .

John, pension to , 645 . Bishop, Levi, pension to, 140.

and Morté, allowance to creditors of, Black , Jacob, land claim confirmed to , 512.

423 . Blackburn, Benjamin , pension to, 102 .

Stephen , pension to , 417. Blackman , David , pension to, 24 .

William P. , to be discharged from pris- Blackemore, Sarah, pension to , 910 .

Blackstone, John , release of land to, 818.

Bennett, Elijah, pension allowed to, 25. Blackwell, Jacob A. , extra duty to be repaid,

George W. , authorized to relinquish and 320.

enter land, 630 . Thomas, five years' pay allowed to,

Joshua, to be paid for a horse lost, 305. 436 .

Thomas, pension to , 809. -, Captain William , land warrant to his

Benning, Willium, to have sole control of affairs daughter, E. Scott, 524 .

of " Anacostia Bridge Co. , ” 375 . Blagrove, William , discharged from a judge

Benson and Blodget, duties to be repaid to , ment, 304 .

John, § 241 . Blaisdell, Enoch, pension to , 631 .

Benton, John, pension allowed to , 26 . Jonathan M., moiety of a judgment

Selah, pension allowed to , 104 . to be paid to , 595 .

Berard, Baptiste, land claim confirmed to , 928. Blake, Charles, pension to, 651 .
Bernard, Hyacinth, land claim confirmed to , -- , Edward, executrix, exempted from suit,

408. 785 .

Berrien, John , accounts of, to be settled, 565 . Blakeley, Johnston , to be credited for advances,

Berry, Bartholomew , pension to , 82 .
288 .

Benjamin , claim of, to be settled and Blakely, Josiah , land patent to issue to repre

paid , 213 . sentatives of, 836.

James, pension to , 91 . Blakesly, Enos, pension to , 24 .

John, pension allowed to , 67, 140 . Blanc, John,new letters patent granted to, 767.

>

7

on , 152.

>
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9

William , pension allowed to, 154 . Blanchard, Edwurd, account of, 18 .

Berryman, Neulon , to be paid for services as Thomus, letters patent extended to,

clerk , 549 . 589, 748 .

Berzat , Susan , Widow of Gabriel, title to land William , pension to, 140 .

confirmed to, 276 . Blaudelt, Abraham , pension allowed to, 26 .

7
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Blean, Robert, to be paid for materials, 305. Boulden , James W., claim of, to be settled ,

Bledsoe , George, pension allowed to , 26 .
633 .

Blever , James, increase of pension to , 84 . Bourg, John Baptiste, land claim confirmed to ,

Bliss , Moses, allowance to , for fees, 634 . 499 .

Blodyet Rebecca, value of her right of dower of, Bourgoud, Antoine, to be paid for damage to

to be ascertained, 347 . property , 323 .

value of her right of dower Bourne, Sylvanus, repayment for advances by,

allowed to , 378 . authorized, 27 .

allowance to , in full for dower, Bouton , Daniel, increase of pension to , 114 .
517.

Boutwell, Abraham E. , pension to, 608 .

Blood, Francis, pension to , 73 . Bowen , George, to be paid for carrying the

Bloom , Peter, and others , land title confirmed mail, 583.

to , 859. Bowers, Balaam , pension to, 656.

Blount, Willie, claim of, to be settled and paid , Jonathan , pension to, 24 .
624 . increase of pension to , 83.

Bloomfield, Thomas, pension to, 417. Bowman, Dorothy, allowance to , 867 .

Boardman, Elijah , pension to , 24 . John, allowance to , for property lost

- , John , authorized to locate and enter 408.

land, 362 . L. , and others, fishing bounty

, Seth, pension allowed to , 3 . allowed to , 808 .

Boden, James, pension to , 75. - , William , authorized to relinquish and

Bogart, Martha, grant of land to, 43 . enter land, 646 .

Boggs and Thompson, drawbacks allowed to , pension to, 804.
812. Bowne, Robert, and Robert H., debentures to be

Bogy, Joseph , to be paid for rations , 487. paid to, 187 .

land patent to issue to , 498 . Bouyer, William , pension to, 177.

claim of, for Indian depredations Boyd, Alerander, land claim confirmed to, 564.

to be settled, 581, 571 . James, pension to , 732.

authorized to locate land, 823. Joseph C. , claim of, allowed to his repre

Bohannan , Stephen, pension to , 638 . sentatives, 295.

Boisgerrais, James H. , claim of, to be settled Boyle, Captain , and Company, act of 1822, c . 48 .

and paid , 195 . extended to , 328 .

Boles , Absalom , authorized to surrender land Thomas H., right to enter land, and pay

and receive certificate , 548. of captain allowed to, 169.

Bolton , Elizabeth, change of name , 528 . Boyles, Thomas H., Representatives of, author.

William Compton, change of name, ized to locate land , 597.

528 .
seven years' half pay to be

Bond, Lucy, allowance to representatives of, paid to , 738.

590 . Brace, Stephen , account of, to be settled, 302 .

Mary Ann , authorized to enter land, 374. Bracket, Heard,pension to , 543.

Robert, preëmption right granted to , 527. Braden , Elizabeth , land warrant to issue to, 241.

-, William , pension to , 154 . Bradford , Charles, pension of, to be paid to his

Bones, John , allowed to withdraw a land entry, representatives, 306.

200 . Dunscomb, salary of consul allowed

Bonnel, Paul, pension to, 179 . to , 793.

Bonnell, Joseph, pension to , 910 . George, increase of pension to, 63 .

Booker, Richard, and his Company, claim of, James, claim of, to land confirmed ,

forclothing , to be settled , 799. 681.

Boon, Robert H., payment for services of, 431 . H., pension to, 732.

Squire, pension to, 90 . Lieutenant-Colonel, grant of land to,

Boone, Danic , title to land confirmed to , 127. 43 .

Hampton L. , allowance to , for services , Bradley, Aner, pension to , 25 .
371 . -, Nathaniel, increase of pension to , 77 .

John, pension to , 653. Peter, pension to,527 .

Booth , Daniel, land to be released to , 235 . Brady, Freeman, to be paid for labor, 712.

Joseph, pension to , 417 . Guards, claims of, to be settled and

Borell , Eugene, land claim confirmed to , 528 . paid, 885 .

Borey, John, patent certificate to be surrendered James, duplicate land warrant to be

to , 780 . issued to , 258.

Borum , Edward, pension to , 179 . Bragdon , Samuel, and others, fishing bounty

Boss, Joseph, pension to , 417 . allowed to , 606 .

Boston, Solomon, judgment against, discharged, Brahan John, allowance to, for clerk hire, 392.

42 . accounts of, and release to heirs

Bostwick , Elijah , allowance to, for costs and ex- of, 746 .

penditures, 12 . Brahany, James, to be discharged from prison ,

Melancton W. , bond of, to be can- 147.

celled, 806 . Brainard , Asahel, pension to , 884 .

Oliver, increase of pension to, 83. ,, arrears of pension to be paid

Bosworth, Jacob, land warrant granted to , 532.

Bouchard, Joseph, debentures to be paid to, Elijah, pension to , 90 .
187 .

Brainerd, John , and others , forfeitures to be re

Boucherie, Anthony, allowed to obtain a patent funded to, 921 .

for manufacturing sugar, 70 . Branson, Nathan, duties to be repaid to, 287,

1
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to , 934 .
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Brashears, Ann, land patent to be issued to , | Broome, Thomas R. , account of, to be settled,

436 .
and part of a judgment released to , 328 .

Brashiers, Samuel, release of land to , 342. · Brotherton , Robert , released from a judgment,

Bratton, William , land warrant to be issued to , 306 .

65 . Brothertown, Indians, appropriation for divi
Brawn, Daniel, pension allowed to , 23 . sion of lands of, 813 .

Breck , Samuel and Ross, claim of, to be settled Broughton, Glover, and others , fishing bounty

and paid, 173 . allowed to , 536 .

Breckenridge, Henry M. , claim of, to be settled Broutin, Narcissus, land claim confirmed to, 202.
and paid, 366 . Brown, Abiel, pension to , 416 .

Breed, Ebenezer, duties to be repaid to , 691 . -, Adam , Representatives of, and others,

Brenneman, Henry, pension to , 140 . to be paid for losses, 670 .

Brent, Daniel, allowance to for diplomatic ser Amos W., bounty land warrant to issue
vices, 901 .

Thomas L. L. , credit allowed to, 667 . Charles, pension allowed to , 445 .

Brerard, Joseph, account of to be settled, and land warrant to issue to heirs

loan certificate allowed to, 134 . of, 794 .

Brewer , George, land claim confirmed to , 202 . Daniel , increase of pension to , 115 .

James, purchase money for land to be Ebenezer, pension to, 100 .

refunded to , 797 . Edwin C. and Mariu, five years ' full

H , allowance to, for services , pay allowed to, 603 .

554 . Frederick , account of, to be settled , 217.

Brewster, Caleb, pension allowed to, 4 . -, George, commissions allowed to sure

Briant, Joseph, duties to be repaid to , 241 . ties of, 522.

Brice, James, account of, to be settled, 147 . F., payment to be made to , 667 .

Bridget, James, pension to , 112 . -, Harvey, allowance to , 525 .

Brig , American, register allowed to , 559. Lieutenant Harvey , allowance to , 551 .

Liberator, register allowed to , 371 . Israel, drawback allowed to, 390.

William , register allowed to , 313. - , Major -General Jacob, claim of, to be

Briggs, Edmund, bounty allowed to, 58, 64 . settled and paid , 208.

Isaac, accounts of, and suits against , 209. Jacob, land entries confirmed to , 727 .

Jehosaphat, pension to, 863. James, Representatives of, allowance to,

Dr. John P. , pension to , 699.
586.

Nathaniel, penalty remitted to , 390 . allowance to , for improvements,

Brinck , Auron , pension to, 92.
692 .

Brisban, James ,duplicate land warrant to issue Jedediah , pension allowed to , 25 .

to , 272. increase of pension to , 93 .

Bristol, Lyman , pension to , 803 . Jeptha, pension to, 190 .

Thomas, increase of pension to , 76 . John , drawbacks allowed to, 30 .

Briton , Job, pension allowed to, 23 . , pension to , 101 .

Britten, James, and another, payment to, 271. allowance for damages to , 146 .

Britton , Jonathan , pension to, 891 . allowance to , for iinprovements,

Broadmeadow , Simeon, letters patent to be is.
692.

sued to , 370 . claim of, to be settled , 770.

Broadwell, Noah , claim of, to be settled and Joseph , increase of pension to , 83 .

paid, 155 . Josiah H., pension to, 631 .

Brobson , James, account of, and allowance to, Levi , pension to , 578 .

671 . Widow of General, allowance to , 374 .

Brockway, Benjamin , pension to , 123 . Moses, allowance for damages to, 146.

Brodie, Charles D. , allowance to, 336 . Noah ,and others , to be paid for losses,

Alexander 0. , deduction of duties made 670 .

Obadiah, pension allowed to , 34 .

Bronough, Thomas, pension to, 941 . Return B., claims of, to be settled , 768.

Bronson, Alvin , to be paid for a schooner cap Samuel, letters patent to issue to , 293.

tured , 299. Thomas, and another, allowance to, for

Brook, Lieutenant F. J., and others, to be paid flour, 378 .

for horses lost , 466 . Brownell, Thomas, pension to , 869.

George M. , account of, to be settled , Browning, David ,authorized to relinquish and
231. enter land, 643.

Brooke, Edmund, five years ' full pay as lieuten Mesheck , allowance to , for horses

ant allowed to , 491 . lost, 439.

allowed to remove slaves, 600. Samuel, patent right extended to,

George M. , part of a judgment to be 467 .

paid to , 393 . Brownlee, James, seven years ' half-pay to be

Brooks, Christopher, allowance to , for services , paid to , 533.

514 . Brownson , Abraham , benefit of stat . 1828, c . 53,

David , benefit of stat . 1828 , c . 53, al- extended to , 435 .

lowed to, 445 . Gideon , pension allowed to , 25.
allowa ce to , hoy to be comput- ruce, John, pension allowed to, 179.

ed , 503.

9
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to, 525 .
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certificate to be settled and paid to ,

Martin , grant of land to , 43. 540 .

Nathaniel, allowance to, 306. allowance to , for damages, 588 .

Thomas, pension allowed to , 26 . Joseph, to be paid for a horselost, 245.

7
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Bruce. William , final certificate of, to be re- Burnham , John , reimbursement of, for his ran

ceived and land patent to issue to , 169. som , 103, 412 .

Bruff, James, pension to , 74 . allowance to , 493 .

Brune, Von Kapffe and , drawbacks allowed to , Oliver, pension to , 25 .

357. Burns, Malachi, land patent to issue to , 321.

Brush, Adelaide, to paid for property -- , Otray , claim against, for duties to be

stroyed , 300. settled , 352.

--, Elijah, executrix of, to be paid for prop- Burnside, Robert, a forfeiture refunded to , 187 .

erty destroyed, 300 . Burr, Ephruim Willard , and another, duties to

Robert, pension to , 599, 629. be refunded to , 880 .

Thomas, pension allowed to, 25 . - , Gilbert , pension allowed to , 25 .

Brunson , John , claim of, to be settled , 518 . Nathan , pension allowed to , 25 .

Bryan , Joseph,and others, land claim confirmed Burris , William , authorized to exchange lands,

to , 913. 453 .

Bryant , John, pension to , 505, 608 . authorized to relinquish lands,

Bryce, Henry, penalties remitted to, 122. 579.

Brydia , David , pension allowed to , 25 . Burritt , William, pension to, 25 .

Buck , Anthony, released from a bond, 192 . increase of pension to , 63 .

Daniel, increase of pension to , 76 . Burrows, William , increase of pension to, 85 .

John , duties to be repaid to , 241 . Burt, Peter, letters patent to issue to , 330.

Buckingham , Jared, pension to , 631 . Burton, John, and others, moiety of a forfeiture

Buckley, Elijah, forfeiture relinquished and to be refunded, 415 .

land patent to issue , 339. -, Samuel, pension to, 82 .

-, Jeremiah , land claim confirmed to , &c . , Bush , Daniel B., authorized to relinquish land ,

520 . 850 .

Buckmaster, George, claim of, to be settled and John , claims for seven years' half-pay

paid , 195 . of, to be adjusted, 6 .

Buckminster, Thomas, accounts of, to be settled , Philip, land claim confirmed to adminis
238 . trators of, 540 .

Buckner, Richard , and C. S. Jones, release to , Bussell, Daniel, increase of pension to , 83.
247 . Butcher, Sebastian , Bartholomeu , and Michael,

Budlong, Hannah , allowance of five years ' half- land title confirmed to , 859.

Butler , Jacob, allowance to , for horses, 359 .

Buel, Isaac, pension allowed to , 25 . Paul D. , claim of, to be settled and

increase of pension to , 114. paid , 172 .

Samuel, to be discharged from prison , 280 . Samuel, allowance to, for a wagon , &c.,

Buford, Thomas, payment for services to be 619 .

made to, 409 . Butman , Richard, duty to be refunded to, 616 .

to be paid for advances, 616. Butterfield, Kendall and, claim of, to be settled,

Buhler, John , land claim confirmed to , 520 . 365 .

Bulkley, Chauncey, letters patent to issue to Butts, James R. , exempted from duties , 739.
widow of, 371 . Buxton, James, pension to , 91 .

Bullitt , Benjamin , land claim confirmed to , 523. Byers, John , to be allowed for depreciation of

Bunker, Zachariah, increase of pension to , 312 . hotes, 289.

Bunnell, Cata , entitled to military bounty land , Byington, Abraham , part of a judgment remit

202. ted to , 201.

Buntin , Robert , allowance to, for surveying, , Joel, allowance to , for damages,
262. 3 403, 568.

Bunting, William B. , heirs of, allowance to , 738 .

Burcle, Christian J., drawback allowed to , 333. C.

Burdick, Walter, increase of pension to , 84 .

William C. , allowance to , 170 . Cadwell, Peter, and James Britten, compensa

Burdin, Henry, letters patent to issue to , 250 . tion allowed to , 271.

Burdsall, Burnett , arrears of pension , 836 . Cahokia , Village, proceedings of inhabitants of,

Burdwin, Samuel, increase of pension to , 83 . confirmed, and their agents authorized to

Burgess, Edward, to be paid for expenses, 706 . convey lots in Illinois City, 242.

Burgin , John , to be discharged from prison , Cahoone John, and Crew , release of claim of
285 . United States to, 134 .

Burk , Anthony, authorized to enter land with - Cain , Richard, and another, land patent to is

out payment, 237 . sue to , 327 .

Burke, William, pension to , 100 . Caldwell, Alexander, released from a bond, 926 .

Burkham, Charles, and others, allowance to , Bratton, set -off allowed to , 148 .

565 . David, account of, to be settled , 664 .

Burland, Thomas M. , land purchase confirmed Harry, penalty for importing slaves,

to, 776 . remitted to , 87 .

Burlingame, Benjamin , pension to , 566 . , Joseph F. , claim of, to be settled, 861

Burnet, Daniel, titles of, to land , to be exam. Calef, John, representatives of, to be compen
ined and moneys refunded to, 205 .

7

sated for property destroyed, 150 .

Elisha, authorized to locate land , 869 . Calhoon , Chauncey, claim of, to be settled , 775 .

Burnett, Charles A. , to be paid for work , 400 . Calhoun, Benjamin, pension to, 527.

Burnham , Isaac, pension to , 75 . Chauncey, payment to, 835 .

- , James , to be paid for expenses, 149 . James S., to be paid for use of steam

Jeremiah, pension to , 233. boat, & c ., 906 .>
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Calhoun, John , pension to, 102. Carmouche, Narcisse, land claim not confirmed

Violet, pension to , 909. to , 683.

Califfe, Stephen, pension to, 3 . Carnes and Dunal, to be paid for losses , 466.

Callan, James, to be paid for services, 712. Carpenter, Isaac, pension to , 364 .

Patrick, account of, to be settled, 232. Jesse, purchase money to be refunded

Calliot, John B., land patent to issue to , 498. to , 833 .

Calvert County, levy court -house to be paid for, -, Thomas, duties remitted to , 14 .

711 . Carpentier, Joseph Le, debentures allowed to,

Calvin , James, authorized to release and enter 367.

land, 629. Lewis Anthony, grant of land to , 35.

pension to , 631 . Carr, Charles, credits to be allowed to , and

Calypso, Barque, register for, to issue , 733. judgment against suspended, 23 ) .

Cameron, Alexander, pension allowed to, 57. Elijah, authorized to exchange lands, 402.
Camp,John G., accounts of, to be settled , Richard , land warrant granted to widow

157 .
of, 535 .

Campau, Joseph, land patent to issue to, 913, Robinson, and Company, to be paid for
930 . expenses , 791.

Campbell, Charles, judgment against , to be sus- Sarah , land warrant granted to, 535 .

pended , 268 . -, Thomas, and others, authorized to enter

David S. , allowance to , for a gun lost , lands, 313.

624 . Willium , pension to, 82.

Duncan , pension allowed to , 26 . Carrier, Hunnah , pension to , 874 .

James, pension allowed to, 24 , 25 . Jonathan D. , pension to, 189 .

increase of pension to, 76 , Carroll, Daniel, allowance to , 306 .
233 .

William T., to be paid for services, 464 .

Executors of, pension to be Cars, Robert, pension to , 24 .

paid to , 365. Carswell, David, pension to , 416.

John , Heirs of, land patent to issue Carter, Braxton , pension to, 123.

Farish , to be paid for salt, 547.

claim of, to be settled, 541 . authorized to enter land, 763.

P., credit to be allowed to , 844 . Isaac, pension to , 631 .

-, Jaines, and H. C. , authorized to John, authorized to bring a slave to

relinquish land, &c . , 810 . District of Columbia, 820.
Polly L. , credits to be allowed to , 285 . John D. , payment to be made to, 248 .

Lieutenant-Colonel Richard, Heirs of, John K. , to be credited with deprecia

allowance to, 729. tion of notes, 311 .

Thomas, pension to, 6 . Randolph , pension to , 866 .

Campin James, pension to , 101 . Reuben, pension to , 417 .

Canada, Nathaniel , claim of, to be settled and -, Stephen , pension to, ul.

paid, 669. Dr. Thomas, allowance to heirs of, 716

-, Refugees from , grant of land to, 42, William , pension to , 190 .

363, 570. five years ' full pay as surgeon

Canfield, Ithamar, grant of land to , 41 . allowed to , 490 .

Cannon , Joseph S. , pension to , 469. Carver, Nathaniel, fishing bounty allowed to ,

--, Joshua, land patent to issue to, 278 . 291.

Canter, James, to be paid for service in militia , Cary, Christopher, pension to , 417.

878 . Case, Judah , allowance to , 884 .

Caplinger, Adam, allowance to, for services , -, Loudon, to be paid for oxen impressed,

544 . 291.

Capron , Elisha, pension to , 100 . -, Solomon , pension to , 608 .

Caramalli, Hamet, appropriation for the tem- Casey, Robert, pension to, 725.

porary relief of, 62. Caslard , Peter, claim of, to be settled and paid,

Carby, Thaddeus, land warrant to issue to 188 .

mother of, 278 . Cassedy, Charles, to be paid for services, 472.

Cardiffe, John, pension to, 26 . Cassidey, James, and another, register for a

Curdozo, J. N., deductions to be made from barque to issue to , 733 .

debt of, 459. Cassanova, Gabriel, 7 land claim confirmed to ,
Carey, Elnathan, and others, purchase money

Widow ,
499 .

to be refunded to, 765 . Juan ,

Carera, M.de la, land grant confirmed to, 673. Cassel , Michael,authorized to exchange land,

Carhart, Thomas, increase of pension to , 92. 710 .

Carle, Francis , land claim confirmed to ,499 . Cassin , Mary, claim for advances to be paid to,

Carleton, Ebenezer, pension allowed to , 23. 238.

increase of pension to, 114 . Casson , Philip , pension allowed to, 33 .

Carlton , John, pension to, 417. Castille, John, to be discharged from prison , 145 .

Carmichael, John, pension to, 82. Castinado, John de, claim of, to be settled and

F., claims of, to land to be paid, 193.

examined, 394 . Cathcart, James Leander, claim of, to be al

land claim confirmed and lowed , 250.

land granted to, 449. allowance to , 278 .

William , to pay extraordinary ex allowance to , in full

penses of, 31 . of all claims , 668 .

- , appropriation to pay , 34. Catlett, Charles I. , claim of, to be settled , 673.

>
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Catlett, Dr. Hanson, representatives of, to be Chase, Richard, pension to , 24 .

paid for advances , 476. --- , Samuel, witnesses at the trial of, to be

Catner, Philip, authorized to exchange lands, paid , 61 .

766. ,expenses of impeachment of, to

Caton , Richard,exempted from imprisonment be paid, 70 .

for debt of United States , 50 . Chastelain and Ponvert, duties to be deducted

Cator, Joseph, payment to , 185. from bond of, 813 .

Caulfield, James, authorized to enter land, 640. Chasting, Joseph , land claim confirmed to,

Cavalier , Anthony, and P. Petit, land title con- 202.

firmed, 238. Chauncey, Wolcott, claim of, to be settled and

Cavenough, John, increase of pension to , 69 . allowed , 580 .

Cazeau, Francis, claim of, to be paid, 191. Cheears, Dr. James H., Representatives of, al.

-, payment to be made to repre- lowance to , 793.

sentatives' of, 915 . Cheever, Nathaniel, and others, moneys to be

P. Francis, grant of land to , 43 . refunded to , 456.

Centre College, Kentucky, lands to be transferred William D. , claim of, for loss on treas .

ury notes to be pail , 875.

Chacherie, Lewis,to be paid for services, 118. Cheney, Beley, land claim confirmed to , 246 .

Chadburn , Levi, increase of pension , 114 . land certificate to issue to, 727.

Chadwick , Caleb, pension to , 24 . Chesnut, Samuel, to be paid for a horse lost,

Leri, bounty land warrant to issue 400 .

Chester, John , allowance to , 66 .

Challenge, or Conaleskee, lands relinquished to , Simeon , Heirs of, grant of land to , 43.

441. Cheder , Mary, pension allowed to , 134 .

Challer, Henry, increase of pension , 739. Chew, Beverly, and others, proceeds of seizure

Chalmers, John, allowance to , for cordage , 145 . to be paid to , 464 .

Chamberlain, Joseph , arrears of pension to be Chiapella , Celestin, land claim confirmed to,
paid to , 505 . 489 .

-, pension to, 578. Childers, Edwin H. See John P. Hickman , 848 .

Champaigne, Margaret G. C. , grant of land to, -, Nathaniel, allowance to , 443.

35 . Chiles, Thomas, pension allowed to, 26.

Champe Phebe , pension to , 736. Chillicothe Bank , allowance to , for interest and

Champenois, William , pension allowed to , 26 . advances, 414 .

Champlin, Samuel, sureties of, discharged, 883. Chilton, John , Heirs of, allowance to, 731.

Chandler, Joel, authorized to exchange lands, Chinn , George, allowance to, for rations, 553 .
722 . Edward, grant of land to , 43 .

John, allowance to , 598 . Chism , William , claim of, to be settled and

Joseph R. , and others, credits to be paid , 188 .

entered on judgments against, 893. Chittendon ,Noah, payment to be made to, 736 .

Walter Story, final certificates to be Chiitim , John , pension to , 179 .

paid to , 326 . Choctaw Indians, deduction to be made from

Channing, Walter, duties to be repaid to, 240. annuity to , 671 .

Chapin, Luther, allowance for services, 334 . Chitwood, Sarah, annuity granted to , 336 .

allowance to, for a vessel cap- Chretien , Louis,payment to heirs of, 338.
tured , 414 . Christ Church, Philadelphia, duties to be re

Chaplin , Joseph , pension to , 417 . funded to , 675 .

Chapman, Albert, pension to , 73 . Washington, allowance to, 294.

Barnabas, pension to , 24 . Christian, James, pension allowed to , 26 .

Christian, to be compensated for Christien , François, land claim confirmed to,

property destroyed, 150 . 928 .

Erasmus, payment for services of, to Christy, William , claims of, to be settled, 692 .

be made, 431 . Christopher, William G. , land claim confirmed

Jeremiah, allowance to , 170 . to heirs of, 586 .

Jonathan , debentures allowed to, 426. | Chubbuck , Levi, pension allowed to, 23 .

Chappell, Amazinn, increase of pension to, 124 . increase of pension , 77 .

John , pension allowed to , 25 . Church, Daniel W., pension to, 922.

Russell, pension allowed to, 26. Jabez, pension to , 76.

Chapu , Michael, pension allowed to , 177 . Nathaniel, increase of pension , 76.

Charbono, Tousuint, land warrant to be issued pension to, 81.

of St. Anne, Detroit, land confirmed to ,

Charleston City, allowance to indemnify, 419 . 315.

Chase, David, and others , fishing bounty al. Claiborne, Buller, claim of, to be settled and

lowed to, 606 . paid , 602 .

Daniel, pension to , 840 . Clap, Eliakim , pension to, 417.

Enoch , claim of, to be settled and paid, Clark, Archibald, to be indemnified, 307.
155 . Ashael, account of, to be settled and

--, Joseph and others, exonerated from a paid , 206.

penalty, 78 .

9
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to, 66 .
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Benjamin, claim of, to be settled and

Joshua T. , and others, fishing bounty al- allowance made , 406 .

lowed to , 372 . -, Carey, pension to , 637.

- , Parker , pension to , 666 . Catherine. See John Clark, 247.

Paul, discharged from claim for duties , Christopher, claims of, to be liquidated
336 .

and paid, 716 .

7
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Clark , Daniel P. , claim of, to be settled and Cobb, Ethelred, pension to, 113.

paid , 155 . James D., pay of first -lieutenant allowed

Dennis, purchase money of land to be to, 405 .

refunded to, and be permitted to enter Justus, pension to, 609.

another tract, 141 . Oliver E. , and others, allowed to com

Edward , pension allowed to , 23 . plete entries for drawback, 413.

Elisha, pension allowed to, 25. Cobey, James, increase of pension to, 94 .

increase of pension to , 84 . Coburn, Morrell, pension allowed to, 23 .

Gibson,'land claim of, to be examined, Samuel, authorized to locate a land

and moneys refunded to , 205 . claim , 469 .

James H. , allowance to , 286 . Cochran, James L. , authorized to enter land in

John , pension to, 74 . lieu of other, 801 .

land warrant to be issued to , 224 . Joseph , entitled to preference in pur

administratrix of, to be paid for a chasing land , 801 .

bill of exchange , 247. Cockburn , Walter, land patents to issue to, 508.

-, pension to, 775 . Cocke, William, two months' pay allowed to , 303.

Innes, duties remitted to , 44 . Coddington, Robert, increase of pension to , 102.

Josiah, pension to, 724. Codington , Benjamin, pension to, 113.

Marston G. , account of, to be settled and Codmus, Andrew , grant of land to, 46 .

paid , 852. Coe, Ebenezer, increase of pension to, 69 .

Nathaniel, pension to, 178. Coffee, John, accounts of, to be settled and paid ,

Parker, grant of land to, 43. 284 .

Samuel, discharged from claim for duties , Coffin , Charles, pension to , 726 .

336 . David, bonds of, to be cancelled, 174.

William , pension to, 418 . William, and others, drawback allowed

land warrant to issue to , 782. to , 244 .

Clarke, Bailey E., purchase money to be re- Coggswell, William , commutation of half-pay

funded to representative
s
of, 613 . allowed to, 718 .

Elijah L., land claim confirmed to, 406. Coit, Benjamin, pension to , 654 .

George W. , and others, forfeitures to be Coke, Richard , released from a bond by part

refunded to , 921. payment, 895 .

Gershom , increase of pension to , 77 . Colburn, Reuben, fine to be refunded to , 631 .

Leonard, pension to , 123 . Cole, Ambrose, grant of land to, 43 .

Lewis, Heirs of, land claim confirmed , Captain , pension to, 609.

to , 406 . Hamblin , pension to , 417 .

Matthew St. Clair , allowance to , 814 . James, grant of land to, 43.

Samuel J., duties to be refunded to , 601 . Martin , authorized to withdraw entries

Thomas B. , land patent to issue to , for land , 157 .

667. Mehitabel, land warrant to be issued to , 216 .

William , land warrant to be issued to , Samuel, pension to , 645 .

65. William , pension to , 417.

Clarkson , Randolph, pension to, 111 . Coleman , John , prize money to be paid to rep .

Samuel, duties refunded to, 263. resentatives of, 517, 592 .

Clason , Isaac, duties to be refunded to , 131 . Patrick, pension to, 113 .

Claxton , Alexander, to be paid for costs and ex William, land certificate granted to, 99

penses , 434 . Coles, John, claim of, to be adjusted, 51 .

allowance to , 546 . Colfax, Elizabeth, pension to , 866 .

Clay, John Randolph, payment to be made,667. Collier, Charles M., to be paid for a boat cap
allowance to , 755.

>

tured , 290 .

allowance to , for diplo Coleman A., pension to , 681.

matic services, 896. Collins, Charles, moiety of a forfeiture to be

Cleer, Peter, pension allowed to , 459 . paid to , 436 .

Clements, Jacob, to be paid for demurrage, 792. John, land warrant to be issued to , 65 .

Clemmons, Thomas, account of, to be adjusted pension to , 646 .

and paid, 617 . Polly, alias Bell., authorized to enter

Clerks in Office of Commissioner of Army Ac- land, 361.

counts, compensation of, fixed , 5 . Thomas, a balance released to, 368 .

Cleveland, Samuel, Jr., allowance to , 316. - , pension to , 840 .

Clicke, Henry, pension to , 544 . William , pension to , 178 , 578, 733 .

Clifford, Thomas, duties to be re
Coliomy, Daniel, pension to , 189.

and John ,
funded to , 212.

Collyer, Isaac, fishing bounty allowed to, 307 .

Son , Colmus, Ledi, pension to , 910.

Clinch, Duncan L., and another, authorized to Colony, Richard, pension allowed to, 23.

enter land, 676 . Colquhoun, William S. , to be paid for services ,

claim of, to be settled , 801 . 760 .

Clinton County, New York , claim of super- Colson , David , pension restored to , 417 .

visors of, to be settled , 164 . Colt, William , to be paid for services, 755 .

Closeau, Louis and Gilbert, land claims con- Colter , John , land warrant to be issued to , 65 ,

firmed to , 407. Columbia, Professors, & c., in Seminaries in,

Clover , William , claim of, to be settled , 455 . exempted from military duty, 339 .

Cloyd, William , amount of a fine to be refund . Banks in the District of, 802.

ed to , 372. Columbian College, in the District of Columbia,

Cobb, Daniel, pension restored to , 658 . incorporated, 255.
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Columbian College, obligations, & c., to be ex- | Cook, William , pension to, 154.

changed with trustees of, 373. Cooke, Harris, and others, forfeitures to be re .

-, authorized to sell land, 751 . funded to , 921 .

Institute, incorporated , 214 . Cooksey, Theophilus, allowance to , for a horse

use of land granted to , lost, 403 .

247. Coolidge , Thomas B., payments to be refunded

-, grant of land to, 316. to, 456 .

Insurance Company, incorporate
d
, Uriah,to be paid for expenses incurred

198 . by him , 149.

Library Company, incorporated, 51. Coombe, Griffith, and another, to be paid for

Comb, Charles, Children of, land claim con rent, 784.

firmed to , 528 . Coombs, Philip , fishing bounty allowed to ,

Combs, Leslie , pension to , 638 . 388.

Comeau, Alexander, land claim confirmed to , Cooper, Adam, pension to, 364 .

808 . David, to be paid for a house, 301 .
Jean Baptiste, authorized to enter

James, land warrant to issue to , 769 .

land, 820, 871 . John , and others, judgments against, to

Comins, Jonas, pension to , 654. be held as security , 429.

Commerce, Schooner, bounty allowed to owners Joseph, to be paid for advances, 622.

and crew of, 789. Copeland, Captain Jesse, Heirs of, accounts of,

Commager, Henry S. , payment to be made to, to be settled , 754 .

924 . Copp, Ebenezer, pension allowed to, 23 .

Commercial Bank of Lake Erie, claim of, to be Michael, allowance to, for a rifle, 342 .

compromised, 473. Corben, Isaiah, pension to , 82 .

Commissioner of Army Accounts, compensation Corder, Henry, payment to be made to , 185 .

of clerks in office of, fixed, 5 . Core, John, allowance to for a horse, 887.

west of Pearl River, accounts Corl, Leonard, pension restored to , 417.

of, to be settled and paid, 104 . Corlis, John, duties remitted to, 44 .

Comparet, Francis, payment to be made to, 409. Corp, Samuel, drawbacks allowed to, 53 .

Compton, John , land patent to issue to, 870 . Correar, James, pension to, 81 .

Comaleskee, or Challenge, land relinquished to , Cotheal, H.andD., drawback allowed to ,693.
441 . and Hoff, drawback allowed to, 812.

Conant, Mack and, claim of, to be settled, 354 . Cotheall, Isaac, increase of pension, 102.

Shubael, payment to be made to, 617. Cotton , Benjamin , pension to , 90 .

Conard , John , judgment against to be paid, Daniel, allowance to , for detention of a
438 . ship , 80 .

Conckling, Josiuh, pension allowed to , 26 . Couch, John , pension to , 566 .

Condy, Jeremiah and William , duties remitted Coulon, Paul, duties on sales of prizes refunded

Cone, Henry, pension to, 25 . Courtnay, John T., allowance to , 164.

--, increase of pension to , 93 . Courts, Eleanor, payment to be made to, 542.

Jared , pension allowed to, 474. Couture, Jean Baptiste, allowance to , for prop

Joseph , grant of land to, 43 . erty destroyed, 411 .

Conger, Stephen M. , pension to, 178 . Covenhoven , Peter, allowance for costs and ex.

Zachariah S. , pension to, 416. penditures, 18 .

Conkin , John , pension to, 650. Cowper, John , allowance to, for prosecuting

Conly, Isaac, pension to, 769. claims , 660 .

Connecticut Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb, Core, John Redman, duties refunded to , 158 .

grant of a township to, 229. , Joseph, pension to , 24 .

Connel, John , and others, credits to be entered Crabb, Horatio N., to be paid for services, 582.

on judgments against, 893. Craddock, John H., appropriation to pay claim

Conner , William , Wife and Children , land to be of, 814 .

vested in , 270. Craighead, Robert, pension to , 232.

Consul at London, allowance to , for clerk hire , Crain , John, claim of, to be settled, 334 .

620. Craine, Captain James, five years ' full pay al.

Converce, Royal, to be released from a judg- lowedto heirs of, 603.

ment of United States, 118 . Cramer, Charles, and others, forfeiture to be

Converse , Daniel, allowance to , for a horse , refunded to, 603.

245. Jacob, pension restored to , 417.

- John P. , and another, payment to be John, pension to, 81 .

made to , 848 . Crampersey, John, increase of pension to , 158.

Conway, William , Heirs of, authorized to locate Crane, Aaron, pension to , 75.

land , 668 . Letitia , pension to , 733 .

Conyne, Peter, pension to, 91 . Orson, released from a judgment, 770 .

Cook , Alston , pension to , 179. William , pension allowed to, 26 .

David , pension granted 1.0 , 6 . Crapin , Samuel, pension allowed to, 826 .

James, allowance to , for supplies , 344 . Crary, Peter and John S. , and Company, al

Johnson , pension to, 189 . lowed to complete entries for drawbacks,

Jonah , pension allowed to , 25 .
413.

increase of pension to , 77 . Cravat, Richard, land claim confirmed to , 246 .

Lyman, N., pension to , 904 . land certificate to issue to, 727

Medad , pension to , 803. Crawford , Ingoldsby W., claims of, to be set
Peter, pension to, 644 . tled, 843.

to , 14 . to, 51 .

9

9
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Crawford, James, Jr., pension to , 113. Cummins, John, purchase money to be refund

land purchase confirmed ed to , 671 .

Cunningham , Hezekiah, to be paid for carrying

grant of land to , 43. the mail, 864 .

duties to be repaid to , 305. Jesse, pension to, 543 .

Joel, and another,judgment against to Cure, Louis, land claim confirmed to, 500 .

be opened, 672. Currell, Kilshau , & Co., allowed to complete

Mary, pension to , 886. entries, 413 .

William , allowance to , 174. Currin, Edward,

-; patent issued to, to be cor- Curry, Robert,
pension to, 417.

rected , 664. Curtis, Josiah, pension to , 656 .

Creamer, George, and others, forfeiture to be William , increase of pension to, 83 .

refunded to , 603. Curtiss, William , pension allowed to , 23.

Creek Indians, to be paid for property destroyed, Cushing, Thomas, fishing bounty allowed to,

191 . 714, 789.

-, appropriation for supplies to, William , pension to , 111 .

813. Cushman, Obed, pension to, 417.

Creesy, Josiah P., and others, fishing bounty al. Cutler, Lieutenant- Colonel Enos, expenses and

lowed to , 536 . costs of suit of, to be paid , 438 .

Creighton, Samuel, Jervis, pay of captain allowed to , 143.

S Joseph, increase of pension to, 140 .

Cremeens, Moses, pension to, 543. Cutting, John Brown, 10 .

Cress, George, pension to , 91 .

Cresy, Manuel, pension to , 578 . D.

Crittenden, Sevier and Searcy, land patent to

issue to, 498 . Dabney, John B. , to be paid for advancements,

Crittenton, Stephen, to be paid for land, 628 . 211.

Crocker, Jonathan , pension restored to , 459 . Daboll, John, pension to , 81 .

Crockett, Daniel H. , pension to , 737 . Daffon, George , bounty arrearages, &c . , of, to

Joseph, sureties of, released, 350. be paid , 357.

Croghansville, lots in , vested in commissioners Dagget, Tristram , pension to , 417.

ofwood , & c ., 276 . Daigre, Francis, land claim confirmed to, 526 .

Crombie, James, pension allowed to , 23 . Dal, John , pension to , 650 .

Cronk, alias Cronkite, Lois, pension to , 911 . Dale, Richard , allowance to , for sea stores,

Crook, Peter, to be paid for horses, 252. 127 .

Crookshanks, John, pension to , 91 . Samuel, allowance to, for services, 322.

Crosby, Dr. Eliakim , land patent to issue to, 494 . accounts of, to be settled, 503.

John, and John Jr., claim of, to be set- Dalliez, Maria I., grant of land to , 35 .
tled and paid , 168 . Daly, John , to be paid for services, &c . , 456 .

Nathan, pension to, 190. Dameron, GeorgeB., to be paid for extra ser .

Simon , pension to , 25 . vices, 468 .

increase of pension to , 93 . Dann, Josiah, to indemnify, 175.

Crouch , Dr. Hazel W. , allowance to adminis- Danforth, Henry , pension allowed to, 23 .

trator of, 763 . Joseph, pension allowed to , 652.

Richard , increase of pension to, 93 . Joshua, credits to be allowed in settle.

Crow , Albion T., allowance to, for stable burnt, ment of accounts of, 264 .

704 .
Daniel, Henry, claim against to be compro

Crowell, Silvanus, allowance to, 33. mised, 874.

- Thomas , pension to , 24 . Daniels, Benjamin, pension to , 139.

Crowninshield, Benjamin W., lost certificates Job, pension to, 654.

to be renewed to, 142. Danks, Isaac, grant of land to , 43 .

Cruger, Henry N., and another , to be paid for a Dardin , David, Heirs of, allowance to , for a

slave , 920 . certificate , 495 .

Crum , Tobias, authorized to exchange land, 680. Darling, Henry, duties to be repaid to, 241.

Crummet, James, increase of pension to, 114. moiety of a forfeiture to be

Crumpersey, John, increase of pension to, 158 . paid to , 635.

Crute, John, pension to, 82. Oliver, pension allowed to , 25 .

claim of, to be settled , 276. increase of pension to, 115.

Cruzat, Anthony, claim of, to be settled and Darnell, Spencer, pension to , 153.

paid , 186. Dash , John B., duties to be refunded to , 268 .

Antoine, donation of land to , 584 . Dartmoor Prison , England, pension to persons

Cruzatte, Pier, land warrant to be issued to, 65 . wounded , and towidows and children of

Crygier, Simon , pension to, 364. those killed at, 160 .

Culbertson, John, to be paid for services , 467 . D'Auteride, Marigny, allowance to for wood

Cullins, John , pension to, 612. taken , 411.

Cullumber, Joshua, allowance to, for a schoon. Davenport, George, authorized to enter certain

land , 908 .

Culder, Dan, increase of pension to, 101 . James, pension of, to be paid to repo

Daniel, pension allowed to, 3 . resentatives of, 431 .

Cummings, David , accounts of, to be settled, Jonathan , pension to, 24 .

269.
Thomas, five years' full pay al

-, Joseph, and others , bond of, to be lowed to heirs of, 518 .

cancelled, 376 Dadezac, Auguste, to be paid for services, 814

2
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Davidson , Eliza , real estate of, how to be dis- , Defrees, Henry J., released as surety of J. B

posed of, 809. Fanning, 837

Elizabeth, pension to , 802 . De Glaubeck , Baron, pay of captain allowed

Francis, pension to , 75.

James, pension restored to, 417 . De Graff, John J., and another, claim of, to be

John, duties remitted to, 3 . settled and paid, 586 .

to be paid for a lost certificate, De Grasse, Count, grant of money for the
71 .

daughters of, 19, 31 .

Joseph, pension to, 123. De Haas, Brigadier -General, adjustment of ac

Joshua, pension allowed to, 33 . count of, 7 .

Lewis Grant, name of, changed, 97 . Dejean, Nicholas, land claim confirmed to ,

real estate of, how to be 498 .

disposed of, 809 . De Krafft, Frederick C. , claim of, to be settled,

Weld , and Beebee, payment to, 71. 683.

William , account of, to be settled , De la Carera, M. , grant of land confirmed to , 673.
318 De la Houssaye, Louis, land title confirmed to

Duviess, James, to be paid for services , 473 . heirs of, 360 .

uvis, As pension to , 927. Delany, John R., amount of a judgment to be

-, Daniel , land patent granted to , 350. paid to , 879.

to be paid for a mare lost , 708 . Delapierre, Bartholomer, pension to, 515.

Henry, $47,70 to be paid to , 223. Delaplaine, John F. and Elijah P. , fishing boun

Jonathan , penalty remitted to , 133. ty allowed to , 330.

-, allowance to , in full, for prop- De la Ronde, Pierre Dennis, to be paid for

erty destroyed, 707 . damage to property , 260.

--, Joseph, Mother of, and others , fishing Delussus, Don Carlos Dehault, to be paid for

bounty allowed to , 582. moneys taken from him, 513.

Robert C. , pension to , 179 . interest al.

Thomas Lamar, pension to , 73 . lowed to, 672.

William , and others, letters patent al. Delawder, Isaac, authorized to enter land , 362.

lowed to , 435 . Delaware, Fort, Officers, f.c. , of, to be paid for

William R. , to be paid for services, 927. losses by fire at, 512.

Darison , Bracket,pension to , 179 . Delesdernier, Lewis F., grant of land to, 43.

Darlin , John, authorized to enter land, 758, -, William , arrears of pension to be

901 . paid to , 736 .

Dauphin, Jane, forfeiture to be refunded to , Delight, Schooner, goods imported in, allowed to
551 .

be exported, 19.

Duw, John , pension to, 655 . Delino, Ignace Chalmet, claim of, to be settled

Duus, Mary , grant of preëmption right to, and paid , 186 .

527 . Delisle, Anthony S. , forfeiture remitted to, 240.

Dawson, George, account of, to be settled, Deloach , Simon, pension to , 577.

662. De Lusser, Madam , Heirs of, lands confirmed

James L., balance to be paid to , 513. to , 887.

John, Representative
s

of, authorized to Delzell, William , pension allowed to , 463.

enter land in lieu of land taken , 783. Demarest, Peter, pension to, 67.

Joshua , continued in office , 1 . D., increase of pension to , 93.

Day, Charles, exempted from duties on certain De Neufville, John, $ 3000 granted to widow

articles , 739. and children of, 29.

Dayton, Steamboat, appropriation for services Denison, Isaac, allowance to, 173.
of, 813. --, Leonard, to be indemnified for damn .

Dean, James, pension allowed to, 23.

- Lemuel, increase of pension to, 77 . Dennett, John , fishing bounty allowed to, 372.

Deane , Silas, account of, to be settled, 857. Dennie , William , pension to, 179 .

Dearborn, Benjamin , and others, moneys to be Dennin, Simeon , pension to, 926 .
refunded to , 456. Denning, Isaac, and others, duties to be refund

De Armas, Joseph, land claim confirmed to, ed to , 833.

500. Dennis, Thomas, land patents to issue to, 483 .

De Armos, Bartole, land claim confirmed to , Dennison , Christopher, pension to, 723 .
500 . Prince, pension to, 25 .

Deas, A. H., allowance to , for services, 661 . Dennistoun, A. and J. and Company, deben

De Bellevue, F. B. , pension to , 873 . ture certificates to be refunded to , 668 .

Debevere, Francis Suzor, adjustment of ac- Denny, Penelope, pension to , 342 .

count of, and pay , 7. Thomas, penalties remitted to , 122.

Debouchelle, and Chalaire, land claim confirmed Densloro, Benjamin, increase of pension to, 85 .

ages, 482.

1

Denton ,Gabriel W., and others, discharged from

De Buys, William , to be reimbursed for ex a note, 665.

penses, 884. Little, and Company, duties to be re .

De Camp , Morris, increase of pension to, 115 . funded to, 237.

De Castinado, John , accounts of, to be settled, De Peyster, William, and another , to be paid for

193 . a slave , 920.

Decatur, Susan , pension to be paid to , 700 . Depuy, Daniel, pension to , 418.

Decker, Sarah, pension to , 834 . Dequindre, Antoine, and another, released from

Decrits, Joseph, pay of sergeant allowed to, bonds, 469 .

325
allowance to , 475 .

to , 500 .
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Derbanne, Pierre S. , authorized to enter land , | Dingman, Gerardus, pension to, 92 .
926.

Dinsmore, Robert , pension to , 364.

Derry, James, accounts and pay of, 4 . Diplomatic Functionaries, accounts of, to be

Desbrow, Erastus, pension to , 176 . settled , 436 .

Desdorty, John B. , debentures to be paid to , Dismal Swamp Canal, authorized to retain cer.
187. tain dividends, 936 .

Deshields, Joseph , forfeiture to be refunded to, Distillers in Pennsylvania , duties to be refund
714 . ed to , 264.

Deslonde, Rosalie P., lo be paid for damage to Berks County, duties to be refund .

houses, 258. ed to , 291 .

Desobry, Benjamin , debentures to issue to , 307. District of Columbia , banks of, 243. And see

Despatch , British Brig , duties on , to be refund- their respective titles .

ed , 747. Ditcher, Robert, pension to, 417.

De Torres, Francisco, land claim confirmed to, Dir, John A. , to be paid for extra services , 239.
498.

Diron , John, to be paid for a lost certificate , 117.

Detroit, Town of, to be laid out , and lands in entitled to bounty land and extra

given to settlers or sold, 62.

--, payment to be made for prop- Joseph, allowance to, for land damages,

erty captured at, 124 . 404 .

lands in, to be vested in the Thomas, f. Co., penalty remitted to,

governor of Michigan, 315 . 646.

Larned Street to be contin- Doake, William , preemption right allowed to ,

ued in, 315. 270.

Mayor, &c . , of, lands released to , 346. Dobbins, Daniel, claim of, to be settled, 170 .

De Van Brun, Ann Leracher , allowance to, 785. Dodd and Barnard, duties to be refunded to,
Deder, William M. , authorized to enter land , 380 .

343.
-, Daniel, pension to , 139 .

Deverges, L. P. , claim of, to be settled and Dodge, Andrew , claim of, for expenses to be

paid, 186 . paid , 623.

Dericne, M., to receive seven months' pay , 225 . - , John , Heirs of, grant of land to , 43 .

Devlin, John S. , accounts of, to be settled,536. Doherty, Henry, pension to, 190.

allowance to , for services, Dohrman, Arnold Henry, land patent to issue
660.

Dedoe, John , pension to , 67 . annuities allowed to

increase of pension to, 77. widow and children of, 193.

Devourix, James, pension to , 178 . Heirs of, land claim

Dewees, Sarah, und Heirs of William, $8000 to confirmed to , 573 .

be paid to , 207 . Dolan, Nancy, allowance to, for land lost , 404 .

Dewey, Ebenezer, pension to, 653. Doliber, William B. , and others, fishing bounty

Dewitt, James, pension to , 364 . allowed to , 582.

-, William, pension to , 26 . Doll, Henry, pension to, 417 .

Dexter, Daniel S. , to be discharged from prison , Dolph , Charles, donation to the widow of, 167.
66. Donelson, Alexander, claim of, to be settled , 536 .

Diana, Ship, restored to rights of a sea letter Donoldson, William , to be paid for services,

vessel , 267.
755.

Dibble, Israel, pension to, 25 . Donly, John, allowance to , for carrying the

increase of pension to , 114, 124 . mail, 345 .

Orange H. , claim of, to be examined, Donnan , Gershom , increase of pension to , 114 .
700 . Donnelson, John, Heirs of, authorized to enter

Dibrel, Alzira, land title confirmed to , 267 . land, 313 .

Dick , Samuel, final certificate of, to be received, and others, act of 1824 , c . 142,

and patent to issue to, 169. for relief of, extended, 340, 486, 643.

Dickerson, Samuel, authorized to enter land, Doogan, George, pension to , 417.

756 . Doolittle, Hackalia , pension to, 92,
Dickey, Milus W., claim of, to be settled, 923. Dooly, William, claim to be settled and paid,

Robert, debenture to be paid to , 704.
272.

Dickins, Henry, and others, fishing bounty al- Dorman, Gershom, pension allowed to, 25 .
lowed to , 409. increase of pension to , 114 .

Dickson , Ephraim D. , to be paid for horse -shoe- Dorr, Joseph H. , penalties remitted to , 143 .

ing, 920. Dorsett, Oliver , pension to , 728.

-- , James, & Co., proceeds of forfeited Dorsey, John E., satisfaction to be entered on

goods allowed to, 350. judgments against, 363.

Robert, sureties of, exempted from Joshua, to be discharged from prison ,

imprisonment, 272. 125 .

-, William , scrip to issue to, for pay- Dougherty, John, claims of, to be adjusted,613.

ments on land forfeited,508. authorized to enter land, 790 .

Dicy, Samuel, pension to , 882. -, Margaret, prize money to be paid

Dietz, Johan Jost, pension to, 732. to , 924 .

Dillon, John, moneys to be refunded to, 212 Douglas, Daniel, and others , fishing bounty

Josiah, payment to be made to , 923. allowed to , 324 .

Dimanche, Succession of, land claim confirmed Douglass, Elisha, pension to, 418 .

7

27 : '

7

5

1

Hannah, seven years' half-pay to

Dimick , Peter, pension to , 644 . representatives of, 590.

to, 499.

,61
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Douglass, Stephen P. W., excused from part of | Dunbar, Thomas, and others, fishing bounty al

patent oath , 773 . lowed to , 409 .

Douty, Thomas, prize money to be paid to , Duncan, Jared, pension to , 92.

359 . -, Jonas, allowance to, for use of a

Dove, William , payment to, 18. house, 307.

Dow , Benjamin, pension to , 543 . Dundas, Agness, Heirs of, release of land to,

Jesse E. , payment to, 703 . 623 .

to be paid for services, 754. Dunham and Reed, to be paid for advances to

Jonaihan , pension to , 653. troops , 232 .

Reuben, increase of pension to , 76 Dunlap , Richard T., and others, duties to be

Dowd, Benjamin B. , pension to , 727. Robert P., and others, refunded to,

Dowdney, Samuel, pension to , 67 . 833.

Downer , John , pension to , 416 . Du Peron, Jean, pension to , 180 .

Downes, Captain John , claim of, to be paid , Dupree, Widow , allowance to, for property de
810 . stroyed , 438 .

Downs, John , pension to , 32, 178 . Dupuis, John B., location of a Madrid certifi

William , authorized to enter lands, 313 . cate confirmed to , 377.

Dot, Gerrit L., suit against, to be suspended , Durand, Isaac, pension to, 111.
281 . Durell, John, increase of pension to, 180 .

credit to be allowed to sureties Duret, Louis, land claim confirmed to repre

of, 439 . sentatives of, 202 .

Peter, and others, credit to be allowed on Durfee, Benjamin , pension to, 737.

a judgment, 439. Durham, Thomas, release of land to , 818 .

Dortator, Peter, pension to, 633. Durkee, John, seven years' half-pay allowed to

Doyle, Edmund, grant of land to , in lieu of representatives of, 110.

other land , 341. Durnal, John, pension to, 76 .

Dozet, Joseph , to be paid for damages to prop- Dutton, Joseph L.,claim of, to be paid, 284.
erty, 323. D'Uttrick , Baron , 244 .

Druke, Gilbert, to be discharged from prison , Duval and Carnes, to be paid for damages,
66. 466 .

N. P. , allowance to , 918 . Daniel, commutation of half-pay al.

Dragon, Michael , land claim confirmed to, 689 . lowed to , 720 .

Dreu , Joshua, fine to be refunded , 880 . Edward W., credit to be allowed to,

Samuel, payment to be made for ser- 702 .

vices, 236 . Mareen, to be paid for provisions, 303.

Drulyard, George, land warrant to be issued to, William P., accounts of, to be settled,

66 . 925 .

Drummond, Grieve , pension to, 153. Duderge, Bartholomeu , to be paid for damages

amount of pensions with- to property, 260.

held to be paid to , 527. Dyer, Jonathan, pension to , 33 .

Drury, Wilfred, donation to , 176 . Walter, pension restored to, 652.

Drysdale, John, to be paid for service in mi- Dygert, Dennis, pension to , 872.

litia , 893. Dysart, James, pension to, 68.

Duane, Colonel William , allowance to , for Dyson, Leonard , confirmation of land claim of,
Cavalry System ," 298 . suspended, 382.

claim of, to be settled Dyster, Joseph Joshua, allowed to obtain a pat

and allowance to , 335 . ent right, 87 .

Dublin Township , scrip to issue to , 862 .

Dubois, Lewis, half-pay of a colonel allowed to, E.

16.

Duchouquet, Francis, allowance to , 46 . Eadus, William , allowance to, for a house

Ducker, Enoch , pension to , 139 . burnt, 710.

Ducoing, Francis, pension to, 578 . Eagan , Thomas, pension to , 26 .

Dudley , Benjamin W., claim of, to be settled, Earl, Daniel, Jr., grant of land to , 43.

626. Earle, Elias, Representatives of, released from

EdwardB., forfeiture remitted to, 240 . a judgment, 510.

Duer, William A. and John, and another , cer William N., accounts of, 299.

tificate to be paid to , 587 . Earnest, William , pension to, 233.

Duffy, James, pension to, 935 . Earwood, Joel, allowed to transfer money paid,

Dufossat, Joseph Soniat, land claim confirmed to any entry of land, 198 .

to , 488 . East Florida, Inhabitants of, allowance to,

Dufour, John James, and his Associates, author- 569.

ized to purchase lands, 47 . East, William , tobe paid for horse -shoes, 746.

five years Eastern Branch Bridge Company, to be paid for

allowed to , to pay for lands, 126 . damages to the bridge, 152 .

Dugan, George, pension to , 139. Bridge Company, incorporated, 225 .

Duggan, Jeremiah, Widow and Heirs of, grant Eastman , Eli, pension to, 725.
of land to , 43.

6

1

Jonathan B., accounts of, 156 .

Dumouchel, Eugene Charles, land claim con Robert, patent right extended to, 613.
firmed to , 498 . Thomas, pension to, 23.

Dunbar, Joseph, pension to , 25 . Easton , Eliphalet, pension to, 67 .

allowance to , for extra ser Sarah, allowance to , 437.

vices, 360. interest allowed to, 524.

7
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Eaton, Joseph, allowance to , 529. Emeline, Schooner, fishing bounty allowed to

Origen , pension to , 632. owners and crew of, 579 .

Robert, penalty to be refunded to, 541 . Emerson, John, commutation of half-pay al

William , accounts of, to be settled , 65 . lowed to , 600 .

Eccleston , Charles, released from a judgment, Solomon, pension restored to , 889.
151 .

William , Representatives of, and

Eckford , Henry, allowance to , in full payment others, proceeds of seizure to be paid to ,

of claim , 871 . 464.

Eckright, Isaac, pension to, 610. English , Francis, land patent to issue to , 380 .

Eddy, Caleb, drawbacks allowed to , 829. John , and others, allowance to, for ex

Jonathan , grant of land to , 43 . penses of suit , 373 .

Edgar, John , grant of land to, 43 . Joseph , allowance to, for property lost,

, entitled to benefit of act 1822, 408.

c . 53, 427. William, pension to, 190 .

Edmonds, Samuel, surety of, released, 898 . Ennis, Gregory , and another , to be paid for ser
Edmondson , John, pension to , 915. vices , 327 .

Samuel A. , allowance to , 591 . Enos,Roger, moiety of a penalty to be paid to,

Thomas, pension to , 179 . 439 .

Edmonson , Samuel, payment to, 185. William , authorized to surrender and lo

Edwards, Abraham , pension allowed to , 231 . cate lands, 584 .

Amos, credit allowed to sureties of, | Ensign , Ariel, allowance to , for improvements,

484 . 475 .

Eran, land warrant to issue to heirs Enterprize, Ship, exportation of goods import

of, 604 . ed in , allowed, 19 .

Gideon, pension to , 81 . Epervier, Brig , six months' pay allowed to
James M. , pension to, 737 widows and orphans of officers, &c . , of,

Jonathan, pension to , 418 . 188 .

Leroy, allowance to the heirs of, 351. Eppes, Richard, to be paid for clothing, 416.

William , account of, to be settled and Erb, Lawrence, discharge from imprisonment,

his expenses paid , 201 . 45 .

Egerton , Giles, authorized to enter land, 366 . Ermatinger, George, allowance to , for a horse

Eiler, Laurentius M. , claim of, to be settled killed, 445 .

and paid , 624 . Erring, William , account of, to be settled , 147.

Elder , Robert, pension to, 112. Erwin, James, released, as surety of J. H. Al

Eldred, Moses,increase of pension to , 728. ley , 263.

Eliza , Vessel, duties on , to be refunded, 833. Eskridge, Thomas P. , purchase money to be

Eliza Ann , Ship, case of, to be decided by sec- refunded to representatives of, 7:36.

retary of treasury , 104 . Eslava , Miguel, land title confirmed to heirs of,

Elizabeth City, Parish Churchwardens, allow- 311 , 822.

ance to , for a bell , 404 . Espie, Samuel, pension to , 515 .

Schooner, bounty allowed to owners, Estes, Abraham , pension to , 153.

&c . , of, 671 . Esteves, Succession of, land clain not confirmed

Eliot , Jonathan, to be paid for forage, &c . ,
714 .

Eustace, John, allowance to the heirs of, 351.

Elkins, Jonathan, increase of pension to, 638. , Evans, Ann, five years ' half-pay allowed to,

Ellery, Joseph, pension to , 906. 653.

Elliott, Bernard, claims of widow and orphans Daniel, pension to , 113 .

of, to be adjusted, 6. Edward, increase of pension to, 69 .

George, allowance to, for services and claim of, to be adjusted, 312 .

expenses, 572. Lewis, and others, grant of land to , 567.

pension to , 645 . and McNeal, claim of, to be settled and

John, pension to , 113 . paid, 172 .

C. , released as surety of J. H. Al Oliver , patent right granted to , 70.

ley, 268. patent right extended seven

Jonathan, allowed further time to com

ply with building regulations, 244 . -, Scioto, to be paid for a horse, 660.

Joseph , pension to , 81 . William , pension to , 82 .

lands released to , 507 . Edat, Edward, allowance to, for a house burnt,

Nathaniel, pension to , 416 . 281 .

and Purviance, duties remitted to , 15 . Eveleth , William S. , credit to be allowed to,

Robert, $2000 allowed to the widow of, 892 .

57 . Everts, Stephen, increase of pension to, 124

Ellis , David, debentures allowed to, 393 . Everett, Alexander H. , accounts of, to ba set

Colonel John , Heirs of, grant of land to , tled , 436 .

444 . Jeremiah, pension to , 26 .

Samuel, indemnification to be allowed to, Ewing, Reuben , judgment against to be in.
132.

7

to , 499.

7

9

7

7

9

years, 147.

2

9

7

2

2

dorsed " satisfied , ” 335 .

Vespasian , certificates of payment to be William L. D. , to be credited with

received from , 743 . losses by robbery, 352.

Elmslic, Alexander, duties refunded to, 263. Ewings, Samuel, land patent to be issued to,

Ely, Elisha, and another, to be indemnified for 276 .

damages, 482. Eyerly, Jacob, accounts of, to be examined ,

-, John , allowance to , 543. 627.

7 2
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Samuel, { grant of land to , 43.

7

Eyers, Samuel, increase of pension to, 115 . Ferguson and Reid , debentures allowed to, 919

Eyres, , pension allowed to , 25 . William , pension to , 417.

William B. , judgment against, to be

paid , 750 .

Ferrell, James, pension to , 417.

Fabre, William , prize money allowed to , 888. John, executors of, authorized to ex.

Fagot, Charles, land claim confirmed to, 500 . change land, 328 .

Fain, John , pension to , 140 . Ferris, Ransford Avery, increase of pension

Fairbanks, Erastus and Thaddeus, overpay.

ment to be refunded to, 749. Fessenden , Isaac, fine to be refunded to , 841,

Jason , anıl another, released from a 916.

bond, 255. Fichon, Lewis Philip A. , grant of land to, 35.

Fairbrother, Richard , pension to, 67 . Ficklin, George, and another, proceedings

increase of pension , 140 . against, to be relinquished , 770.

Fairfield , Jack, warrant to issue for bounty land Field , George,pension to, 543.

of, 216 . Joseph, land warrant to be issued to,

Falconer, Joseph , Representatives of, claim for -, Reuben, ) 65 .

lost certificates allowed to, 430 . Fielding, Daniel, pension to , 101 .

interest to be allowed to exec -, allowance to, for property lost,

utors of, 574 . 360 .

and Stewart, debentures to be paid to , Fields, George, arrears of pension be paid to , 655.

187 . Fife, James, to be paid for a horse, 592.

Fales, Atwood, ? Fifer, John, authorized to relinquish and enter

land, 629.

Fanning, Elisha, pension to , 111 . Filmore, Henry, pension to , 25 .

Henry, to be discharged from prison , Finch, Isaac, increase of pension to , 93 .
128, 156 . accounts of, to be settled, 263.

John B. , accounts of, to be settled , 307. William , Bolton and Elizabeth, names of,

Joshua , Heirs of, allowance to, 730 . changed , 528 .

Farish , Thomas B., $ 149.60 to be paid to , 218. Findlay, William , payment to , 621 .

Farlow , Huldah , pension to, 835 . Findley, John , and another ,certificates of, to be

Farmer, Robert, land title confirmed to repre- liquidated, 392

sentatives of, 761 . Findly, Dr. J. E. B. , allowance to , 661.

Farmers Bank of Alexandria , charter of, ex- Finney, Elkanah, fishing bounty allowed to , 244.

tended , 802. Fire inAlexandria , appropriation for indigent

and Mechanics Bank , of Georgetown, sufferers by, 356 .

charter of, extended, 802. Fire Companies in District of Columbia , how to

Farnsworth, Jonas, pension to , 68 . be organized, 687.

Leri, pension to , 24 . Insurance Company in Alexandria, incor

Farrelly , Terrence , land patent to issue to , 498. porated, 129.

Farrer, Thomas, claim of, to be settled and paid, of Alexandria, incor
172 .

porated, 627.

Farrington , March, pension to , 941 . Potomac, incorpo

Farrow , Nimrod, and another , claim of, to be rated , 460 .

examined and suits suspended, 283. Fire at Norfolk, Sufferers by, payment of bonds

suit against, to of, delayed , 53.

be dismissed , 331 . Portsmouth, Sufferers by, payment of

and others , claims of repre bonds of, delayed, 49, 63.

sentatives of, to be settled , 526 . Savannah, Sufferers by, payment of

Pharaoh, and his Associates, proceeds bonds of, delayed , 241.

of sale of boats to be paid to , 169 . Firemen's Insurance Company, incorporated,

Faulkner, Edward , 694 .

Thomas, )
grant of land to , 43 .

Firman , Joseph, and others, land title confirmed

Faunce, John W., and another, letters patent to and payments to be repaid to , 308 .

issue to, 807. Fishel, Michael, pension to, 416.

Fayetteville, Arkansas, grant of lands for the Fisher, Andrero, allowance to ,for repairs, 892.

use of, for schools, & c ., 567. Coleman, authorized to exchange loca

Farnum , Benjamin , pension to , 2 . tions , 561.

Feely Timothy, allowance to , representatives Elisha and Company, duties refunded to,
of, 738 . 212 .

Female Orphan Asylum, Georgetown, incorpo- , George, purchase money to be refunded

rated , 381 .

act of in Henry, Representatives of, allowance to,

corporation of, (1828 , c . 88 ,) amended, 492. 730 .

St. Vincent, grant of Silas D., authorized to locate land, 607.

land to , 512 . an Indian , location of land con

Fenner, Jerah, allowance to , 693 . firmed to, 633 .

Fenton, John , pension to , 178 . Fisk, Abijah, pension to , 543.

Fenwick, Michael, Representatives of, to be paid

5

9

9

to, 316 .

Eben , allowance to , 428 .

for property destroyed , 661, 759. James, money lost by robbery to be re

Fergus, John, pension to, 81. funded to , 441.

Ferguson , Benjamin B., pension to , 912. Alvarez, purchase money to be refunded

James, claim of, to be paid, 333. to, 796 .
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Fitch , Moses, pension to, 24 . Ford, Jonathan W. , and others, allowance to , f

Fitzgerald, Aaron, pension to , 451 , 593. expenses of suit , 373 .

Thomas, arrears of pension of, 451 . Muhlon, pension to , 111 .

Fitzsimmons, George, pension to ,177 .
, pension to be paid to administra .

Flaget, Benedict J. , duties remitted to , 346, 484 . tors of, 285 .

Flaujac, Garrigues, authorized to locate land, Nathan , pension to , 111 .

351, 559. Peter, allowance to, for property lost,

Fleming, J. A. , land patent to issue to, 726. 405 .

John, S. , to be paid for flour, 562. Robert G. , accounts of, to be settled and

William A. , authorized to surrender a paid , 888.

land certificate, 479.
Sophia B. See Mahlon Ford .

Flemming, Thomas, pension to, 417 . William, pension to, 774 .

Fletcher, Ebenezer, pension to, 23 . Foreman , Anthony, claim of, for slaves taken,

Josiah, release of land to, 323 . to be paid , 480 .

Flinn, Thomas, allowance to the widow and Robert S. , land warrant to be issued to,

children of, 57.
308 .

Flint, Jonathan, pension to, 658. Forest, William , pay of, 333.

Flood, John , pension to, 866.
Forman , William Gordon, land claim confirmed

Martha , duties to be repaid to , 248. to , 248.

William , claim of, to be settled and paid, Forrest, Andrew, to be paid for advances, 870.

163 . Joseph, allowance to , for demurrage,

, duty to be repaid to administra- 323.

trix of, 248. Forsyth and Hull, payment to be made to, 887.

Forida Indians, appropriation for sustenance of, Kenzie and, accounts of, to be settled,

354 .

Militia , officers in , to be paid , 760 . R. A. , payment to be made to , 887 .

Flournoy, Alfred, authorized to enter land in Robert, grant of money to widow and

lieu of pension, 353 .
children of, 17 .

land patents to issue to , 358. James H., payment to , 887.

Matthews, and another, exchange of Forsythe, Robert A. , to be paid for services, 473.

land reserved for schools in Mississippi ,
William, to be paid for a stable taken,

529 .
472.

Thomas, judgment, against, to be Fort, Alston, pension to, 176 .

satisfied, 370 . Delaware, property lost in , to be paid for,

Flowers, Thomas, duplicate military land war
512.

rant to issue to , 374 .
Fortune, Schooner, fishing bounty allowed to

Floyd, Charles, land warrant to be issued to owners , &c . , of, 719 .

heirs of, 65 . Fosdick , Nathaniel F. , to be discharged from

Davis, allowance to , for services, 341 . prison , 97 .

accounts of, to be settled, 347. Foster, Ezekiel,and Company, duties to be re

-, Perry, pension to , 112. funded to , 602

Fobes, Simon, pension to , 417.
Joseph, pension to , 177.

Foley, Alice L. , land claim of, confirmed to, -, Lathrop, pension to , 922.

808 . Peter, five years ' pay allowed to, 540.

-, Barnett and another, authorized to enter , Walley and, amount of debentures to

land , 829 .
issue to , 346.

Folger, Samuel B. , to be paid for work , 916. Willium , increase of pension to , 94 .

Follett, Frederick, pension to, 24.
S., account of, to be settled ,

Folsom , James B. , pension to , 632.
214 .

Joseph R., and others, fishing bounty Fountain , Garrett, allowance to , for rent, 292.

allowed to, 777.
Fouquet, John L., claim of, to be settled and

Foltz, Frantz Jacob, drawbacks allowed to , 21 . paid, 155 .

J. M., pay allowed to , 766 . Fowler, Theodosius, suit against, discontinued ,

Joshua, claim of, to be settled and paid , 47 .

401 . William M. , pension to, 417.

Fons, Widow Joseph , land claim confirmed to, Fox, Benjamin F., appropriation for payment

499 . to , 814 .

Foote, Gervis, to be paid for stone , 916 . Edward, to be paid for muskets, 240.

Fooy, John Henry, land patent to issue to , Jacob, pension to , 26 .

498 . Joel, pension to, 111 .

Forbes, Abraham , allowed to enter land, 647. Samuel, pension to, 417.

Elisha , pension to , 67. Vessel, allowance to owners and crews

James Grant, drawbacks allowed to, of, 669.

813 . Foxworthy, William , pension to, 651 .

Jehiel, and others, duties to be refunded France, Treaty with. See Union Bank, 700 .

Francher, James, pension to , 803 .

John M. , account of, to be settled, Francis, John, to be discharged from prison ,

159 .
170 .

Ralph B., drawbacks allowed to, 813 . Miller, pension to, 727 .

William, Heirs of, to be paid for losses, Tench , accounts of, to be settled , 252

660 . Francisco, Peter, pension to, 233.

Force, Peter, allowance to , 814 . Frank, John , pay of a soldier allowed to, 32

Ford , James, pension to, 23. Franklin , Benjamin, pension to , 829.

VOL . VI. 121
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Franklin Insurance Company, incorporated , Gallespie, James, pension to , 82.
203. Galliopolis, grant of land to inhabitants of, 35 .

grant of fur Inhabitants of, 4th sec . of act for

ther powers to, 704. the benefit of, repealed, 59 .

Franzoni, Guiseppe, allowance to administra- Gallop , William, pension to, 515 .

trix of, 620. Gallup, Andrer , increase of pension to, 84 .

Virginia, allowance to, 620. Gamage, William , pension to, 418.

Fraser, Angus O., and others, payment to, 249. Gamble, Abraham, pension to, 83.

James, allowance to , for work, 391 . Abram, arrears of pension to, 102.

John, forfeiture to be refunded to , 919 . Archibald,authorized to exchange land

Frasier, Charles M. , to be paid for a house de- certificate, 529.

stroyed, 642 John M. , to be paid for rations, 675.

John, and Company, excess of duty to Gannett, Deborah, allowance to heirs of, 735 .

be repaid to , 647. Garden, Alexander, full pay of lieutenant al

Robert, land warrant to be issued to , lowed to , 380 .

65. Gardiner, Frances, claim of, to be settled and

Frazar, George, and others, fishing bounty al paid , 705 .

lowed to , 699 . Gardner, Ebenezer, grant of land to , 43.

Frazer, Solomon, released from a judgment, Jared, exonerated from a penalty, 78.

151 . Peregrine, allowance to , for a horse

John, pension to, 154. lost , 566 .

Thomas, pension to , 737 . Garie, Madam , land claim confirmed to , 499

Freeland, Benjamin, authorized to exchange Garner , John, pension to , 113.

land, 385 . Garrard, William, $ 1500 to be paid to, 109 .

Freelove, David, pension to , 866 . allowance to , 174 .

The Snow, exportation of goods saved Garretson , Samuel, pension to , 3 .

from the wreck of, permitted, 16 . Garrett, Alexander, pension to , 26 .

Freeman , Edgar, pension to , 516 . Garrow, Samuel H. , interest remitted to , 872

Pearson , pension to, 568. Garsed, Joshua, patent right of, 270 .

Freligh, George, claim of, to be settled and Gasney, Peter, allowance to, for a horse lost,

paid , 155 .
429.

French, Samuel, pension to, 25 .
Gass, Patrick, land warrant to be issued to , 65 .

-, increase of pension to, 93 , 417. Gassett David , bounty , arrearages, & c ., of, to

Thomas, allowance to , 223 . be paid, 357.

Vessels, certain , duties remitted to the Gaston, Joseph , pension to , 549.

owners of, 18 . Gates, Benjamin , pension to, 418 .

Frey, Frederick , and Company, drawback al- Darius, account of, to be settled, 72 .

lowed to, 758 . Gertrude, amount of certificates to be

Fridge, Alexander, land claim confirmed to, 432 . paid to , 521 .

Friendship, Schooner, fishing bounty allowed to -, Henry, increase of pension to, 77 .

owner, officers, &c . , of, 616. Gatlin , Stephen, pension to, 611 .

Frink, John, pension to , 231. Gay, Abel, and another, accounts of, to be set.

Frisbie, Levi, pension to, 177. tled and paid , 679 .

Frisby, Richard , allowance to , for property de- -, David, grant of land to, 43.

stroyed, 743. Orris, pension to, 636 .

Fritters, Travise, pension to, 656. Gayle, George W., allowance to, 776 .

Frizzle, Elisha, increase of pension to, 68, 85 . Gazzam , Audley H. , land patent to issue to,

Frost, Joseph, pension to , 24 . 822.

Frothingham, Joshua P., allowance to, for prop Taylor, and Jones, drawbacks allowed

erty destroyed, 546.

Fry, Benjamin, pension to, 113. Gee, Henry, authorized to enter land, 857.

Henry, pension to, 870. Geesey, Valentine, allowance to , for work, 914 .

John, and another, claim of, to be settled, Geller , George, pension to, 417.

308 . Gelston, David, credits to be allowed to exec

Frye, William W., exempted from duties , 739 . utor of, 728 .

Fugate, Thomas, pension to , 177. accounts of, to be settled , 854 .

Fuller, Daniel, pension to , 566 .
M. See David Gelston , 728 .

- Farly, exempted from imprisonment, General Armstrong, Brig, prizemoney allowed

272. to officers, & c ., of, 603.

John B., pension to, 177. Jackson, Ship, owners of, released from

Nathaniel, pension to , 417 . duties, 299 .

Stephen, pension to , 23, 417. Gentry, William , authorized to exchange land,

Furney, Abel, increase of pension to, 68.
377 .

George, Schooner, bounty allowed to owners

G.
and crew of, 808.

Moses Sweat, pension to , 23.

Gadd, Thomas, pension to, 179 . Georgetown , an act for an addition to , repealed ,

Gage, Abner, increase of pension to, 77. 280.

Gaines, William D. , lands released to, 519. limits of, to be extended, 937 .

Gulary, Schooner, bounty allowed to owners, College, authorized to confer de.

& c , of, 777 .

Gale, Isaic , pension to , 727 . - , grant of land to , 538 .

- , William, patent right renewed to, 895 . incorporated, 912 .

2

to, 37 .

2

1

7

7

grees, 152.

9
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William, špayment to, 185 .

7

7

Georgetown, Corporation of, authorized to close | Glascock , Tho nas, allowance to representatives
streets , 683. of, 751 .

-, Free School and Orphan Asylum, Glass, John , land to be relinquished to , 443.
incorporated , 538 . Glaubeck , Baron de, pay of captain allowed

Lancaster School Society, incorpo

rated , 105 . Glazier, Asa, pension to , 176 .

Water Company, incorporated , 135. Gleason , Windsor, pension to , 23 .

Geoghegan, Moses, Glen , Elias, allowance to, for services, 322.

Glover, Cread, allowance to , for a horse lost,

Georgia Railroad und Banking Company, du- 409.

ties to be refunded to , 734 . William , pension to , 911 .

German Benevolent Society , incorporated , 839. Goddard, Nathaniel, appropriation for the bene.

Gerock, Samuel, pension to, 416. fit of, 104 .

Gerodelle, John, pension to, 609. Godenberger, Adam, pension to , 26 .

Gibbon, James, five years ' full pay allowed to , Godfroy, Gabriel, and another, land patent to
551 . issue to, 413.

Gibbs and Channing, duties paid by, to be re allowance to ,

funded, 240 . for property destroyed, 534.

-, Elizabeth, pension to,863. to be paid for property de

George, drawbacks allowed to , 19 . stroyed , 450.

-, Samuel, increase of pension to , 85 . Louis, and another, value of land

loan certificates to be liquidated, granted to , to be ascertained, 726 .

576.
Goetz, Frederick, and another, claim of, to be

Widow of, allowance to be made settled, 334.

to , 637. Going, Daniel W., pension to , 804 .

, Simeon, pension to , 91 . ,, Preston , payment to , 784 .

William P., certificate to be paid to, 504. Goldsmith, Jeremiah, pension to, 652.

Gibson, Abigail, pension to , 911 . --, Morris, and another , to be paid for

Alexander, pension to , 690 . services , 308 .

County, Indiana, school lands to be se- Gonzales, Andrea,land claim confirmed to , 499.

lected in , 851. -- , Bastien , land claim confirmed to, 499.

Edward R., allowance for services, Good Friends, Ship , forfeiture remitted to
362. owners of, 122 .

George, land warrant to be issued to , Goode, Samuel, to be paid for expenses, 548.
65.

Gooding, John, and another , bounty to, 274 .

James, pension to, 341. Goodrich, Benjamin , pension to , 577 .

Giddons, Edward, allowance for damages to Bethuel , pension to , 176 .

property of, 146 . Joseph, pension to , 32.

Giffin , David, to be paid for damage to fences, Silas , land warrant to be issued to,
303. 65 .

Gilbert , Burr, pension to, 25 . Goodrum , Thomas, pension to , 92.

increase of pension to, 84 . Goodwin , Amaziah, pension to, 872.

Ephraim F., claim of, to be settled and Daniel, award to be paid to, 395.

paid , 440. account of, to be settled,

-, pension to, 651.
545 .

Jacob B. , to be paid for a house de -, Elizabeth, seven years ' half-pay al

stroyed, 625 . lowed to representatives of, 590.

John, pension to, 91 , 139. Uriah, pension to , 24 .

Joseph, arrears of pension to, 611 . Goolsby, Reuben , pension to , 178 .

MarinusW., claims of, to be settled and Gordon, Charles, appropriation for payment to,

paid , 379 , 621 , 622 .
814 .

Thomas, pension to , 418 . Charles, and others, fishing bounty al

Giles, Aquila, claim of, to be settled and paid, lowed to, 606, 895.

230. - , George, land claim confirmed to , 598 .

Gilespie, Menzies, authorized to surrender land John and Moses, allowance to, for dam

warrant, 762.

Gill, Whitford, allowance to , for a boat, 559 . M. S. , payment to, 599.

Gillett, Joseph, pension to, 177 . Patience, Representatives of, certificate

Gilman, Joshua, pension to, 23 . loan to be paid to , 378.

-, Samuel, pension to, 26 . Samuel , duties to be refunded to , 58 .

Gilmore, David, and others, judgment against, Gore, William , duties on carriage of, remitted,
released to, 323. 161 .

pension to, 717. Gorril, Andrew , pension to, 305 .

Joseph , pension to, 113 . Gott, George, and others, fishing bounty al

Gilson, Thomas D., to be paid for services, 887 . lowed to, 641 .

Girault, John, allowed to enter land without Goudran, Nicholas, authorized to locate land,

payment, 269. 668 .

Girod , John F. , land patent to be issued, and Gough, John, land patent to issue to , 467.

money refunded to, 519 . Gould, Asa, pension allowed to , 25 .

Gist, Captain Henry, accounts of, to be settled,

>

5

2

9

5

ages, 146.

7

>

increase of pension to, 115 .

211 . -, Benjamin, pension to, 25 .

Spencer C. , allowance to, for services, William P., allowance to , for services,

772. 345 .

9

9
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Gode, George B. R. , allowance to , 301 . Griffin , Cyrus, and others, accounts of, to be

Nathaniel, pension to , 4 . settled , 297.

Gorin , Charles, pension to , 67 . Jonathan, claim of, to be settled and

Grady, Henry, to be paid for corn, 775 . paid , 155 .

-, Younger, increase of pension to, 124 . Thomas, amount of a bill of exchange

Graeff', Jucob, Estute of , to be discharged on to be paid to, 224.

payment of $ 6847.01, 210 . released from a judgment,

Graham, James, duties to be repaid to, 305. 397.

John, and another, payment to , 707. Griggs, Gideon, pension to, 90 .

Richard, and another. See Elias T. John, pension to , 100 .

Langham , 751 . Grimball, John, Heirs &c . , of, authorized to

William , Heirs of, land patent to issue locate land, 797 .

to , 766 . Groce, Jared E. , authorized to reënter lands,

C., and others , credits to be 550.

entered on judgments against, 893. Groun, Benjamin , pension to , 515 .

Grammar School and Academy, at Wilmington, payment of pension , 577.

grant of compensation for injury to , 8. Grover, Amasa, pension to, 25 .

Granada, Brig Nutra, register allowed to , 883 . increase of pension to, 115 .

Granger, Daniel, pension to , 658. Benjamin, paymentof pension , 577.

Erastus, Representatives of, released Grozer, William , payment to , 771.

from a judgment, 410. Grubb, Curtis, allowance to , for damages, 716.

Granniss, Enos, account of, to be settled and Grymes, William , seven years ' half-pay allowed

his representatives paid , 601 . to heir of, 662.

Grant , Edward , pension to , 90. Guard, Daniel, pension to, 67.

James, H., payment to , 784 . Guedry, Joseph , payment for land to be refund

Lewis, name of, changed, 97. ed to, 568 .

Grantland , Seaton, authorized to enter land, Pedro, alias Pierre, Heirs of, land claim
763 . confirmed to , 526 .

Gratiot, Henry, payment for services of, to be Guera , Antonio , land claim confirmed to , 499 .

made, 792 . Guerlain , Lewis H., to be paid for damage to

Gratz, Michael, loan certificate of, to be valued buildings, 259.

and paid , 571. Guest, John, claim of, to be settled and paid,

Gray, Alexander M., pension to, 179.
400 .

Andrew , pension to , 655. Guichot, Maturin, land title confirmed, and pay .

Isaac , pension to , 153. ments refunded to , 309.

James , pension to, 892. Gulledge, Thomas, authorized to enter land,

and Taylor, drawbacks allowed to , 813 . 366 .

Grayson, John, land warrant granted to, 532. Gulnare, Brig, register allowed to, 831 .

Greaves, Jacob D. , pension to, 874 . Gumbleton Robert, pension to, 417.

Greeley, Aaron, claim of, to be settled, 107. Gurnee, Samuel, pension to , 178 .

Greely, Joseph, pension to , 23 . Guthrie, Abelard, land patent to issue to , 886.

Green , Andrew , pension to , 139 . land entry confirmed to , 921.

, Elijah, and others , pension to be paid James, pension to , 178 .

to , 657. John, pension to, 33.

Isaac, released from a judgment, 882 . Peter, authorized to relinquish and en

James, account of, to be settled, and he ter land, 629.

to be discharged from prison , 268 . Guthry, John, final settlement certificate to be

Jonas, pension to , 73. paid to , 269.

Joseph , pension to , 23 . Gutierres, Antoino,

I., claim of, to be settled and Bernard, land claim confirmed to ,

paid , 193 . Francisco, 499.

J., claim of, to be settled and Juan,

paid , 155 . Guy, Matthew , donation to , 176 .

W., and others, fishing bounty Guyant, Luke, pension to , 113 .

allowed to, 659. Gwathmey, Humphrey B. , certificate of deben

Patrick , allowance to , 789. ture allowed to, 605 .

William , pension to , 73 . Gwyn, John, Heirs of, land warrant to issue to,

Greene, Christopher, interest allowed to, 11 . 397.

Major-General Nathaniel, estate of, in- Gwynn, Charles, amount of a judgment repaid
demnified for a bond, 9, 28 .

Greer, Jefferson , authorized to enter land, 752. William , allowance to , for a horse,

Thomas, pension to, 33.
274 .

Gregory, Francis H., to be paid for expenses,
393. H.

John M., Representatives of, half- pay

allowed to , 588 . Habersham , John , certain charges to be allowed

Luther, pension to , 176 .

Gresham , Elizabeth , pension to , 890 . Hackley, Richard S. , to be paid for expenses,

additional pension to , 909 . 251, 481 .

Joseph, 'forfeiture tobe paid to, Haggard , Nancy,seven years ' half- pay allowed
635 .

to, 662.

Gressum,Richard, increase of pension to , 155. Haggerty, John, claim of, to be settled and
Gretten , George G. , pension to , 190 . paid, 557.

7 9
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Hagin , Charles, pension to , 177 . Hamon , William , duties to be refunded to , 165 .

Hugner, Peter, to be paid for extraordinary Hampden , forfeiture of goods illegally entered
services , 194, 369. at , released , 169 .

Haile, Benjamin, pension to , 189. Hamplon, Jacob, land patent to be issued to,

--- , Robert, land warrant to be issued to , 348 .

605 . John , increase of pension to, 77 .

William , pension to , 113 . Noah and Jonathan , released as sure

Haines, Thomas, increase of pension to , 83. ties of J. H. Alley , 263 .

Hainesworth, James P. , Representatives of, au- Hamtramck , Major, to be charged with $250,

thorized to locate land, and credit allowed 16 .

to , 581 . Hancock, Caroline D.,

Holcyon, Schooner, fishing bounty allowed to Jubal B. , authorized

owners, officers, & c ., of, 606. Mary M., land, 856.

Hale, E. , and others, moiety of a forfeiture to William M.,

be refunded to , 415 . Sophia, land title confirmed to , 267.

-, Joseph, pension to, 24 . Hand, Charles J. , allowance to, for reclaiming

Haley, D. W., to be paid for services and ex- horses , 596 .

Handy, Gamaliel, pension to , 24 .

and Harris, allowance to , for carrying Haney, John , pension to, 189 .

the mail , 713. Hannah Brig, duties to be refunded to owners

John , pension to , 26 . of, 601.

Haliday, Thomas, Representatives of, to be paid Daniel, pension to , 179 .

for expenditures, 635 . Harbeson , John, pension to , 111.

Hall, Caleb B., duties to be repaid to , 241. Hard , Benjamin F., payment to, 848.

Charles B. , allowance to, for an illegal and Longstreet, claim of, to be settled,

seizure , 892. 716 .

Charles Henry, duties to be refunded to , Hardesty, Richard , to be paid for work , 622 .
412 . Hardie, Allen W., allowed to complete payment

Darid, Jr., pension to , 25 . for land , &c . , 487 .

increase of pension to , 77 . Hardin, Richard, increase of pension to , 69 .

Henry H., scrip to be issued to , 669 . Harding, Giles, allowance to, for boats de

Hugh, land warrant to be issued to, 63 . tained , 239.

Major John, to be credited with $ 2400, Colonel John , allowance to widow and

211 . children of, 12.

John Y., pension to, 364. allowance to children of,

,Joseph, patent fees to be refunded to, 41 .

704 . John, allowance to , 239 .

Primus, pension to , 725. Seth, pay of captain allowed to , foi

-, Samuel, letters patent to issue to, 547. services , 4 .

Stephen, to be paid for advances to troops, > grant of land to, 43 .

232 . pension to, 63 .

William , pension to , 309. Hurdison, Benjamin , certificate for pay to issue

Hallock, James C., pension to, 910.

Hallowell, Edward, penalties remitted to , 150 , Hardridge, Joseph, land patent to issue to , 532 .

163 . William , land patent to issue to,

Halsey , Thomas Lloyd, duties remitted to , 44 . 531 .

Halsted , John, grant of land to , 43 . Harford, Peter , pension to , 92.

Halt, Joshua, allowance to, 170 . Harmony, Peter , drawbacksallowed to , 367,694 .

Hambleton, Samuel, account of, to be settled , Harper , James A. , Representatives of, allowance
and allowances to , 881 .

to, 4 .

to, for expenses, 401 .

Hambly, William , grant of land to , in lieu of -, Joseph M., indemnified against a judge

other, 341 . ment, 555.

Hambright, Nancy, pension to, 884. Lucien , value of a certificate , to be

Hamilton, Alexander, land warrant to issue to paid to , 457.

widow and heirs of, 772. Samuel H., $500 to be paid to , for ser .

Allen , land sale confirmed to, 749. vices , 218 .

Archibald W.,to be paid for advances, William, pension to , 842.

545 . Harrington, James, pension to , 612.

David, pension to , 92 . Harris, Halcyand, allowance to , for carrying

Elizabeth, Widow of Alexander, five the mail , 367.

years ' full pay allowed to, 173. Herman , allowance to , on account of a

Empson, increase of pension to , 699. forfeiture, 768.

George, to be discharged from prison , Relief, arrears of pension to be paid to,

140 . 649.

John, pension to, 178 . Richard, and N. Farrow , claim of, to be

Joseph D. , Representatives of, and examined and suits suspended , 283.

others, credit allowed to , 484 . suit against, to

Richard J. , release of land to , 819 . be dismissed , &c . , 331.

Hammett, Alexander, account of, to be settled

and paid , 850. resentatives of, to be settled, 526.

Hammond, Charles D. , judgment against to be Robert, pension to , 26 .

opened , 864 . Thomas, pension to , 68 .

-, Statts, increase of pension to , 94 . William , pension to, 417 .

5

claims of rep
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Harrison , Mrs., $ 25,000 to be paid to , 825. Hawley, Nathan, pension to, 25 .

Mrs. Clarissa B. , credits allowed to , --, increase of pension to 93, 114,

and time of payment fixed, 458.
180.

George, and Sureties, to be exonerat Nero, increase of pension to, 13, 180.

ed from a debt, 922 . William , and others, incorporated, 381.

Jonas, accounts of, to be settled , 212. Hay, John . See Cahokia, 242.

John H. , released from a judgment, D., claim of United States released

510.

Richard , accounts of, to be settled, Hayner, John, allowance to, for a horse lost

and interest allowed , 734. 442.

Robert Hanson , Heirs of, pay, inter- Haynes, Jonathan, pension to, 26 .

est, and bounty land allowed to , 437. Joshua, pension to , 23.
interest al increase of pension to , 114 .

lowed to , 524 .
Hays, Hugh, pension to, 179.

Samuel, allowance to, 164. John . See Cahokia , 242 .

Thomas, increase of pension to, 637. Hazard, Cord, pension to , 441 .

Major Thomas, pension to , 931. William C., authorized to relinquist

Harrup, Joseph , increase of pension to , 76 . bounty land and receive half -pay, 779.

Harsleben, Charles, and others, letters patent al- Hazeltine, William , pension to, 25.

lowed to , 435 . increase of pension to , 115 .

Hart and Bosworth, appropriation to pay for Hazen , Charlotte, pension to, 56 .

arms, &c . , 814 . General Moses, allowance to representa

George H. , and others, credit to be en- tives of, for loss of half-pay, 392.

tered on judgments against, 893. interest allowed to , 466 .

John , appropriation to pay for arms, &c . , Hazlet, John, allowance to children of, 671 .
814 .

Hazletine, Benjamin, duties to be repaid to, 305.

Nicholas, land warrant granted to, 532. Hazleton , Daniel, and another, to be paid for

Patrick , pension to , 100. extra work , 558 .

llurifield, Asa , Representatives of, authorized to Healy, Bethia, pension to, 929.

surrender land patent, 483, 562. Heaps, John , allowance to widow of, 245.

Hartman , Phillip, pension to, 803. Heard, James, pension to, 190 .

Harvard College, duties on books remitted to , John, to be discharged from prison , 86 .

160 . Jr., moiety of a penalty to be repaid

Harrey, Joshua, exempted from imprisonment

for debts of United States, 50 . , Stephen, and others, authorizea to enter
and Slagg, drawbacks to be paid to, land, 313 .

939.
act for relief of, ( 1824 , ch .

Haskell, John, pension to , 178 . 142, ) extended to, 486 .

C., appropriation for payment of, Hearn, William , discharge of, from prison au
888 . thorized, 64 .

William , and others, fishing bounty al- Heath, Nathaniel H., claim of, to be settled and

lowed to , 616. paid, 221.

Haskill, Jonathan, to be allowed for money lost, Heck, John, released from a judgment, 333.
37 . Heileman, Ann S., half-pay for five years al.

Haskins, Thomas and Ralph, released from a lowed to, 720.

bond, 858. Helm , Lina T., pension to, 364 .

Haslet, William , claim of, to be settled and Helphenstein , Major Peter, Heirs of, seven
paid , 183 . years' half-pay to, 720.

Haslett, William , certificate of payment to issue Hemenway, Peter , pension to, 24.

increase of pension to , 101 .

Hassenclever, Mary, and others, bond of, to be Hempstead, Stephen , increase of pension to, 93.

cancelled, 243. Henderson, Dunbar, and others, moiety of a for

Hastings, William , increase ofpension to, 76. feiture to be refunded to, 415.

Zenas, pension to, 177 . John, to be paid for losses by In

Haswell, Anthony, fine to be refunded to , 924 . dians, 849.

Hatch, Joshua, and others, bounty allowed to , -, Joseph, salary allowed to, 11 .

669 . -, pension to, 177.

Lewis, pension to, 731 . authorized to enter land,

Hathaway, Benoni, pension to, 68 . 752.

Levi, pension to , 364, 417. ,William, allowance to, for property

Havens, Daniel, pension to , 654. destroyed, 268.

- , Sylvester, credit allowed to , 482 . Hendley, Richard, payment to , 770.

> payment to, 531 . Hendrick , George, pension to , 190.

Hawkins, Bartlett, increase of pension to, 94 . Harman , dutiesto be refunded to , 237 .

David, pension to, 178. Henley , David, accounts of, to be settled, 125 .

Joshua ,pension to, 82 . to be paid for muskets, 240.

Mary H., to be credited for purchase Henly, Arthur H., allowance to, 316.

money , 309. Henry and Minis, accounts of, to be settled,

Samuel, pension to , 139.
232 .

William , to be discharged from prison , Nathaniel, pension to, 123.
88 .

Henson , William , to be paid for services, 920.

Hawkley, James, pension to, 75 . Herd , Stephen , and others, act for relief of, ex

Hawley, David , increase of pension to, 69 . tended, 340.

>

to, 584 . >
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Hermange, Anthony, letters patent granted to, | Hinds, Imeneer, pension to, 417.
375 .

Hinkley, Jared, pension to , 75.

Hernandez, Joseph M., claims of, to be exam - , Wint, increase of pension to , 69 .

ined , 757. Hinkson , John , pension to, 190 .

Widow J., land claim confirmed | Hinman, Joel, pension to , 81 .

Pedro, 3 to, 499, 501 . Hipple, Lawrence, pension to , 26 .

Herrick , Andreu, pension to , 418. Hitchcock, Gaius, pension to , 638 .

-, John , arrear of pension to be paid to , -, Henry, allowance to , for horses, 344 .
653.

Hite, George, Representutire of, authorized to

Oliver, pension to, 543 . locate land, 269.

Herring, Asa, released a claim of the post-office Hoadly, Samuel, pension to , 416.
department, 376 . Hoag, Samuel, to be paid for damage to fences,

Herron, John, increase of pension to , 77 . 303 .

Hertick , Joseph , allowance to, for a boat im. William H., allowance to, 918 .

pressed, 678. Hobart, Jonas, pension to , 111 .

Heth , Harvey, to be paid for corn destroyed, Hobby, Thomas, pension to , 25 .
922. Hodge, George, allowance to heirs of, for prop

Hewes, Thomas, allowance to , 322. erty destroyed , 545 .

William , annuity to, 648. Hodges, Gilbert, authorized to enter land , 580 .

Hewitt, Benjamin, to be paid for a slave lost , | Hodgdon, Samuel, credits to be allowed on judg
771 . ment against, 287 .

claim of, to be examined , Hodgkin, John, to be paid for services, 899 .
772 . Hodgson , Joseph , allowance to , for property de

Daniel, pension to, 25 . stroyed, 273.

Nathaniel, pension to,82. Hodsdon, Ebenezer, duties to be repaid to , 305 .

Herolit, Lemuel, pension to , 176 . Isaac, judgments to be refunded to ,

Heyberger, Jacob. See Norristown and Valley 342.

Railroad, 899. Hodson , William , allowance to, for property de

Heyden, Aaron, to indemnify, 175 . stroyed, 866 .

Jacob Vander, grant of land to , 43 . Hoff, Michael, duties remitted to, 349 .

Hickey, Daniel , increase of pension to , 68 . Nicholas, pension to, 75 .

David , pension to, 26 . Hoffman , Martin, debentures to be paid to, 187.

Philip , to be paid for timber, 557. William , land warrant granted to,

Hickman, Fielding, land patent to issue to , 278 . 525 .

John P., accounts of, to be settled , Hogan, John B. , suits against to be suspended,
848 . 282 .

Reuben, land patent to issue to , 278 . act for the benefit of, repealed,

-, Thomas, pension to , 112 . and credits allowed , 293.

Hicks, John, pension to , 894 . Michael, claim of, to be settled and

Hidden , Enoch , allowance to , 871 . paid, 231 .

Joseph , and others, fishing bounty al. Hogland, James, authorized to exchange land,

lowed to, 918. 468 .

Higginbotham , William , pension to, 417. Hoit, Gates, allowance to , for services, 515.

Higgins, Isaac, pension to, 25 . Holberd, Robert, pension to, 153 .

increase of pension to, 76 . Holbrook and Brooks, duties to be repaid to ,

Lucius M., and another, register of 241 .

a schooner allowed to, 463. Holcombe, John, pension to , 74 .

--, Richard, allowed to prove a prečmp- Holden, Richard, letters patent to issue , 277 .

tion right, 853 . Holgate, William , pension to, 416.

Hightower, Captain R. , account of, to be settled , Holkar, John,account of, to be settled , 175 .
285.

ܕ

Holl, Captain Robert, indemnified for ship

a judgment to be credit- Union destroyed, 394.

ed to, 329 . Holland, Benjamin, pension to , 610 .

Higley, Seth, pension to, 417. John H., claim of, to be paid , 682.

Hill , Apheus, pension to, 189 . Park, account of, to be settled, 186 .

-, Frederick , pension to , 723. Holliday, John, allowance to , for a team cap

George, pension to , 122. tured, 316 .

- , Isabella, John , Elizabeth and Samuel, pur Maria , land claim confirmed to , 509 .

chase money to be refunded to , 860. Hollinger, William , release of land to, 342.

James W., and Elijah, and others, author. Hollinsworth, Jehu , authorized to exchange

ized to surrender land certificates, 492. land , 721 .

Rees, to be paid for advances, 231 . Hollister, J. W., and Company, duties to be re

William , debentures to be paid to, 187 . funded to, 411 .

claim of, for pay, to be paid, 333 . R. F., payment to be made to , 887.

Zimri, pension to , 26 . Holly, Leonard, land warrant to be issued and

Hillary, Reynold or Rignald, full pay for five arrears paid to representatives of, 591 .

years allowed to, 490 . Sion, pension to, 190 .

Hillen, Nathaniel, land claim confirmed to , 526. Holmenhouser, Charles, and others, moiety of a

Hilliard, Thurston, pension to , 25. forfeiture to be refunded to, 415 .

Hillman, Benjamin,pension to , 75 . Holmes, Alexander, claim of, to be settled and

Hills, H. W. and S., and others, discharged paid , 196 .

from a note , 665 . - , Caleb, and others , bond of, to be can

Hilton , Joseph, pension to , 23 . celled , 806 .

7
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Holmes, Elisha, appropriation for payment of, | Howd, Benjamin , pension to , 25.
888 . Howe, Asahel, to be paid for advances to troops,

John , allowance to , for a horse killed , 232.

278 . , David, duties to be repaid to , 305 .

Josiah, fishing bounty allowed to , 843. Howell, John, land claim confirmed to, 662.

Nathaniel, settlement of account of, Howland, John H., drawback allowed to , 317

43 . Howze, William , to be paid for services, 468 .

Holt, Charles, fine to be refunded to , 931 . Hoyt, Asa , pension to , 515 .

Jesse, pension to , 24 . Elijah , pension to, 25 .

County , Missouri, authorized to enter Jonathan, pension to, 418 .

lands, 847. Hubbard , Durid, pension to , 179 .

Nathan , pension to , 23 . Eber, to be paid for a boat captured,

-, Norman , authorized to enter land , 684. 478.

Holten, Jonathan, pension to, 23 . E. K., H. G. , & G. S. , release of land

Ilolton , Jonathan , increase of pension to , 69.

Iloma, Hishe, authorized to enter land , 596. John, pension to, 67 .

Homan, Ambrose, pension to , 73 . Hubbel, Ezekiel, appropriation for the benefit of,

Homans, Benjamin , allowance to , for services 104 .

as clerk , 443. David, pension to , 25 .

--, Daniel, claim of, to be settled , 627 . Hubbell, William , allowance to , 107.

to be paid a balance due him, Hubble, Nathaniel, pension to , 26.
841. Daniel, and others, purchase money to

to be paid for extra work , be refunded to, 765 .

941 . Hudson , Chamberlain , pension to , 417.

Hone, John, and Sons, claims of, to be settled Eleazar, increase of pension to , 101 .

and paid , 556 . John, pension to, 417.

Hooe, Nathaniel H. , release of land to, 755 . Jonathan,payment on a bond to be re

Hook, Josiah , to be paid expenses of suit, 302. funded to , 322.

Stephen , to be paid for services , 473 . Huffman, Benjamin, allowance to , 314 .

Moses, right of precmption granted to , Huger, Benjamin , claim for seven years ' half
127 . pay to be adjusted, 6 .

Hooker, Samuel F., to be paid for property de- Hughes, David M., to be paid for losses by In

stroyed, 211 . dians , 849 .

$785 to be paid to, 218 . George A. , passage of, to be paid for,

claim of, to be settled and 288.

paid , 281 . James, certificate to be issued to, 237.

Hooper, James, payment to, 185 . John , duties to be refunded to, 491 .

Hoover, Andrew , allowance to , for a horse lost , Hugo, Samuel B., pension to , 841.
659. Huie, John, pension to, 176.

Hope, Brig , register allowed to , 458. Hulbell , David, increase of pension to , 77.

Hopkins, Benjamin W. , allowance to children Hull, Isaac, claim of, to be paid, 887 .

of, for damages, 404 . -, payment to , 873.

Captain David, five years ' full pay al- Samuel, pension to , 33 .

lowed to , 676. General William , compensation allowed

Eliza , and others, land warrant to to persons employed by , 125 .

issue to , 794 . claims of, to be paid to

James E. , and others , allowance to, bis representatives, 372.

565 . Humphrey, Charles, payment to , 301 .

Hopping, Thomas, Heirs of, allowance to, 546. Humphreys, David , and others, account of, to

Hornet,Sloop of War, allowance to relatives of be settled, 297 .

officers, &c . , of, 414 . Hunt, Abijah, land claim confirmed to heirs of,

Horseford, John, pension to, 25 . 248 .

Horton, Eli, patent fees to be refunded to, Caleb, pension to , 23 .

705. increase of pension to , 77 .

Hosmer, Ashbel, increase of pension to , 84 . Davis, pension to, 649.

Hotchkiss, Russell , and others, duties to be re- Humphrey, pension to , 23 .

funded to , 533 . John E., payment to, 887.

Hough, Benjamin, claim of to be settled and John S. T., and Wilson P., to receive the

paid , 196 . benefit of any balance in favor of A.

Houser, Henry, pension to , 417 . Kingsley, 397

Houssaye, Louis de la , land title confirmed to Jonathan, iand patent to issue to, 822.

representatives of, 360 . Roswell, pension to , 544 .

Houston , James, pension to , 74 . Russell, David, and Amos, to be paid for

Hoder, Joseph, land patent to issue to, 886. anchors, 554 .

Hou , William , grant of land to , 43. Samuel, pension to, 643 .

Howard, George W., increase of pension to, Thomas, pay of an adjutant allowed to , 401 .
441 .

-, William , pension to, 26 , 578 .

allowance to , 505. Hunter, Ann , pension to, 927.

Institution of Washington , incorporat Archibald R. S., to be paid for forage,

ed, 685 . 757.

James, pension to , 91. George, accounts of, to be settled , 78.

Thomas P., land warrant to be issued Hiram A. , to be paid for a horse lost,

677
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Hunter, Thomas, account of, to be settled, 253. Innes, George, to be paid for services, 786 .

released from a judgment, Insurrection in Pennsylvania , grant to officers

926 . and citizens, for losses by , 20.

Huntington, Asher, pension to, 544 . Iowa, Johnson County, grant of right of pre

G. W., discharged from a note , emption to , 846.

665 . Linn County, authorized to enter land ,

Hunton, Charles, increase of pension to , 154 . 844 .

Huntoon, Charles , Jr., pension to, 23 . school lands reserved in , 925 .

Joseph , increase of pension to, 115 . , University, grant of land for, 810.

Hurd, David, pension to , 90 . Iron Steamboat Company, duties remitted to,

increase of pension to, 114 .
739.

Zadock, pension to, 23 . Irvine, Alexander, pension to, 33 .

Hurlbert, Weight, pension to , 774 . Irwin , Licutenant-Colonel Henry, Heirs of, al .

Hurlburt, Collins, Children of, pension to, 418 . lowance to, 729.

John C., to be discharged from prison , Isett, Thomas M., authorized to enter land, 854 .

145 . Ish , Christian, certificate to be paid to repre

Hurlbut, George, commutation of half-pay to sentative of, 570 .

representatives of, 589. Israel, John, pension to , 417.

claim of, to be settled , 674 . Ives, Elisha, allowance to, for a boat captured,

Hurtel, John , authorized to enter land , 554 . 442 .

Huson, Cornelius, pension to, 417 .

allowance to , for horses im J.

pressed , 265.

Hussey, Tristram , duties to be refunded to, 88. Jacaway, Samuel, pension to , 177.

Huston, Robert, to be paid for provisions, 391 . Jaccard, Peter Samuel, authorized to exchange

Hutchins, Alpheus, pension to ,659. land , 767.

Levi, pension to , 417. Jackson , Amasa, penalty for importing slaves
Hutchinson , Robert and Thomas, drawbacks al- remitted to , 87 .

lowed to , 812 . Archibald , pension restored to , 417.

Hyde, Charles, settlement of account of, 49 . Daniel , and another , register of a

Jedediah , pension to, 74. schooner allowed to , 463.

Hymnum , James, Heirs of, entitled to a donation , George K. , authorized to relinquish

of land , 151 . land, and purchase money to be repaid to,
Margaret, payments on land to be re 563.

funded to, 151. Jacob, pension to , 867.

James, pension to, 180 .

I. Jarvis, released from claims of post

office department, 348 .

Icard , Joseph , Administrator of, payment to be John, credits to be entered to account

made to, 939 . against, 881 .

Illinois, City, laying out of, confirmed, and con Joseph, to be paid for a horse lost,

veyance oflots authorized , 242. 787 .

Lake County, authorized to enter land , William, bounty land warrant to issue

832. to , 452 .

School Section, sale of, confirmed, 847. Jacob, John J., commutation of half-pay to be

St. Clair County, lands to be reserved paid to , 516 .

for schools in , 810 . Jacobs, Benjamin, loan certificates to be settled

Imlay, William , to settle the claim of, for clerk and paid , 574 .

hire, 34 . Enoch , pension to, 25.

Indiana, to fix the seat of government of, 98 . Francis, pension to, 578.

Gibson County, land for schools to be John, pension to, 112 .

selected in , 851 . J., benefit of stat . 1828, c . 53, ex

-, Militia , to be paid, 789. tended to, 446 .

Indian Depredations, claims on account of, to Jacoby, Leonard, and others , bond of, to be can

be settled, 581 . celled , 243.

in Arkansas, claims for, Jacocks, John H., to be paid for services, 796 .

to be paid, 408. William , bounty land warrant to be is .

Reservations in Alabama, to be relin- sued and arrears paid to , 405 .

quished , 441 . Jahucke, Trapmaun, and Company, allowance
Indians, Choctaw , deduction to be made from to , for excess of duty, 276.

annuity to , 671. James Monroe, Schooner, bounty allowed to

Florida, appropriation for relief of, owners, & c . , of, 867 .

354 . Johnson , pension of, to be paid to Mary ,

Miami, annuities granted to a family of, widow of, 306 .

942. -, Thomas, anıl another, authorized to enter

Seneca , appropriation to carry into land , 776 .

effect treaty with , 465 . Jamison ,Margaret, pension to , 826 .

Ingalls, Israel, pension to , 632 . and Williamson, accounts of, to be set

Ingle, John P., and another, to be paid for rent , tled , 792.

784 . Janis, Jean Baptiste , Senior , pension to , 681

Ingraham , Amos, pension to, 417 . Janvier, Isaac, pension to, 612.

Nathaniel G. , to be discharged from Jaquays, Nathan, pension to, 24.

prison , 119 . Jardella, Francis, payment to, 621 .
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Jarrot, Nicholas. See Cahokia , 242.

Jarrott, Nicholas, authorized to locate land,

258 .

Jarvis , Francis, Heirs of, land scrip to issue to ,

773.

John H., duties to be repaid to, 241.

Jason , Brig, duties remitted to owners of, 15 .

Javins, John, pension to , 897 .

Jeans, Joseph, allowance to , for horses im

pressed, 368, 445.

Jeansonne, Baptiste, and another, payments to be

refunded to , 570 .

Jeffers, John , authorized to exchange land , 690.

Jefferson College, Mississippi, authorized to re

linquish, locate , and enter lands, 484.

John R. , and others, claim of, to be

examined, 932.

Jeffersonville, entries for land in , to be with

drawn, 200 .

Jellison , Zachariah , duties to be refunded to ,
851 .

Jenkins, Benjamin , increase of pension to , 140 .

Hannah, pension to , 900 .

Thomas and Co., to remit duties to, 2.

Johnson , John , pension to, 113.

T., pay of captain allowed to , 303.

Peter, pension to , 23.

Joseph, increase ofpension to , 93 .

Mary, pension to , 860.

Richard M. , allowance to , 212.

Robert, Dr., claim of, to be settled, 392.

Sterling, payment to be made to, 253.

Thomas, increase of pension to , 77 .

William , pension to , 73, 83.

allowance to , 598 .

Johnston, Ann W. , to be paid for a horse killed,
712.

Elijah, pension to, 417.

George, released from a judgment,
459, 523.

Thomas and Sons, duties remitted to ,
13 .

Weston, and Crew , proceeds of sale of

the Retaliation allowed to , 147 .

Jenks, David, grant of land to , 43 .

and George, and another, to be

paid for muskets, 331 .

Stephen , Arnold, David , and Betsey ,

claim of, to be settled and paid, 389.

Jennings, Ebenezer , pension to, 23.

- , George H., to be paid for services,
553.

Robert C. , claim of, to be settled ,
522.

further time allowed to

settle claims of, 531.

discharged from a bond, 883.

Samuel K., patent right to be re

newed to , 899.

Jennison, Joseph B. , pension to , 416.

--, Samuel, donation to, 176 .

See S. Tennison , 185 .

Jenny, Stephen , released as surety of J. B. Fan

ning, 837 .

Jeroin, Robert, pension allowed to , 25 .

Jerome, John Baptiste, allowance to , for prop

erty destroyed, 448.

Jervey, Thomas Hall, payment to be made to ,

224 .

Jewell, John M., pension to , 737 .

Jinkins, Benjamin, pension to , 74 .

Jipson , Bradley T., pension to, 724 .

pension certificate to issue

>

5

9

and others, allowance to for

expenses of suit, 373 .

C., payment to, 901 .

John, payment to , 856 .

-, Stephen , Children of, land certificate

to issue to , 812 .

, Samuel, increase of pension to , 94.

Johonnot, Dr. William, Representatives of, al .

lowance to , 730 .

Jones, Alexander, pension to, 74 .

- Arthur, authorized to exchange land ,
344 .

-, Benjamin , pension to, 417.

Charles S., and R. Buckner, release to ,

247.

De Garmo, payment to, 489.

Dennis, pension to , 417 .

Epaphras, duties remitted to, 19.

Ezekiel, allowance to, for services, 787.

Fielding, to be paid for a horse , 212.

Frances, pension to, 774.

GeorgeM., to be paid for work, 916.

Gory, allowed to withdraw a land entry ,

200.

James, letters patent to issue to , 616.

Josiah, pension to, 67 .

increase of pension to, 124 .

John , and another, to be paid for ex

Rice, claim of, to be settled and

paid , 229.

Leroy, pension to, 189 .

-, Levin , penalty for importing slaves, re.

mitted to , 87.

-- , Michael, $1500 allowed to, for extra

services, 208 .

--, Nathaniel, to be paid for a boat, 299 .

Nelce, pension to, 33.

Robert, authorized to surrender land cer

tificate, 479.

Seaborn, and another , judgment against

to be opened, 672.

Thomas, pension to, 364.

Ap Catesby, account of, to be

settled, 165 .

arrears of pension

to be paid to , 560.

K., drawback allowed to , 46 .

Walter, proceedings against, to be sus

pended, 764.

William, release of claim to administra .

tors of, 247.

certificate for purchase money

allowed to , 821 .

D., appropriation for payment

penses, 791 .

to , 745 .

5

7

2

John Smith T., and another, claim of, to be set

tled , 397 .

Johns, Elias, to be paid for a mare lost, 715.

Johnson , Abraham , pension to , 179.

Adam, grant of land to , 43 .

Andrew , pension to , 111 .

Benjamin , claim of, to be settled, 211 .

- , County Iowa, grant of land to, 846 .

Crawford, land warrant to issue to ,
731 .

-, Daniel, duties to be refunded to, 305.

-- , payment to be made to, 531 .

Henry, pension to, 418 .

James, claim of, to be allowed , 295 .

> pension to , 417 .

5 to, 814 .

Jorda , Pierre, land claim confirmed to, 500 .
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Jordan, Jacob C. , land patent to issue to , 509 . Kendall, William , authorized to enter vacant

John , pension to, 113 . land without payment, 292.

Timothy, pension to, 608 . Kendoll, Samuel Key, increase of pension to,

Jorden, John , pension to, 86) . 233 .

Joseph and Mary, Schooner, forfeiture to be Kendelsperyer, Jacob, pension to , 177.
refunded to owners, of, 603. Kendrick, Benjamin, pension to, 75.

Joseph, Schooner, fishing bounty allowed to Kennard , Edward, moiety of penalty to be paid

owners, &c . , of, 669. to, 913.

Jouet, Robert, five years ' full pay allowed to Kennedy, Anthony, surplus money to be paid

representati
ves of, 633. to , 277.

Representatives of, payment to be Edmund P. , account of, to be settled,

made to , 662 . 231 .

Jouett, Matthew H. , account of, to be settled, Joshua, land claim confirmed to , 485 .

230 . Robert J., authorized to enter land,

Jourdan , B. and P. , account of, to be settled and 879.

paid , 230 . Dr. Samuel, Heirs of, allowed half

-, John, pension to , 123 . pay of surgeon , 490.

Judd, Jehiel, increase of pension to, 84 . William E. , land claim confirmed to ,

Judge, John, and another, payment to be made 800.

to , 659.
M., authorized to enter land ,

Junkin , Joseph, account of, to be settled , 147. 879.

Juno, Vessel, Owners of, fishing bounty allowed Kenner, James L., to be paid for a horse , 712.
to , 244 . Kenney, Moses, authorized to change a location ,

- , Boat, fishing bounty allowed to owners 340 .

and crew of, 579 . Kennon , Robert L., overpayment to be refunded

Justice, Isaac, pension to, 909.

Kent, Abner, increase of pensionto, 94 .

Emanuel, Jr., pension to, 154.
K. Kenton, General Simon , pension allowed to ,

434 .

Kaine, Robert, claim of, to be settled, 493 . Kentucky Asylum for Deaf and Dumb, grant of

Kaler, George, and others, forfeiture to be re- land to , 339 .

funded to , 603. further

Kamber, Joseph, authorized to relinquish land, time allowed to, for sale of land granted

and scrip to issue to , 507 . to , 416, 629, 716, 810, 828 .

Kane, Robert, pension to, 416 . lands

; pension restored to , 516 . granted to transferred to Centre College,

allowance to, for equipments cap- 896 .

tured, 544 . Kenzie and Forsyth, to be paid for mules, 225.

Kast, Frederick , exempted from imprisonment Keough, William , pension to, 82 .

for debt of United States, 50. Kerkendall, Robert, allowance to , for property

Kay, James, pension to , 341. lost , 408 .

Kearney, Stephen W., and another, judgment Kerlin , John, claim of, to be settled , 358.

againstto be discharged , 515. Kern, Nicholas, sureties of, released, 662.

Keary, William V., land title confirmed to rep. Kerr, F. A. , to be paid for services, 929

resentatives of, 352 . Henry, pension to, 33 .

Keefer, Henry, pension to, 648 . John, to be discharged from prison, 89 .

Keeler, Ebenezer, to be discharged from prison , Joseph , pension to ,178.

170 . Kersenar, John, pension to, 140 .

Keene, Benjamin , payment to, 185 . Ketcham , Singleton, pension to, 656 .

William B., and another, authorized to --, Solomon , pension restored to , and ar

purchase school land, 529. rears to be paid, 723.

Keep, Samuel, accounts of, to be settled and Ketchum , Isaac S. , to be paid for expenses, 919.

paid , 480. to be paid for provisions,

Keith, Sarah B., and others, land warrant to is- 920 .

sue to , 794 . Keyes, Jeremiah , pension to, 566 .

Keller, Charles M., and another, allowance to , - Perley and another, released from a bond,

for property destroyed, 821 . 255 .

Kellock, Findley, pension to , 690. Keys, Malcolm , pension to , 112.

Kellogg, Stephen , pension to, 33. Keytes, Jumes, land patent to issue to , 694 .

William , duties to be refunded to, 355. Keyworth , Robert, claim of, to be paid, 718 .

Kelly, Hanson, to be paid for rations, 298. Kibbey, Thomas, payment to be made to widow

Robert A., payment to be made for ser of, 764.

vices of, 903.

7

2

7

1

Kid , Robert, duties to be refunded to , 234 .

Irad and Datus, to be paid for stone, 784. Kiff, Daniel, and others, fishing bounty to, 579.

Kelsey, Aaron, pension to , 25 . Kilbourn , David, allowance to , for services,

Kemble, Peter, debentures to be paid to, 187. 513.

Kemf, Jacob, authorized to withdraw an entry, allowance to , for loss of prop

494 .

Kenan , Augustus H., judgment against to be -, Henry , judgment against, to be dis

opened , 864. charged, 473.

Kendall and Butterfield ,claimsof, to be settled , Kilgore, Charles, pension to, 92 .
365 . Kimball, Abraham , pension to , 23.

erty , 690.
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Kimball, Jeremiah, pension restored to, 905. Knox, Andreu , authorized to purchase land,

Thomas, pension to , 23 . 685.

Kimberlin, John, allowance to , for provision , Thomas, pension to , 418 .

&c . , 556. Knoxville, Tennessee, sale of land in, author.

Kimberly, Ephraim , authorized to locate a land ized, 161.

warrant, 14 . Koch, Severinus, pension to, 3.

Kincaid , David, land title confirmed to , 618 . Konkopot, Jacob, claim of, to be settled and paid,

John , pension to , 566. 244 .

Samuel, pension to, 644 . Kosciusko, General, interest on a certificate al.

Kindall, Peter, claim of, to be settled and paid, lowed to, 32 .

193. Kramar, Balthazar, pension of, to be paid to his

King, A. P. , appropriations to pay for teams of, representative, 362.

813 . Krebs, Hugo, land claim confirmed to heirs of,

-, Benjamin , interest remitted to , 309 . 872.

Heirs of, land warrant to issue Krehl, Nicholas, surety of, released, 333.

to , 749 . Krepps, John, credit to be allowed to , 707.

Francis, payment to be made to, 357. Krugh, Philip, pension to , 111 .

Gideon , Representutives of, and others, al increase of pension to , 233.

lowance to , 406 . Kuhn , Christian , pension to , 3 .

Henry, claim of, to be paid, 333. Kurtz, Andrew, patent allowed to , 160 .

John , pension to, 67 . Kyan, John Howard, patent right granted to ,

to be paid for a house burnt, 865 . 717.

Joseph, pension to , 139 .

Lemuel, increase of pension to , 76. L.

Robert , to adjust the account of, and pay, 7.

bounty arrearages , &c . , of, to be Laban, Schooner, bounty allowed to owners and

paid , 357. crew of, 715 .

Sampson S. , account of, to be settled, Labuiche, Francis, land warrant to be issued to ,
217. 65 .

Thomas, pension to , 885. Lacey, Obed P., authorized to relinquish land

act for relief of, explained, ( stat. and receive a patent, 834.

1813 , c . 41 , ) 907 . Lackin, William, increase of pension to, 233.

William , balance due to be paid , 357. Lacoste, Augustine, land claim confirmed to ,

D. , to be paid for services, 473. 807.

M. , land released to , 519 . La Croix, Hubert, allowance to, for a house de

-, Young, annuity granted to , 167 . stroyed , 412 .

Kingsbury, John, duplicate military land war- Lacy, John, account of, to be settled , 501 .

rant to issue to representative of, 374 . Ladd , Nathaniel, pension to, 90.

-, Margaret, authorized to enter land , Lafayette Academy, grant of land to the use
782. of, 385.

Kingsland, Daniel, bounty arrearages, &c . , of, Major-General, pay and emolu

to be paid , 357 . ments allowed to , 14 .

Kingsley, Alpha, accounts of, to be settled, 397.
land and money

Kingston, Stephen, drawback allowed to, 583. granted to, 320.

Kinsley, Adam, allowance to , 223, Lafontaine, Francis and Son, land claim con.

Kinzie, Robert A., release of land to, 818. firmed to, 601 .

Kirk, John, pension to, 112. Laird , Captain Robert, pension of, to be paid,

Kirkpatrick , John, scrip to issue to , 597 . 734 .

Kisby, Richard, pension to , 74 . Lake County, Ninois,commissioners of, author

Kiser, James, and another, authorized to enter ized to enter land , 832.

land , 829 . Jonathan, pension to, 23 .

Kitchel, Asa , final certificate of, to be received , La Lande, Etienne, (Stephen ,) land title con

and patent to issue to , 169 .

7

firmed to , 790 .

Kleiss, Daniel, payment for services, 860. Lamar, Gassaway B., exempted from duties,

Kline, Lieutenant John L. , to be paid for ex- 739.

Gazaway, B., authorized to import an

Knapp, Abiel, increase of pension to, 92. iron steamboat free of duty , 555 .

Jared, increase of pension to , 101 . - , Marcellina, Widow Casanova, land claim

Knight, Benjamin, pension to, 23. confirmed to , 499 .

-, Elijah, pension to, 26 . Lamb, John, pension to, 180 .

increase of pension to , 115. Joshua, grant of land to, 43 .

George J. , allowance to , for property , Richard , increase of pension to, 93 .

impressed, 489. Lambert, Edward, payment for land to be re

-, John, pension to , 23 . funded to , 568.

five years ' full pay allowed to , -, A., claim of, to be settled and

495 . paid , 940 .

, Joseph, payment to widow of, 536. Lampkin, Mary, Widow of John, his pension to

Knowles, Ezekiel, pension to , 416 . be paid to, 657.

-, Henry, Senior , to be paid for a horse Lanaur, Arnaud, land claim confirmed to , 488.

impressed , 626 . Landais, Peter, claim of, for prize money to be

-- , John , pension to , 23 , 26 . paid , 61 .

Seth , debentures allowed to, 391 . Landerneau, John Pierre, land patent to issue
Knowles, Thomas, letters patent to issue to, 502 .

penses, 835 .

to , 408 .
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Landier, Antoine, land claim confirmed to, 501. Le Blanc, Terence, to be paid for land sold by
Landon , Charles, payment to be made to repre- mistake, 572

sentatives of, 848 . Leboeuf, Michael, payment for land to be re

Lane, Job, pension to , 24 . funded to , 568 .

Lang, James, letters patent to issue to, 502. Le Carpentier , Joseph, certificates of debenture

Langham, Elias 7'., accounts of, to be settled , allowed to, 367 .

751 . Lecompte, Fountain , James,and Thomas, pay

Langley, Hezekiah, to be paid for work , 314 . ment to be made to, 185 .

Languille, Francis B., to be paid for damage to Le Count, Samuel, increase of pension to , 124.

property , 259. Lecraft, Benjamin , and another, proceedings

Lansing, Abraham , account of, to be settled and against, suspended, 746 .

paid , 706 . Ledman , William , pension to , 543.

Lapish, John, pension to , 23 . Ledour, Jean Pierre, land title confirmed to

Lapsley, Samuel, account of representatives of, widow of, 575.

to be settled , 119 . Le Duc, Mary Philip , allowance to, for services,

Larochelle , Joseph, land title confirmed to , 679. as translator, 131.

Larrabee, Charles, increase of pension to , 410. Ledyard, Dr. Isaac, full pay allowed to , for five

Lassel, Hyacinth, authorized to enter land, 816 .
Lasselle, authorized to locate land, 928 . John, pension to , 25 .

Francis, and others , claims of, to be Lee, Asahel, Harvey, and Samuel, claim of, to

settled and paid , 605. be settled and paid, 906.

Latham , Christopher, increase of pension to , 85 . Edward, allowance to , for navy bread ,

J. , Heirs of, authorized to relocate land, 356, 478 .

533 . Elisha, increase of pension to , 84 .

James, authorized to relocate land, Henry, duties on goods imported by, to be

598 . adjusted, 187.

Thomas, released as surety of L. Leroy, amount of a bond refunded to , 271 .

806. released as surety of J. Ricaud,

Lathrop, Samuel , pension to , 73 . 692.

La Tourette, John , overpayment to be refunded judgment against , to be suspended,
283 .

Laub, Conrad, accounts of, to be revised, and -- , John , duties to be repaid to , 305 .

allowance made to , 251 . Washington, to be allowed the pay of judge

Laudman, Neuman, pension to , 91 . advocate, 118 .

Lauer, Philip, pension to, 26 . Leech , William , claim of, to be settled and paid,

Laughlan, Dennis, pension to , 112.
172 .

Laurens, Frances E. , inoney granted to, 5 . Leeds, William , pension to, 25.

Colonel John, account of, to be settled Lefebvre, Cyprien , land claim confirmed to,

and paid , 514 .
499.

Laval, Jacint, account of, to be settled , 185 . Lefferts, Leffert, duties remitted to , 14 .

John, drawbacks allowed to , 813. Le Gendre, Baptiste, land claim confirmed to,

Latar, William , pension to, 111 .
429.

Laviolet, Marguerite, Children of, land title con- Leglize, Pierre , erroneous payment to be re

firmed to , 528 .
funded to, 517 .

Law , John , allowed further time to comply with Le Grange, Gerrit, and others, credit to be al

building regulations, 244 . lowed on a judgment, 439 .

Lawler, Thomas J. , payment to, 705 . Lehman , Catharine,pension to , 873.

Lawrence County, Mississippi, grant of land to Lyon , duties paid by, refunded to him,

the use of schools of; 451. 45 .

Lawrence, Eleanor, allowance to, for damages, Leibert, Ferdinand, claim of, to be settled , 880.
282. Leighton , Hannah, pension to, 820 .

Isaac,debentures to be paid to, 187. Leiper, Thomas, to be paid for loan office cer

Jane M., pension to, 516 . tificates, 252.

Lieutenant-Colonel William, Officers, Leitch , Margaret, seven years ' half -pay to rep

& -c ., prize money allowed to , 159 . resentatives of, 590 .

William , pension to , 416, 650. Leitensdorfer, Colonel John Eugene, account

B., accounts of, to be set- of to be settled, and land warrant granted

tled , 436 .

Laws, Bolitha, allowance to administrator of, land warrant to

588. issue and allowance to , 606 .

Lawson , Hugh, pension to, 33 . Lemaitre, John B. Jr., drawback allowed to, 395.

Lay, Lee, pension to, 25 . Lemmon , John , pension to , 417.

increase of pension to, 93. Lemon , Polly, authorized to locate land , 780 .

Layton , Robert, pension of, to be paid to his L'Enfant, P. C., to be paid for services , 94 .

heirs, &c . , 902.

9

1

to, 97.

Lent, James W., accounts of, to be settled, 357

Leach, William , increase of pension to, 83 . -, John , pension to , 651 .

Leamaster , Nancy, payment to , 670. Leonard, Bernard, land claim confirmed to ,

Learned, Ebenezer, pension to , 24 .
512.

Leary, Edward, pension to , 111 . Charles S. , allowance to , 223.

Leavar, William , pension to, 111. Daniel S. , entitled to a land patent,

Leavitt, Nathaniel, pension to, 23 . 476.

-, increase of pension to, 114 . Lot, pension to , 653 .

Nehemiah , pension to , 110 . Samuel, pension to , 111 .

7

9

7

9 9
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to , 272.

Lenox, James, debentures of, to be paid, 325 . Lincoln, Jotham , Administrator of Samuel B. L ,

Le Page, John Baptiste, land warrant to be is- payment to be made to , for damages, 568.

sued to, 66 . Lindsay, John, pension to , 33 .

Le Sieur, Firman, Representatives of, authorized J.J. M., judgment against, to be paid,

to enter land, 296.
750 .

eslie , Benjamin , pension to , 611 . Lindsley, Samuel, pension to, 81 .

Lester, Christopher, and others , fishing bounty Lining, Polly ,exempted from suit , 785 .

allowed to, 324 . Linn County, Iowa, commissioners of, author .

Elihu , pension to , 189 . ized to enter land , 844.

Letcher , Robert P., allowance to, for expenses, -, Joseph, pension to , 543.

684 . Linsey, Morris, Assignees of, to be paid for

Lerins, James, donation of $500 to , 166 . work , 296.

Levittre, Joseph, grant of land to , 43 . Linton , Mary Ann, pension to , 923 .

Levy, Chapman, authorized to purchase land, Lionberger, Peter, to be paid for a horse lost,

852. 881.

Court, authorized to erect a jail and court. Lippincott, J. & W., & Co., claims of, to be set

house in Alexandria , 202. tled , 510.

Court -House to be paid for, 711 . Lipscomb, Lucy M., money deposited by mis

Judah , increase of pension to , 84 . take to be paid to, 427.

Nuthan, reimbursement to be made to , Litchfield, Joseph, Jr., and others, fishing boun
797 . ty allowed to, 372.

Lewis, Ambrose, pension to , 92 . Little, Ann , her husband's pension to be paid

increase of pension to, 115.

Amos, pension to , 113 . Doty, duties to be repaid to , 24 ) .

and Clarke, grant of land to , 65 . George, damages allowed to, 63 .

Edwin, right of preëmption vested in , John , pension to, 68 .

99 . Josiah F. , and others, allowance to, 565 .

Elizabeth , released from suits as execu- Otis , duties to be repaid to , 305.

trix , 339 . William, increase of pension to, 92.

-, James, pension to, 33 . to be paid for a horse lost, 336 .

John F., increase of duty to be refunded Littlefield, Samuel, duties to be repaid to, 241.

Livaudais, Balthazar Enoul, land claim con

Jonah, duplicate land warrant to issue firmed to, 498.

Livingston, Edward, to be paid for timber, 478.

Mason E. , authorized to enter land , 879 . Colonel James, grant of land to ,

Merriwether, land warrant to be issued John, 343.

to , and double pay allowed to , 65 . Richard, grant of land to, 570.

land warrant to be issued to Taliaferro, claim of, to be paid, 453.

representatives of, 380 . Walter, allowance to, in full satisfac

Michael, to be paid for pilotage , 431. tion of claim, 573 .

Moses, to be discharged from prison, Lloyd , Edward , pension to, 91 .

166 . Lobdell, Ebenezer, to be paid for extra labor,

Naboth , 807.

Nathanie ,
pension to, 25 .

John L., land title confirmed to , 559.

Robert B. , patent fees to be refunded to , Lockwood, Nathan , pension to, 178, 416.
897 . Logan , John, pension to , 650 .

Samuel, Senior, discharged from impris. Patrick, pension to , 123.

onment, 43 . Lombas, Manuel, land claim confirmed to , 501.

- Thomas, allowance to, for services and Long, James, pension to , 416 .

expenses, 37 . John , pension to, 100.

William B. , account of, to be settled, increase of pension to, 233.
217 . allowance to, for a horse lost, 405 .

Winslow and Henry, claim of, to be set. Longchamp, I. P., debentures to be paid to ,

tled and paid , 198 . 187 .

to be paid for expenses and ser- Longstreet, Gilbert, and another, claim of, to be

vices, 771 . settled, 716 .

Lexington and Ohio Railroad Company, duties Lopez , Antonio , land claim confirm
to be refunded to, 663 . Widow Francisca,

Liberator, Brig , register to be issued to, 371 . Maria ,
ed to, 499 .

extra duty on , to be refunded, Loomis, Erastus, account of, to be settled , and

600. pay of 2d lieutenant of marines allowed

Lightner, Henry, damages released to, 300 . him, 159 .

Ligon, Joseph , pension to, 67 . Gustavus, account of, to be settled,

Lilley, Isaac, forfeiture to be paid to , 773. 159.

Lilly, Schooner, bounty allowed to owners and Jarius, prize money to be paid to , 778.

crew of, 807 . Leonard, pension to, 725 .

Lincicum , Garland, to be paid for services, Lucy, payment to , 565.

473. Samuel, pension to , 25 .

Lincoln, Benjamin , and others, accounts of, to increase of pension to , 101 .

be settled, 297 . Walter, and another, claims of, to be

Elijah, land warrant to issue to , 571 . settled and paid, 679.

John, pension to, 23. Looney , John , increase of pension to, 865 .

inoroase of pension to, 101 . Lord , Ebenezer , pension to , 364, 416.

9

9

7

9

9
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Lord, George, pension to , 25. M'Barney, Thomas , increase of pension to , 233.

Samuel, conditionally discharged from a M'Call, Archibald, duties refunded to, 142.

judgment, 891 . M'Calla, Andrevo, released as surety of J.

S., and others, fishing bounty al- Crockett, 350.

lowed to, 606 . -, Robert , accounts of, to be settled , 230.

Loring, Israel, drawback allowed to, 22 . M'Callum , Archibald, to be paid for property

Lorraine, Edwin, Representatives of, and others, destroyed, 844 .

proceeds of seizure to be paid to , 464 . M'Carroll, John , land scrip to be issued to , 781 .

Lott, Nicholas, pension to , 75 . M'Carty, Daniel, pension to , 112 .

Louderman, John, pension to , 310 . Edward , allowance to , for property

Louisiana, grant of land to the governor of, 108 . destroyed, 270 .

District of, between the Hondo and James, claim of, to be settled, 494 .

Sabine Rivers, claim to land in , confirmed, John, allowance to , for a house de

382. stroyed, 703.

Toronship 7 of Range 12 in, author L., to be paid for expenses , 792 .

ized to enter land, 855. M'Cauly, Daniel, penalty remitted to , 133.

claims to land in , confirmed, 682 . FrancisG., payment to, 832.

United States Court for Eastern Dis- M'Causland, John , military fine to be returned

trict of, to appoint an interpreter, 467 .

Revenue Cutter, 249 . Robert, pension to , 543.

school lands in , to be sold and others M'Chesney, John, pension to , 91.

reserved , 764 , 776, 783. M'Clain , John, pension to , 417 .

Louisville Savings Institution , deduction of M'Clannahan , William , pension to, 83 .

interest to, 756 . M'Cleester, Henry and John, claim of, to be

Love , Alexander, land title confirmed to , 444 . settled and paid , 172 .

- George, to be paid for advances, 332. M'Clellan , John , pension to , 732.

Lovejoy, Joshua, pension to, 23. M'Clelland, John , half-pay of, to be paid, 735.

increase of pension to , 76 . Thomas, released as surety of S.

Loveless, Mary, authorized to enter land , 374 . Smith , 757 .

Lovely, Percis, land reserved and payments M'Clenden, James, claim of to be paid, 333.

made to , 465. M'Clennon, John , increase of pension to , 155 .

Low , Christiana , pension to , 864. M’Clung, Hugh, allowance to , for land, 349 .

John, pension to , 233. James, amount of a certificate to be

Lowe, James, allowance to , 886 . paid to , 234.

Lowell, William , pension to , 23 . M'Clure, John , pension to , 189 .

Lower, Hartman, pension to , 417. Rachel , payment to , 335 .

Lowman, Emory, pension to , 178 . William, accounts of, to be settled,

Lourey , John, increase of pension to, 84 . and land warrant to heirs of, 335.

Lowry, R. J., pension to , 189 . allowance to , for services,

Luckelt, Craven P. , allowance to, for services, 379.

324 . M'Comb, Samuel, allowance to , for services, 787.

Lucas, Elisha, pension to, 648. M’Cord, David , credit to be allowed to , 673.

-, George, pension to, 417 . John ,to pay and satisfy the claim of, 2 .

-, Henry, appropriation to pay for teams, M'Cormick, Charles, pension to , 26 .

813 . Peter, land claim confirmed, 530 .

Thomas, pension to , 232. William, authorized to relinquish

Ludlum , George, land warrant to issue to , 565 . land, 502.

Ludlow, Gulian , debentures to be paid to, 325. M'Coucen, William, and others, allowance to ,

Lunatics in District of Columbia , to be sent to 565 .

asylum at Baltimore, 818 . M'Coy, Ephraim , pension to , 3 .

Lunt, William , pension to , 24 . M'Cracken, David, pension to , 177 .

Lusk, Hugh, pension to , 578. M'Cray, Michael, pension to , 761 .

Lydia, Privateer, allowance to captors of, 747. M'Creary, John, pension to, 44 ) .

Lynch, Dominick, estate of, released to his chil. M'Culloch, Hugh , purchase money to be repaid
dren , 616 .

George, pension to, 577 M'Cullock , Robert, pension to, 139.

Henry, release of his father's estate to , M'Dermott, Michael, pension to, 177.
786. M'Donald , Donald, pension to , 26 , 92.

Peter, land title of, to be extinguished , Hugh, to be paid for a horse im

379 . pressed, 713.

Lyon, George, to be paid as clerk, 125 . James, allowance to administrator

Matthew , fine refunded to heirs, &c. , of, of, 237 .

802. William , allowance for bounties to

Robert , pension to , 190 . administrator of, 237 .

Lysle, John and Margaret, account of, to be M'Donell, John, to be paid for fuel, 625 .
settled and paid , 119. M'Donough, John, land claim confirmed to, 482.

M’Duff, Captain Daniel, pension and land war.

M. rant granted to , 410 .

authorized to locate

M'Alhany, Allen B. , military land warrant to land, 415.

issue to , 386 .. M’Elduff, Daniel, pension to, 101 .

M'Allistor, Randel, pension to , 76 . M'Ewen, Patrick, pension to, 651 .

M Annally , Jesse, pension to , 189 M'Farlane, Henry, pension to, 113 .

to , 310 .

9
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H'Farlane, J., accounts of, to be settled, 935. M’Niel, Joseph , to be paid for damages to prop

M'Farland, James, to be credited with excess erty , 259.

of payment and interest , 266 . Manilla, Ship, exonerated from forfeiture , 78.

arrears of pension to be M'Anulty, Giles and Wife, lands released to,

paid to, 725 . 441 .

pension to , 417 . M’Nulty, John, pension to , 178.

Moses, pension to , 24 . M’Nutt, Alexander, pension to, 365.

M'Gee, Mary , and another, authorized to enter M'Pherrin , Clark, pension to , 339 .

land , 902. M'Pherson, William , pension to , 930.

M'Gennis, Hugh, claim of, to be paid to his ad- M'Roun, Patrick , and others, fishing bounty al

ministrator, 536 . lowed to , 618 .

M'Ghee, Linn, authorized to enter land , 689. M'Vicar, Archibald and Nathan, debentures to

--, Lynn, authorized to enter land, 677. be paid to , 187.

Y'Gibbon, Joseph, pension to , 3. Macey, Francis G. , and others, duties remitted

N'Gibbony, Patrick, commutation of half -pay to , 299 .

to , 720 . Machen, Thomas, pension to, 76 .

M'Gill, James, release of land to , 905 . Machin , increase of pension to, 155.

M'Ginnis, John, bounty land warrant to issue Mack and Conant, account of, to be settled, 354 .
to , 906 . , Elisha, payment to , 887 .

H'Girth , Captain and Company, acts of 1822, Mackall, Benjamin H., to be paid for a house

c . 48 , extended to, 328 . destroyed, 707.

M'Gown, John, grant of land to , 43 . Mackay, James, authorized to file a Spanish

M'Gregor, Alexander, debentures to be paid to , land warrant, 213 .

187 . Mackie, Peter, debentures to be paid to, 187.

M'Greu, John , land claim confirmed to, 246. Macnamara, John , penalties remittedto, 99 .

M'Guire, Andrero, increase of pension to, 84 . Macomb , Alexander, land title confirmed to ,

M'Hatton William , pension to , 26 . 228 .

M'Hugh, John, land claim confirmed to repre Representatives of, dis

sentatives of, 495 . charged from a bond, 883.

M'llvain , Ebenezer, pension to, 26 . William , allowance to , for damages to
M'llvein , Ebenezer , increase of pension to , 115 . property , 266 .

M'Intire, Daniel, pension to be paid to repre- Maddor, William R., allowance to, for bricks
sentatives of, 456 . delivered , 275 .

---, Thomas, half-pay of a captain allowed and another, to be paid for

services , 327 .

M’Intosh , John H., and another, authorized to , payment to, for bricks, 401 .

enter land , 676 . Madison , Dolly P. , reconveyance of right to

to be paid for property de- publish to, 701.

stroyed , 941. Muffitt, John S. , accounts of, to be settled , 312.

M'Jimsey, Robert, drawback allowed to , 647. Maggart, Henry, pension to, 657 .

M'Junkin , Joseph, pension to , 82 . Magruder, Elizabeth, payment of five years' fall
N'Ky, Middleton , grant of land to , 521 .

M'Keerer, Lieutenant Isaac, allowance to, for Maguire, Bartholomew , payment of arrears of

expenses, 357 . pension to , 909.

M'Kewen , Michael, satisfaction to be entered on John H. , payment to, 561.

judgments against , 335 . Maitland , William , debentures of, to be paid,

M'Kim, Hannah, land claim confirmed to, 325 .

497 .
Major, Martin , land claim not confirmed to ,

M'Kinney, Augustus, penalty remitted to , 138 . 683 .

M'Kinstrey, John, increase of pension to , 77, Malarin , Gregoire, land claim confirmed to ,
85 . 499 .

M'Kissick , Daniel , pension to , 33 . Malcolm , Henry, to be credited with money

M'Koy, John, increase of pension to , 77 . lost, 184.

M'Lean, Angus, payment for services author. Malette, Therese, Representatives of, authorized
ized , 20 . to locate lands, 870 .

M'Laland, William , pension to , 83 . Mallaby, Francis, payment to, 767.

M’Lure, John , claim of, to be settled and paid, Malone, Daniel, authorized to enter land, 756.

325 . Man, Spencer, drawbacks allowed to , 21.

M'Mahon, James, to be paid for expenses of Manac, Samuel,claim of, for property destroyed,

suit, 715 .

pay to , 490 .

to be settled and paid , 171 .

M'Millan, John , pension to, 178 . Mankin , Isaiah, exempted from imprisonment

M’Murtry, John, pension to, 417. for debt of United States, 50 .

M'Nair, Alexander, to be paid for a house de Mann, Ariel, and others, moneys to be refund
stroyed, 314 . ed to, 456 .

Dunning R. , to be paid as mail con William , accounts of to be settled and

tractor , 938. paid, 592

Matthew, account of, to be settled and Manney, James,proceedings against sureties of,
paid, 275 . suspended, 746.

M’Neal, Hugh, land warrant to be issued to, Manning, Jeremiah, to be paid for hay, 291.
66 .

Mansell, George, administrator of, to be al

James, pension to , 154 . lowed credits, 368.

and Taylor, claimsof,to be settled , 172. Manzanal, Cuesta, bond of, to be cancelled,
M'Niel, Niel, pension to, 722. 376 .

9
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Maquet, Anthony, grant of land to , 35 . Masters, Henry, authorized to enter land , 580.

Marbury, William , authorized to enter land, 811. Musterton and Smith , contract of, extended,

March, John, Widow of, pension to , 775. 816.

Marcus, William , authorized to enter land, 790. Mastic, Benjamin , increase of pension to , 101 .

Marechal, Joseph, allowance to , 304 . Matson, Enoch, authorized to exchange a loca

Marrero, Bisente, land claim confirmed to , 500 . tion , 770 .

Margery, Jonathan , pension to , 23. Richard, allowance to, for moneys

Marigny, Bernard , land claims confirmed to, 480. paid , 267 .

Prosper, land claim confirmed to , 488. authorized to withdraw loca

Marin , E. , and another, land claim confirmed tions, 338 .

to , 499 . Mathers, James, to be paid for services , 38 .

Marine Hospital, at Charleston, S. C. , appropri- Matheus, Beckford C. , land warrant to issue to ,
ation for, 419 . 853.

Markham, Jeremiah , pension to , 25. Matthews, Eliza , and others , incorporated , as

increase of pension to, 84 , Sisters of the Visitation , &c. , 383 .

93 .
John, authorized to locate lands, 346.

William,e , payment to be refunded to , William B. , overpayment to be re

842. funded to , 465.

Markin, Charles, allowed to withdraw entries for Mathiot, Ruth , pension to , 900 .

land, and payments to be transferred, 157. Maurice, Theodore W., accounts to be settled,

Markley, Charles, certificate for commutation 674 .

of half-pay allowed to , 4 . Maxwell, Dr. David H., claim of, to be settled

Marlow , Susan, authorized to enter land , 678, and paid , 711 .

689 . Hugh, pension to, 24 .

Marrero , Felix , land claim confirmed to, 498 . --, James, see John P. and Hugh Mat

Marsh , Allyn , pension to , 25 . well , 163 .

Jumes , debentures allowed to, 593. land warrant to issue to , 777 .

Marshal of Eastern District, Pennsylvania , John P., and Hugh H. , right of Unit

judgments against to be paid , 510 . ed States to land released to , 168 .

Philip, allowance to , 715 . William , grant of land to, 43 .

John , allowance to representatives of, debentures to be paid to , 187 .

715 .
pension to , 189.

Marrs, Darby, pension to , 139 . May, James, allowance to, for damages, 266 .

Marsters, Stephen, purchase money to be re allowance to, for services as mar.

funded to , 788 . shal, 360.

Martin , Arnold , and another, fishing bounty al Heirs of, grant of land to, 875 .

lowed to , 891. Samuel, allowance to , for property de

Eduard, to be discharged from prison, stroyed , 518 .

152 . Mayfield, George, grant of land to, 530 .

François, land claim of, confirmed to , pension to , 838 .

808. > grant of land to, 839.

John , pension to, 92, 112 . allowed further time to enter

claim of, to be paid, 284. land , 885 .

John L. , and another, authorized to Micajah, pension to , 417.

purchase school land, 529 . Mayflower, Schooner, bounty allowed to owners ,

Joseph, and others, authorized to enter & c . , ot, 641.

lands , 313. Mayhew , Thaddeus, to be paid for property im

J., pension to , 837. pressed , 298 .

Knott, and others, fishing bounty al- Maynard, John, pension to, 24 .

lowed to , 891 . increase of pension to , 69.

Richard, pension to, 644 . Mayor and Corporation of New York , reconvey.

William , pension allowed to , 26 . ance of a tract of land to , 263 .

Mary Francis, Schooner , bounty allowed to Mays, Elizabeth , pension to , 408, 632.

owners and crew of, 918 . Meachum , Simeon, pension to , 611 .

- and Frances, Ship , case of, to be decided Mead , Joseph , pension to, 609.

by Secretary of the Treasury, 104 . Tilley, pension to , 24 .

Hannah, Schooner , fishing bounty al . Meade, Everard, account of, to be settled and

lowed to owners, &c . , of, 582 . paid , 602.

Sally, Schooner, fishing bounty al . Moans, Isaac, and others , to be paid for a ves.

lowed to owners, &c . , of, 606 . sel illegally condemned, 671.

Schooner , bounty allowed to owners,mas- Mears, Samuel, Jr., pension to, 100 .

ter, and crew of, 631. Mebune, John , and another, authorized to collect

Mason , Ashbel, land warrant to issue to , 779. taxes, 293 .

Cornelia , half -pension allowed to, 215. John B. , executors of, authorized to

Josiah, and others, allowance to , for ex- collect taxes, 293, 311 .

penses of suit, 373 . Mechanic Relief Society, Alexandria, incorpo.

Richrorth, donation to, 191 . rated , 207.

Massachusetts Bible Society, drawback allowed
charter of ,

to , 162 . extended, 825.

Massias, Abraham A., judgments against to be Medical Society, District of Columbia, incorpo

paid , 545 . rated , 221.

Massingill, Thomas and James, claims of, to be
act of in

reconsidered , 493. corporation of, revived, 741.
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Medina, Juan, land claim confirmed to , | Militia, Michigan, accounts of, to be settled ana

Lorenzo,0 , ) 499, 500. paid , 885 .

Meeder, Edward S. , increase of pension to, and Virginia , claims of, to be settled , 164 .

arrears to be paid to , 504 . Millaudon , Laurent, land claim confirmed to ,

Meek , William E., monthly pay of sergeant al . 499.
lowed to, 05 . Millan on , exempted from duties, 739.

Megee , William F. , duties remitted to , 44 . Miller, Christopher, authorized to enter land,

Meigs and Reed, to be paid for advances to 242, 929.

troops , 232. -, Edward, pension to , 101 .

Return J., interest allowed to , 11 . George, allowance to, for a horse taken ,

Melchior, Isaac, bond released to representa 245.

tives of, 243. Isaac, authorized to exchange land , 765 .

Mellen , Pegyy, warrant for bounty land to be James, released as surety of J.H. Alley,

issued to , 263. 268 .

--, Richard , pension to , 81 . -, John , pension to, 190 .

Melone, William , claim of, to be paid , 333. land patent to issue to, 909.

Menard , Francis, land claim not confirmed to , -, accounts of, to be settled, and al

683. lowance made to, 541.

Menary, John , allowance to , for a horse lost, 483 . pension restored to, 516.

Mendenhall, William , allowance to, for horses Mark , pension to , 190 .

lost, 359. Martin , pension to , 468 .

Meneghetty, Anthony C. , register for a sloop al- Mary, to be paid for a keelboat, 327 .

lowed to , 753 . Noah, grant of land to , 43.

Meneses, Antonio, land claim confirmed to, 500 . pension to, 610.

Mercantile Insurance Company, duties to be re- Robert, penalty to be refunded, 858 .

funded to , 413 . Samuel , pension to, 26 .

Mercer , Hugh, allowance for the education of, Thomas, and Baker, to be paid for a

12 . house destroyed, 209.

Jesse, land certificate to be delivered Milligan, Laurence, Representatives of, author
to , 293 . ized to locate land, 599.

Joshua, pension to , 179 . Robert, pension to , 566 .

Mercier, John D. , grant of land to, 43 . Samuel, drawback allowed to, 711 .

Merrell, Abner, pension to , 566. Milliken, James, claim of, to be paid , 333.

Merrill, Benjamin , increase of pension to, 83, Mills, Adam L., to be paid for carrying the
233. mail , 911 .

and Nancy, authorized to John H., land title confirmed to, 350 .

sell a reservation , 641. -, Peter , pension to , 176 .

James, pension to , 243 . authorized to locate land, 595 .

Joshua, pension to , 153 . William, to be discharged from judg.

Moses, and others, fishing bounty al ment, 97 .

lowed to , 719. Millspaugh, Cornelius, allowance to, 918.

Roger, pension restored to , 417 . Milly, an Indian Woman , pension to, 928 .

Merryfield , Abraham , pension to, 123. Milne, Alexander, to be paid for damage to

Merryman, Josiah, pension to, 25 . building, & c ., 259.

increase of pension to , 83 . Milnor, Robert, and another, allowance to, for

Meshouda, Moorish Ship, appropriation for services, 798.

prize money to captors of, 54 . Milton, Robert, pension to , 417 .

Message, Marie, land patent to issue to , 498 . Mims, Samuel, title to land confirmed to, 99 .

Messonnier, Henry, duties refunded to, 49. Representatives of, to be paid for

Miami Erporting Company, to be paid for ad- losses , 300.

vances , 487 . Miner, Menassah, payment to, 173 .

Indians, annuities to a family of, 942. Minifie, Charles, to be paid for a cargo of masts ,

Michael, John, land certificate to issue to ad- 108.

ministrator of, 293. Minis, Isaac and Henry, to be paid for ad

Michigan Militia , claims of, to be settled, 885. vances to troops, 232.

University, authorized to sell land, Minor, Stephen, pension to, 25 .

615 . Thomas, allowance to , for services,

Trustees of, authorized to 587.

convey certain lands, 628 . Minot, John, duties to be repaid to, 241.

Volunteers, allowance to , 475 . Jonas C., grant of land to , 43.

Michillimackinac, Borough, grant of land to , for Minturn and Champlin, claims against to be

public purposes, 607. compromised, 555 .

Miguel, Juan , Wife of, authorized to locate land , Miranda , Pedro, duties to be refunded to , 366 .

668. Mirboha , Moorish Ship , appropriation for prize
Miles,John, claim of, to be settled and paid, money to captors of, 54.

387.
Mississippi, Common Schools, exchange of lands

, pension to , 655.

>

9

7

reserved for, 529 .

Smith M., payment to, 705. Trustees of, au

Militia Duty, Professors, &c . , exempted from , thorized to enter land, 673.

339.
Missouri, claimants of land in, allowed further

Florida, Officers, &c . , of, to be paid , time to institute proceedings, 355 .

760.
--, Voluntects, claims of, to be settled and

Indiana , paymen to , 789 . paid , 875.

5
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Mitchell, Alexander, Representatives of, released | Moore, Philip, payment bymistake to be repaid

from certain judgments, 940 . to representatives of, 593.

Alzira, land title confirmed to , 267 . , Quintin , pension to, 91 .

Eli, pension to, 577. , Sarah, pension to, 842.

John , allowance to, 317. Thomas, and others , allowance to, 565 .

; appropriation for payment to, P., allowance to, for expenses,

814 . 684 .

Nathaniel, payment to, 754, 863. Moorish Armed Ships, allowance to captors of,

to be paid for expenses of 54 .

a certain suit, 843 . Mophet, Robert, pension to, 418.

Richard, a judgment released to, 162. Moreau, Celestin , land claim confirmed to , 295 .

Samuel, land title confirmed to , 267 . Moreland, Elisha, authorized to enter land, 879 .

William , and another, patent fees to be Morfit, Henry, commutation of half -pay allowed

refunded to , 636 . to , 719.

Miz, Mervin P. , claim of, for losses, to be set- Morgan, Alexander, duties to be refunded, 380 .

tled , 619 . G. , claim of, to be settled

Timothy, pension to, 6 . and allowance to , 713.

increase of pension to , 233 . ier, authorized to en land , 567 .

Moffitt, John , certificate of, to be valued and Charles, land claim confirmed to , 768.

paid, 433. W., allowance to , for extraordi

Moffett, Daniel, pension to , 190 . nary expenses, 922.

Molaison , Pierre, land claim confirmed to , 808 . Colonel Gideon, pension to, 632.

Molaro, Bartole, land claim confirmed to , 500 . James, increase of pension to, 85 .

Molero, Antony, Christoval, and Marguerite, M., allowance to , for services,

land claim confirmed to , 501 . 879.

Monday, Thomas, increase of pension to, 140. Jane, arrearages of P. Woosely to be

Monette, John W., land patent to issue to, 802. paid to, 349 .

Monot, Stephen, grant of land to, 35 . John, increase of pension to , 84 .

Monro, Jemima, allowance to , 671 . - , Simon , pension to, 74 .

Monroe County, Indiana , authorized to William , amount of a bill to be paid to

change school lands, 641. administrators of, 224 .

James, allowance to , for all demands, Morrell, Elisha, payment to , 939.

354, 457. -, Samuel, pension to, 23.

Robert, pension to, 918. increase of pension to , 123.

Montgomery, Alexander, land claims of repre- Morril, Joseph, increase of pension to , 68 .

sentatives of, to be examined, 217. Morris, Jonathan, pension to, 123.

-, grant of lands to the Richard G., amount of certificates al.

heirs of, 282. lowed to, 486 .

land patent to issue to , Robert , allowance to, 287.

433 . Zadock, pension to , 417.

John, confirmation of land claim Morrissett, William , penalties remitted to , 157.

of, suspended, 383. Morrison , George W., pension to , 417.

J.M. C., overpayment to be repaid James, credits to be allowed to , and

balance paid, 283.

W.fo J.,drawbacks allowed to, 349. allowance to , 288 .

Montriuel, Madame, claim of, to be settled and executor of, released as surety

paid, 187. of J. Crockett, 350 .

Moody, John , pension to, 566 . - payment to be made to repre

John M. , and Samuel, fishing bounty sentatives of, 419.

allowed to , 324 . representative of, suit against

Vooers, Benjamin, payment to , for hay, &c . , to be settled, 560 .

705 . -, Robert, land patents to issue to, 614 .

Moor, William, authorized to exchange land , William , claim of, to be settled and

certificates for scrip, 788. paid , 361 .

Moore, Alfred , and another, to be paid for work, to be paid for supplies, 142.

296 . Morrow , James, and another, allowance to for

Allen R., allowance to, for ' use of store , a judgment, 837.

706 . Morse , Elijah, pension to , 75.

Andrew , claim of, to be settled and paid, Josiah, pension to, 417.

531 . Noble, pension to, 177.

Daniel, claim of, to be settled and paid , Morton, John H., sureties of, released , 596 .

665 . Thomas, pension to, 608.

Ebenezer, land warrant to issue to , 924. Moseley , William , claim of, to be settled and

Edward, prize moneyto be paid to, 452. paid , 172 .

Isidore, land title confirmedto, 426 . Mosely, Catharine, pension to , 724.

James, pension to, 23. Samuel, allowance to, for damages, 146.

seven years' half-pay allowed to Moss, Daniel, military land warrant granted to,

children of, 663 . 230 .

authorized to exchange land, Joseph, pension to , 23.

762. Mott, Benjamin ,

John , pension to, 610 .
pension to , 417 .

Nancy, authorized to exchange lands, Motte, Charles, claim for seven years ' half-pay
427 .

9

>

to , 310.
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Josiah,

of, to be adjusted, 6 .
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Mount Zion Congregation, release of land to, Neptune and Fox, Vessels, allowance to owners

395 .
and crews of, 669.

Movory, Jabez, suretiesof, to be indemnified, 175. Nesbit, Samuel, pension to, 74 .

Morley, Joseph, increase of pension to , 85 . William, allowance to, 918..

Muir, Jane, allowance to , for damages, 478. Nevius, Peter, increase of pension to, 77 .

Mullany, Colonel James R., accounts of, to be New Castle and Frenchtown Railroad Company,

settled , 345 .
duties to be refunded to , 740 .

Mulligan, Patrick, pension to, 364. Jersey Steamboat, to be licensed, 799.

Mullings, James, pension to, 645 . Orleans Navigation Company, grant of

-, John, land title confirmed to , 908 . land to , 144 .

Mullouny, John , allowances to be made in set confirma

tling account of, 604 .
tion of land title to , 161 .

Munday, William , increase of pension to, 161 . Newall, Joseph S. , allowed to withdraw an en

Munn , James, pension to , 91.

Justus, pension to , 25 . Nerobury, James, pension to , 189 .

Munroe, Elizabeth , authorized to exchange land , Newell, Samuel, pension to , 112.

882. Newingham , Henry, land warrant to issue to ,

Munsell, Elisha, pension to, 24 .
914 .

Murch , Hiram , moiety of a fine to be refunded Newkerk , Jacob, pension to, 3 .

Newman, Francis, accounts of, to be settled ,

Murphy, Benjamin , to be paid for corn , 930 . 852.

Greenbury H. , allowance to, for a judg John , land warrant to be issued to, 66 .

ment against, 278 . -, pension to, 92 .

Sarah, to be paid for services, 706. Henry, patent issued to , to be correct

Murray, Alexander, claim of, to be settled and ed , 664 .

paid, 56 . Newsom , Joshua, to be paid for horses, 252.

Henry, representative of, to be paid , Newton, Francis, pension restored to , 417.

117 . John, authorized to exchange land,

John , to be paid for lost certificates, 748 .

117 . , Larkin , and others, grant of land to, in

R. , debentures to be paid to , 187 . trust , 567.

Robert , authorized to exchange land, Thomas W. , allowance to , for horses

752. lost, 438 .

Murrey, Anthony, pension to , 527 . New York City , landto be reconveyed to, 263.

Muse, Lawrence. See W. B. Matthews, 465 . and Haerlem Railroad Company,

Mussey, Samuel, and another, authorized to en- duties to be refunded to, 739.

ter land , 776. Nezsen, William, to be discharged from prison,

Myers, John, pension to, 189. 119 .

Peter A., pension to , 805 . Nibert, Joseph, land to be patented to, 709.

William, surety of, released , 376. Nicholas, Edward, arrears of pension to be

Myott, Catharine, land reserved to, 689. paid to , 632 .

Nichols, Amos, to be paid for services as clerk,

N.
286 .

John , allowance to , 239 .

Nagle, Philip , Thomas, authorized to exchange land

certificate for scrip, 788 .

Naismith, Alexander, pension to , 153.
Nicholls, Caleb, claim of, to be settled and paid,

Nance, Euton, patent to, made valid, 917.
194 .

Richard, mistake in a land patent to, to Nicholson, John, claim of, to be paid, 466.

be corrected , 568.
Nicks, John, payment to , 465.

Napier, Rapelye, and Bennett, duties to be repaid Nielson , Joseph, pension to, 417.

to , 295 .
Niedes, Antonio and Joseph , land claims con

Nash , Francis, half- pay to be paid to represent

7

>

Richard, } pension to, 417.

9

firmed to, 500.

ative of, 586 . Niles, Nathaniel, payment to , 814 .

Ira , to be paid for losses by Indians, 659. Nimblett, Joseph, pension to , 898.

National Institute, incorporated, 845.
Nimmo, Henry, certain duties refunded to , 149.

Naudi, Xaverio, claim of, to be settled and William T., to be paid for house de.

paid , 162 .
stroyed , 300 .

Nady, Moses, payment to be made to , 184 . Nippes, Ann M., and others, claim of, to be set

Navy Yard Bridge Company, incorporated, 225. tled, 345 .

at Washington, workmen in , to be Nithercut, William ,pension to be paid to widow

paid for tools , 155. of, 365.

Naylor, John C., to be paid for services as Niz , George, authorized to exchange land, 832.

clerk , 583 . Nixon, John, pension to, 24 .

Needs, James, pension to , 417.
Noble, Charles, right of preëmption granted to ,

Neely, Samuel , pension to , 938 .
348 .

Neil, Robert , pension to , 140 .
James, claims of, to be settled, 595 .

Neilson, George, Heirs of, authorized to enter Noah , allowance to , for expenses, 358 .

land, 902 . Seth, grant of land to, 43 .

Neley, William, increase of pension to , 68. Norfolk, Sufferers by Fire in, time of payment

Nelson , William, increase of pension to, 77. . of bonds extended, 53 .

- , prize money to be paid to, Norris, Samuel, confirmation of land claim of,

517. suspended, 382.

រ
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Norristown and Valley Railroad, time of lay. , Olney, Stephen, entitled to benefit of Stat . 1823 ,

ing certain rails extended, 899. c . 53 , 433.

North , Hicks, payment to, 185 . O'Neal, Willium , pension to, 179 .

und Vesey, duties refunded to , 32 . land patent to issue to, 614 .

Northam , Timothy, pension to , 24. O'Neil, John , pension to , 577.

Norton , Elnathan, pension to , 25 . Onstine, Frederick , authorized to enter land,

John , pension to , 154 . 385 .

Stephen , and others, allowance to , for Opie, Le Roy, accounts of, to be settled, 262 .

services, 541 . Oramos, Joseph, land claim confirmed to , 499.

Yourse, James, pension to, 178 . Oramus, Geronimo, land claim confirmed to , 499

Joseph, to pay expenses of, 35 . Orcutt, David, increase of pension to , 93.

Nowell, James, pension to , 177 . Ord, James, claim of, to be settled and paid,

Samuel, pension to, 460. 591 .

Noyes, Ebenezer, duties to be repaid to , 241. Ordway, John, land warrant to be issued to , 65 .

Enoch J. , and others, fishing bounty al- Ore , Major James, allowance to militia under,

lowed to, 808 .

Joseph, pension to , 92. James, lands released to , 441 .

Nuera Granada, Brig, register allowed to, 883. Orgain , Sterling, and another, to be paid for
Nunez, Widow , land claim confirmed to, 501 . work, 296 .

Nute, Jotham , pension to, 23. Ormond, William , pension to , 26 .

increase of pension to , 114 . Orner, Michael, pension to , 26 .

Nutting, Daniel, increase of pension to, 68 . Orr, James, to be paid for schooner Telegraph,

235 .

0. Thomas, land purchase confirmed to , 106 .

Orton, John B. , payment to, 96 .

Oakes, Henry, released from judgments, 560 . Osage Indians, claims for losses by, to be paid ,

O'Bannon, Jennings, allowance to, for expenses
408 .

of suit , 240 . Osborn, Richard, pension to, 154 .

Presley N., allowance to , for a horse William , duties to be refunded to , 544 .

lost, 706 . Osborne, Noble, preemption right allowed to ,

Thomas, allowed to withdraw his
270 .

entry and locate elsewhere , 104 . Osgood, Lemuel H., accounts of, to be settled,

Oblenis, Garret, pension to , 33.
206 .

O'Brien , James, duties remitted to , 30 . Osteen , William, authorized to exchange land,

Richard, accounts of, to be settled ,
853.

250 . O'Sullivan, Mary, claim of, to be settled and

allowance to , for outfits , 267 . paid , 679 .

O'Connor, John, land title confirmed to repre- Otis, William , accounts of, to be settled , 396.

sentatives of, 239 . -, Joseph, pension to, 25 .

Odam, Seybert, increase of pension to, 102. Otterson , Samuel, pension to , 82.

Oficers and Agents, register of, to be printed, Ottramare, J. , allowance to, 313.

181 . Overly, Henry, pension to, 83.

O'Fallon, John, and another. See Elias T. Lang. Overton, Cornelius, authorized to correct a land

ham , 751 .
entry , 477.

O'Flyng, Edmund, land warrant granted to , Owen , Abraham , allowance to widow and chil

163 .
dren of, 196 .

O'Flyng, Patrick and Abigail, land warrant Owens, Benjamin, Executor of, payment to be

granted to , and to receive half-pay for their
made to, 395.

Theodore, allowance to, 617.

Ugden , Abraham , debentures to be paid to , 187 . -, William , payment to , 479.

Edmund, land patent to issue to , 886 . Oxford, Ohio, authorized to enter land, 773.

Francis B., letters patent granted to, Oxley, Thomas, patent right to issue to, 261.

614.

Stephen , pension to , 67. P.

Thomas L. , to be paid for wood, 327.

O'Harra , James, Executors of, land claims con- Pachard, Josiah B. , pension to , 179 .
firmed to , 670. Packard, Shepherd , pension to , 74 .

Ohio Militia, payment to, 777 . Page, Daniel, pension to , 609.

Wyandot County, 936 . Ephraim, pension to, 666 .

Company of Associates, grant of lands to, Joseph W., penalty remitted to, 132.

8. Thomas, duties to be refunded to , 234 .

State of, authorized to sell land, 161 . Paine, Raphael, land scrip to issue to , 549, 725

Ojeda, Marie, land claim confirmed to, 499. Captain Thomas, allowance to, for pro

Olds, Marcay, pension to, 925 . visions lost, 483.

Oliver , John M., credit to be allowed to, and Palmer, Asher, claim of, to be settled and paid,

suit discontinued, 705 . 165.

, William , pension to, 26 . Daniel, arrears of pension to be paid

claim of,to be sett ed and paid,
196 .

sons, 163 .

> to , 585 .

-, Jared, pension to, 26 .

Olivier, Madam , and another, land claim con William , and another , to be paid for

firmed to, 500 . extra work , 558 .

Olmsted, Lewis, to be discharged from prison , Pannil, Joseph,certificate for half -pay granted
185 . to , 7.
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Paoly, Paolo, payment to, authorized, 47 . Payson , Samuel, pension restored to , 417.

Parunque, Stephen , bonds and security for cer- Patrick, Joshua, pension to, 123.

tain actions to be received from , 14 . Peabody, Joseph, pension to, 24 .

Pardee , Lemuel, pension to , 417 . Pearce, Elizabeth, and another, land warrants to

Pardie , Chandler, pension to , 25 . issue to , 829.

Parish, Jasper, to be paid for property de- Pearl River, commissioners west of, 104 .

stroyed, 447. Pearle, John , pension to, 418 .

Parker, Eliphalet, duties to be repaid to , 241 . Pearse, William , and another, register of brig
F. A. , to be paid for expenses, 692 . Hope allowed to, 458.

John A. , allowance to , 660. Pearson , Amos, pension to , 24 .

Joseph, pension to , 867 . -- , David, pension to, 608 .

Martin, pension to , 578 . George, certificates of Mississippi
Samuel , term of a patent right extended stock to be issued to representatives

208.

William , Rock, and Thomas, pension -, Samuel, and others, duties to be ru

funded to , 58 .

Parkerson , Rebecca , payment to, 676. Thomas, increase of pension to , 69.

Parkhurst, Benjamin, pension to , 654 . Pease, John H., payment to, 759.

Phinehas, pension to , 23, 24 . Silas, pension to, 418.

Parks, Elias, to be paid for goods destroyed, Peck , Aaron , pension to, 111 .
254 .

Adam , account of, to be settled , and allo

Henry, pension to, 176. ance to , 475 .

Parmelee, Thomas, pension to , 25 . John , certificates to be paid to , 524 .
Parrot, Silas , pension to , 75 . interest and certificates allowed to ,

Parrott, Esther, pension to , 834.
582 .

Parsons, Israel, pension to, 803. Peter, to be paid for a horse lost, 477 .

Thomas B. , increase of pension to, Thomas M., bounty, arrearages, &c . , of 10

874 . be paid, 357 .

Paschal, George W., allowance to , for indem- William , discharged from prison , 109.

nity , 858. Peebles, Robert, and another, payment to, 707

Paskell, John, grant of land to , 43 . Peirson, George, pension to , ill.

Pasko, Abel A. , released from a judgment, 770. Pellerin , Bartholomew , Heirs of, land patent to

Patch, Jonathan, pension to , 74. issue to , 847.

Patin, Antoine, land claim of, confirmed, 488 . Pellet , John , allowance to , for losses, 277 .

Patrick, Captain Matthew Alexander, accounts Pemberton , Sarah, pension to , 733 .

of, to be settled, 730. -, William, to be paid for a horse, 331.

Johnson, payment to , 896 . Pembleton, Jabez, increase of pension to, 68.

Mary A., allowance to, 730. Penderter, Thomas, pension to, 365 .

Patridge, James, preëmption right granted to , Pendleton, David, pension to, 81.
527. Otis and Harris, fishing bounty al

Patriota, Brig , penalties in case of, remitted , lowed to, 330 .

133. Penhallow, Daniel, pension to , 902 .

Patriotic Bank at Washington, charter of, ex- Pennell, Jacob, and others, duties to be refunded

tended , 802 . to , 833.

Patten , Richard , to be paid for instruments, Pennsylvania Hospital, duties remitted to , 197.
889.

Penny, J. P. and E. B., excess of duty to be

Patterson, Captain Daniel T., and others, for- refunded to, 482.

feitures relinquished to , 171. Joshua , pension to , 190 .

See George T. Penrose, Clement B. , to be paid $ 500, 109.

Ross, 185 . claims of, to be settled , and

credit to be al- allowance to widow of, 594 .

lowed to, 321. Peoria County, Ilinois, commissioners of, au.

allowance to, for thorized to enter land, 538.

extra expenses, 728 . Pepper, James, land entry confirmed to, 924 .

John, pension to, 177, 179 . Percival, John , to be paid for moneys expended,

Joseph, pension to , 32. 564 .

Robert , pension to, 112. Perez, Juan , land claim confirmed to , 498.

William , land patent to issue to , 498. Perham , John, pension to, 927 .

Pattie , William , pension to, 656 . Perine, Daniel, authorized to enter land, 150 .

Pattison, James J., allowance to , for property Perkens, Obadiah, pension to, 81 .

destroyed , 709. Perkins, Angier March, letters patent to issue

Patton, James, increase of pension to , 101 .

-, Robert, duties to be repaidto, 58 . Ebenezer, increase of pension to , 77.

2d sec. of the act for the relief John B. , allowance to , for a horse lost,

of, (ante , p . 58 , ) repealed, 64.
703.

Paulas, Barbara, prize money of her son to be Jonathan, pension to, 90.

paid to , 294 . , Joseph , claim of, to be settled and paid,

Paulling, William K., authorized to enter land, 148.

584 . Mary, authorized to enter land, 811 .

Pauling, Albert , benefit of Stat. 1828 , c . 53, Obadiah, pension to, 32.

extended to , 636. Solomon , increase of pension to , 84 .

Payne, Major M.M.,to be reimbursed for ex. Perley, Frederick , claim of, to be settled and

penses of suit, 439. paid , 304 .

>

7

>

to , 717 .

7

>

>
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Perrera, Gabriel, land claim confirmed to, 499 Piatt, John H., Representatives and Assignces

Perrigo, Frederick , pension to , 865 . of, to be paid , 314 .

Perrin, Oliver, and another, letters patent to William , account of, to be settled and paid,

issue to , 807 . 128 .

- , Payson , debentures allowed to , 427 . Colonel William , allowance to represent

Perrine, Henry, act for benefit of, ( 1838, c . 188,) atives of, in full for services, 835 .

extendedto widow and children of, 819. Pickurd, John, pension to , 644 .

Perry, Christopher Grant, Pickell , Joseph, bounty , arrearages , &c . , of, to

Raymond, annuity to, 260. be paid , 357 .

Elizabeth , Pickering, Charles W. , allowance to , 693.

- , Hardy, land claim confirmed to , 246. Picket , A. J. , allowance to , 776 .

land certificate to issue to, 727 . Pickett , William R. , land certificate to issue to ,

John, pension to , 417. 493 .

Margaret, warrant for bounty land to Pidgeon, John , pension to , 177 .
issue to , 255. Pier , Abner , pension to, 24 .

-, annuity to, 260 . Pierce , Amos, pension to , 24 .

Matthew C. , allowance to , for extra ser James , to be paid for horses captured,
vices , 618 . 273 .

Oliver H., annuity to , 260. John, und another, allowance to , for

Perrysburgh, Ohio, grant to settlers of right of brass butts , 634 .

preëmption to lots in , 276, 836 . B. , duties to be repaid to , 856.

Persons on the Pension List of any State, pen Joseph , and others, purchase money to

sion to , 77. be refunded to , 765 .

Peters, Adrian, pension to , 417. Nehemiah, increase of pension to, 115.

John, Representatives of, land warrant to Silas, pension to , 24 , 75 .

issue to , 898 . Susan, and another, authorized to enter

, Moore, & Co., to be paid for mail carry certain land , 902 .

ing, 900. Pierson, Erastus, pension to , 804 .

and Pond, moiety of forfeiture to be -, George, increase of pension to , 233 .

paid to , 457. Harry and Morris, to be paid for

Peterson, John A. , payment to be made to, 743. work , 713 .

Samuel and Hannah, claims of, to be Pigot, Jechonias, and another, proceedings

paid , 284. against, to be suspended , 746.

Petett, Enos, pension to , 90 . Pike, Zebulon , pension to , 324 .

Petit, Peter, and A. Cavalier, land claim con- Pilcher, Patton, accounts of, to be settled , 877.

firmed to , 238. Pilmore, Catharine, and others , authorized to

Petray and Viel, duties to be repaid to , 295 . locate land , 509 .

Petre, Joseph Pierre, purchase money to be re- Pincin, Benjamin , pension to , 233.
funded to, 570 . Pinkerton, Andrew , pension to , 94 .

Pettibone, Daniel, Heirs of, allowance to , 833 . Pinkney, Ninian, allowance to , 109.

Pettipool, Joseph, account of, to be settled, Pinney, Isaac, pension to , 450.
271 . Pitcher, Joshua, allowance to , 661 .

Pettrich, Ferdinand, payment to, 877. Pitchlyn, John , compensation for services al.

Peu , William , pension to , 417. lowed to , 143 .

Pharis, James, confirmation of land claim of, Pittman , George, increase of pension to , 68 .

suspended, 383 . Placide , Louis, land patent to issue to , 498.

Phelan , Nicholas, land warrant to issue to , 762. Planters' Bank of New Orleans, accounts of, to

Phelps, Joel , pension to , 26 . be settled and paid , 275.

Sylvester and others, to be paid for a Platt, Frederick, pension to, 25.

house destroyed , 848. Henry and Levi, claim of,to be paid , 155.

Thadeus & Co., drawback allowed to, Nathaniel, allowance to , for forage, 663.

550 . Plumb Island Bridge and Turnpike Company,

Philips, John, pension to , 111 . allowance to , 829.

Philip , pension to , 91 . Nathaniel, land warrant to issue to,

Thomas, pension to , 543 .

7

9

763 .

Phillips, Ebenezer, and others, fishing bounty Plumer, Isaac, pension to, 418 .

allowed to , 642 . Moses, authorized to enter land , 329.

Horatio G., and others, purchase money Plunket , Rheuben , pension to , 112 .

to be refunded to, 765 . Plunkett, James, allowance for use of children

James, pension to , 81 . of, 620 .

Samuel H., pension to , 441. Poe, Virgil, pension to, 112.

--, claims of, to be settled, 843. Poidevin, Madame, claim of, to be paid, 212.

Stephen C. , allowance to , as an indem- Point Coupee, Parish , grant of land to inhab

nity , 595 . itants of, 318 .

-, Sylranus, land patent to issue to, 498 . Poiret, Baptiste, confirmation of land claim of,

Philadelphia, Wilmington, and Baltimore Rail- suspended, 382.

road Company, duties to be refunded to, Poirey, M., claim of, to be allowed and paid,
745. 225 .

Phinney, Ebenezer,pension to , 23 . Poissot, Paul, certificate for land to be granted

Phiole , Gaspord. See Therese Malette, 870. to , 767.

Phænix , Alexander, to be discharged from pris. Polerecsky, Nancy, pension to, 901 .

on , 119, 120 . Polk , William , claims of, to be settled and paid,

Piatt , John H. , account of, to be settled, 245. 873.

>

7
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Pollard , William, Heirs of, land title confirmed | Prescott, Joseph, commutation of half -pay ale

lowed to, 732.

Polleresky, John L., pension to, 416 . Preston , Daniel, pension to, 25 .

Pollock , John, authorized to withdraw land en. Isaac T., allowance to , 428 .

tries, 157 J. P., pension to , 516 .

to be paid for a boat impressed, Prettyman, Mary, payment to be made to,
626 . 855 .

Oliver , account of , to be settled, 65 . Precost, Solomon , allowance to , for losses, 273.

Pomeroy, Grore, loan certificates of, to be liqui- | Prewett, Solomon, pension to be restored to ,

dated, 576. 774 .

Pliny, pension to , 26 . Price, James, grant of land to , 43.

Pompilly, Bernard , pension to, 648 . Looney, land patent to issue to, 498.

Pool, Benjamin , amount of a judgment to be P. B. , credit to be allowed to , 368 .

paid to , 223. Sarah, five years ' full pay allowed to ,

Poole , David, pension to, 4 . 551 .

Popple, George, pension to , 24 . William , lieutenant's pay allowed to , 445 .

Porche, Simon , claim of, to land confirmed, Priest, Job , pension to , 24 .
763 . Prindle, Martin , allowance to , for losses, 674 .

Porter, Bazlee, pension to , 578. Prioleau, Samuel, claim for property taken, to
Darid , and Creu , claim of United be settled , 18 .

States for penalties, released to , 135 . Prior, Elisha, pension to, 81 .

Elias, pension to , 417. Nathaniel, land warrant to be issued to ,

James, pension to, 417. 65.

increase of pension to , 180 . Pritchard, Jeremiah, pension to, 24 , 77 .

and another, released from a Privado, Schooner, bounty allowed to owners,

judgment, 333. &c ., of, 920 .

Jocl, pension to , 24 . Proctor, Amos, claim of, to be paid , 932.

General Moses, land warrant granted John, authorized to exchange land, 474.

Prout, Holden W., claims of, to besettled,333.

Solomon, Jr. , duties to be repaid to, 264 . --, William , authorized to institute a bill in

Thomas, pension to , 455 . 'equity , 228.

William , register of the William al- Provident Association of Clerks, incorporated,

lowed to , 313. 218 .

R. , and others, judgments act of incor

against, to be held as security, 429 . poration of, amended, 334, 337 .

Portsmouth , Sufferers by Fire in , to have further charter of, con

time to pay their custom -house bonds , 49, tinued, 504 .

63. authorized to

Posner, Silvia , claim of, to be settled, 513 . invest in stocks, 681 .

Post, John , and another, exempted from impris- Prudhomme, Antoine, land claim confirmed to,

onment, on a judgment as securities, 272. 407 .

Post- Office Building, certain contracts for, ex Rosaline, land claim confirmed to ,

tended , 816 . 765 .

Potash and Cairn , claim of, to be settled and Prutt, Thomas, increase of pension to, 83 .

Pryor, Green and Peter, land patent to issue

Potomac Fire Insurance Company, of George to, 693.

town , incorporated, 460. Public Buildings, claims of workmen on, annu

act of in al report concerning, 815.

corporation amended, 691. Public Réservation in Washington, appropriation

Potter, Samuel, pension to , 24, 83 . for enclosing, 512.
--, and another, register for a Pulaski, Town of, site of, to be entered and

barque, to issue to , 733. sold for the use of the county, 98 .

Thaddeus, pension to, 650. Purdy, Robert, allowanceto, 282.

Woodburne, claim of, to be settled and Putnam, Perley ,and another, allowance to , 625 .

paid , 793 . Putney, Asa, pension to , 24 .

Potts, John , land warrant to be issued to , 66 . John ,
417 .

Powell, Jesse, payment to be made to , 599.

pension to ,
Thomas,

John , pension to , 91 , 417 . True, and another , to be paid for extra

letters patent to issue to , 452. work , 921.

Stephen , pension to, 26 .

Powers, Elizabeth, pension to , 894 . Q.

Henry, claim of, to be settled and paid,
155. Quarles, Tunstall, and another, released from a

William , pension to , 110 . judgment, 333.

-, payment to, 185. Wharton , payment to be made to ad

Pratt, Asa, pension to, 418 . ministrator of, 732.

John, authorized to enter land , 865 . Quero, Schooner, bounty allowed to owners and

Thomas, pension to , 24 . crew of, 699.

Pratte , Jean Baptiste, and others, release land Quertier, A.and Albert, drawback allowed to,

to , 386 . 743.

Presbyterian Congregation of Georgetown, in . Quincy, William J. and Charles E. , debentures
corporated , 59. allowed to , 471 .

Prescott, Joseph, pension to , 566 . Quiry, Asa , pension to, 417.

paid , 155 .

7
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R. Rees, James, account of, to be settled, and suits

to be suspended, 281 .

Rabb , James, to be paid for horses, 252. Reeves, Minor, claim of, to be settled , 336 .

Rachal, J.Eloi, land certificate to be granted to , Refeld , Charles, land patent to issue to, 493 .
783 . Heirs of, land patent to issue

Racine, Athanasse, land patent to issue to , 498 . · to , 498.

Radcliff, William , debentures to be paid to , Refugees from Canada , grant of land to , 42,
187. 363, 570.

account of, to be settled, 436. Roggio, Augustin, land claim confirmed to , 500.

Rady, Daniel, pension to, 113 . Register of Officers, secretary of state to print,

Ragland, Evan, pension to, 82 .
181 .

Ralston , Samuel , penalty remitted to , 133 . Regnier, John B., authorized to enter land , 242.

Ramirez Widow , land claim confirmed to, 499. Reid, James, pension to , 910 .

Ramsay, George D. , payments to be refunded to, and Ferguson, debentures allowed to , 919.
546 .

Reilly, Boyd,purchase of patent right of, au

John , pension to, 33 . thorized, 904 .

Robert, pension to , 901 . Reily, John, grant of land to , 448.

Ramsey, Joseph, discharged from a judgment, Rcizer, John , pension to , 417.
937. Relfe, James H. , account of, to be settled , 827.

Ranı , B.H., custom -house bonds released to , Rembert, Andreu , pay and emoluments allowed

265 . to , 790 .

Mary, pension to, 866 . Remf,Jacob, authorized to withdraw an entry,

William , pension to , 827. 494 .

Randall, Benjamin, pension to , 122. Renner, Daniel, claim of, to be settled and paid,

George, appropriation for payment of, 221 .

888.
Rentleman , Jacob, authorized to enter land , 396

John , released as surety of S. Holmes, Reviere, Henry L.,authorized to enter land, 786.
840 .

Reynolds, Allen, allowed to complete entries for

Joseph , pension to, 417. drawbacks, 413 .

Randolph, David Meade, pension to , 416 . Elisha, increase of pension to , 140 .

Range, James, land warrant to issue to , 546 . , Harvey, pension to, 765.

Ranney, David , pension to , 25, 76 . Jeremiah, penalty for importing slaves
Rappleye, John R. , pension to , 153 . remitted to , 87 .

-, pension restored to , 516 . -, John, pension to, 113.

Rappleyea, Mary, Administrator of, to be paid C., to be paid for money stolen,

for certificate , 146 . 852 .

Rardon, Daniel, increase of pension to, 724 . G., to be paid for extra services,

Rathbone, William P. , accounts of, to be settled , 585 .

663, 821 . Mary, balance to be paid to, 387.

Ray, Gratis, pension to, 729. Robert, pension to , 585 .

Raymer, Frederick , allowance to, in full of his Solomon , pension to , 25, 101 .

claim , 572 . Thankful, pension to, 854 .

Raymond, Moses,increase of pension to, 114 . William , allowance to, for - services,

Raynsford, Joseph , pension to , 417 . 324.

Road , George, allowance to, for an award and Rheams, Tobias, land title confirmed to, 205.

judgment, 597 . Rhode Island College, to settle the claims of,

Reap , Michael, pension to, 112. 40 .

Reaud, P. , and another, land claim confirmed Rhodes, William , pension to , 178.

Ricaud, John, to be discharged from prison , 184 .

Re Beck , William , pension to , 67. credits to be allowed to, 283, 692.

Rector, Eliasand William, claim of, for surveys Rice, Chauncey, pension to , 805.

to be settled, 87 . Charles , pension to , 24 .

Reddick, Thomas F. , account of, to be settled Elisha, increase of pension to , 101 .

and paid , 108 . Henry, duties to be repaid to , 241.
release of land to repre

G., debenturesallowed to, 372.

sentative of, 661 . Hopkins, authorized to enter lands, 496 .

Redington, Jacob, pension restored to , 417. Owen , and others, claims of, to be exam .

Redenour , Jacob, pension to, 82 . ined, 627.

Redfield , John, Jr., to be discharged from prison, Thomas, and another, crédits to be al
117 . lowed on judgment against, 138 .

Red Pepper, Captain, authorized to enter land , Rich, William , payment to, 941.
596 . Zacheus, pension restored to , 417.

Reed and Dunham, to be paid for advances to Richards, Isaac, pension to , 25, 101 .

Elias,

to, 500.

7

2

Richardson, Andrew H. , moneys to be refunded

John, pensionto, 90 . to , 474 .

P. , pension to , 527 . George, pension to, 75.

Isaac G. , and others, forfeiture to be re Henry, prize money to be paid to

funded to, 603 . representatives of, 769.

Joseph, pension to , 91. --, payment to, 672.

Meigs and, claim of, to be settled , 232 . James D. , pension to, 418.

Rufus S. , claim of, to be settled, 170 . Joseph, pension to , 82 .

Rees, Griffith ,pension to, 26 . landie, to be paid for a horse

llenry J., and another, payment to, 848. lost, 312

VOL. VI. 124
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Richardson , Thomas, to be paid for goods, pur- | Roberts, Robert M., authorized to purchase

chased ofhim by soldiers, 5.38 . land, 791 .

William , pensionto, 178 . Robertson and Barnwell, duties to be refunded

Richart , Thomas, pension to, 26 .

Riche, S. and M., penalty released to , 890 . James, duties to be refunded to , 613.

Richey, David , pension to , 76 . John, expense of ransom of, to be

Richmond, Frederick , payment to, 766. paid , 29 .

Washington Volunteers, claim of to Thomas Bolling, allowance to , 174 .

be settled , 791. William , Representatives of , author

Richouz , Pierre, Widow of, land claim con- ized to surrender a certificate of further

firmed to , 808 . .credit, and a patent to issue to , 476 .

Ricker , Isaac, allowance to, for a horse, & c ., H., interest remitted to , 872 .

impressed, 361. Robin, Martin, land claim confirmed to , 500 .

Reuben , pension to, 417. Robinson , Beverly, and others , certificate to be

Ricketson , Joseph , Brig , released from forfeit- paid to, 587 .

David, and others, allowance to , 747 .

Ricketts, Micajah, pension to , 657. Elizabeth , allowance to, 636.

William , pension to , 544 . James, pension to , 417 .

Rider , Peter, pension to , 32 . Noah, pension to , 68 .

Seneca, pension to , 803. Robert, to be paid as clerk , 94.

Riddle, Bechtle, and Headington, bill of ex Thomas, Representative of, to be re

change allowed to, 537. leased , 317.

allowance
Wallace, authorized to exchange

land, 435 .

Hugh, land warrant to issue to, 903 . William, allowance for damages to ,

and another, to be paid for extra 146 .

work , 921 . M., payment to, 185 .

Rieb , Nicholas and Peter, account of, 17 . Robison, Alerander J., to be paid for medical

Riggins, Joel, pension to, 417 . services , 583 .

Riker, Margaret, seven years ' half-pay allowed Moses, confirmation of land claim of,

suspended, 382.

Riley , Brevet Major, and others , to be paid for Rock, an Indian , pension to , 305 .

horses lost, 466 . Rockwell, Charles, pay of chaplain allowed to ,

James, pension to , 417.
791.

Ring, Jonathan ,pension to, 231 . John A. , land patent to issue to, 849.

Ripley, Eleazer W., allowance to , 428 . William , pension to , 417 .

pension to, 683. Roddy, Alerander, claim of, to be settled and

Tilson , duties to be refunded to , 380 . paid , 275 .

Rising States, Schooner, bounty allowed to James, further time allowed to settle

owners, &c . , of, 618 . claims of, 531 .

Risley, Timothy, land warrant to issue to, 505 . Representatives of, discharged

Ritchey, Esau , pension to, 417. from a bond, 883 .

Ritchie, James , accounts of, to be settled , 934 . claims of executors of, to be set

Ritter, Jacob , Jr., drawbacks allowed to, 813. tled, 522

Rivafinoli, Vincent de, letters patent to issue to , Roderick , Anthony, to be paid for services, 308 .
435 .

Rodgers, Commodore John, sureties of, to be in

Ritard , Francis, Heirs of, land patent to issue demnified, 180 .

-, expenses of, to be

Riviere , Philip , land claim confirmed to , 708 . paid , 206 .

Roach, Stephen J. , and another, claim of, to be Fodgers, John ,allowance to , for improvements,

settled, 624 . 483.

Roads, Abiel, and others, fishing bounty allowed A. , pension to, 638 .

Rodman, Samuel and William , bonds of, to be

Robbe, John , pension to, 17 . cancelled, 174 .

Robbins, Brintnel, to be paid for boats, 291 . Rodriguez, Francisca, land claim confirmed to ,

Jeremiah, increase of pension to , 93 . 499 .

Roberts , Benjamin C. , allowance to, for sup

to , 868.

to , 631.

7

John , to be paid for damage to prop

plies , &c . , 857. erty , 259 , 412.

S. , conditionally discharged Santiago, land claim confirmed to,

from a judgment, 938 . 499.

Edmund, accounts of, to be settled, Rogers, Allen ,allowance to, for provisions, 904.
759 .. David and Sons, drawback allowed to,

Elpington, authorized to exchange 443 .

lands, 377. Jabcz, duties on spirits remitted to, 17.

Hugh, payment to, 185. John, pension to , 26 .

John, and others , allowance to, 565 . -- , allowance to, 170.

- , incorporated, 419. Jonathan, Jr., to be discharged from

full pay allowed to , for five years , prison , 158 .
490 .

Thomas, pension to, 112.

LediM. , pension to, 417. Roget , Isaac, debentures to be paid to, 187.

Mark R. , pension to, 364. Roll , Matthias, bounty land warrant to issue to,
Colonel Owen , claims of his widow and 452.

orphans to be adjusted, 6 .
Rollins, Catharine, pension to, 724 .

7

7

2 9

7

5

7

1
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Rollins, David , pension to , 774 . Russell, Gilbert C. , allowance to, for damages,

Ebenezer, drawback allowed to, 455 . 347 .

Rolls, Sally, and others, payment of pension of, James, pension to , 123 .
657 .

Joshua , allowed to relinquish certain

Roman Catholic Church, land confirmed to, 500. land, 286 .

at St. Louis, duties re- , Oliver, pension to, 111 .

mitted to, 600 . Samuel, allowance to , 336 .

Romer, Henry, pension to, 417 . Seth and Sons, duties refunded to , 133 .

Romero, Antonio , authorized to locate land, 668 . William, land claim of, to be examined,

Ronde, Pierre Dennis De La, payment to, for 571 .

injury sustained from United States troops, land patent to issue to , 498.

260 . Russwurm , Lieutenant William , commutation of

Rose, Abner, increase of pension to , 140 . half-pay allowed to , 719 .

John , Sen., claim of, to be settled, 594 . Rutgers, Arund, authorized to locate lands,
Samuel D., allowance to , 884 . 414 .

Ross, Charles, and another, claim of, to be set- Ryan, Jeremiah , pension to, 3 .
tled and paid , 173 .

to, 512.

Rybecker, John, increase of pension to, 77.

- George T., D. T. Patterson , and Associates, Ryneason, Minny, pension to , 154 .
forfeitures relinquished to , 171.

George T., D. T. Patterson, and Associates,
S.

money how to be distributed among, 185 .

-, John , claim of, to be settled and paid , 173. Sabin , Elihu, pension to, 25 , 93.

G. , and another, claim of, to be set- -, Flavil, account of, to be settled, 186.

tled , 480 . Sackett's Harbor, proprietors in, to be paid for

T., drawback allowed to, 391 . wood, 327 .

Zephaniah, pension restored to, 417 . Saddler, Benjamin, pension to, 74.

Rossetter, Samuel , pension to, 25, 77 . Safford, Joseph , and others, land warrant to

Roulet, John S., debentures to be paid to, 187. issue to , 778.

Rouse, Lewis, to be paid for whiskey, 448 . Sage , Nathan, payment to representatives of,

Rowe, Ebenezer, pension to, 74 . 756 .

-, George, authorized to locate land , 778. Saint Cyr, Francis F., pension to , 646.

John and Samuel, land warrant to issue Vincent's Orphan Asylum, incorporated,

to , 769, 453.

-- , Joseph, prize money to be paid to repre -, grant of land

sentative of, 563 .

-, Ludwick, land warrant to issue to heirs Sally, Schooner, released from forfeiture, 99 .

of, 769. -- , fishing bounty allowed to own

-, Susannah, pension to, 763. ers and crew of, 633.

Roroc , Hubert, land title confirmed to , 206 . Salee, William J., sureties of, released, 333.

Rowell andHaskell, duties to be repaid to , 241. Salmonds, Joseph, pension to, 733.

Rowlett, John, copyright continuedto, 389. Salsbury, Thomas, pension to, 417.

copyright of, restricted to books Salt Lick Reservation , land may be granted to

in his hands, 403. settlers on, 779.

extended to, 897. -, Settlers in, act for benefit

Roxburgh, Alexander, claim of,to be settled, 167 . of, extended , 808.

Roy, Beverly, pension to , 631 . Saltus, Son , f . Co., claim of, to be settled , 148.

Royal, James, pension to, 418. Sampson, Crocker, Heirs of, land warrant to

Royal , William, commutation of half- pay to be issue to , 763.

paid heirs of, 595 . Sanborn, Coffin, pension to, 736.

Royce, Elijah, pension to, 25 . Sanchez, Diego, Francisco, and Joseph , land

Royston, Jesse F. , allowance to, for a horse lost , claims confirmed to , 499, 500 .

353. Sanders, William G. , allowance to , for property

Rozier, George, and another, debentures to be destroyed, 888 .

paid to , 187. Sanderson , Samuel, to be paid for services, 708.

Rucker, Elliott , judgment to be released to, 301. Sands, Austin L., and another, allowance to,

Rudd, Lieutenant John , prize money to be paid 287 .

, Comfort, and others, to settle the clain .

Ruff, Samael W., to be allowed pay of a sur of, 38 .

allowance to assignee of, 287.

Ruland, Isaac, pension to , 654. John, fines to be remitted to, 931 .

Rumsey, Charles, pension to, 154 . Joshua , a credit to be allowed to , 131 .

Ruminer, Daniel, pension to, 178. -, judgments against, to be paid,

Rush, Richard, allowance to , for extra services, 150.

892. allowance to , 287 .

Russ, Joseph, and another, claim of, to be set- Richardson, allowance to representatives

tled , 624 . of, 287.

Russel, H. W. , to be paid for forage, 712 . Sandusky, County of, title to land , vested in

William W., drawbacks allowed to, 367 . commissioners of, 276.

Russell, Daniel, increase of pension to, 115 . Sanford, Elihu , duties to be refunded to, 601.

Gilbert C. , claim of, for expenses, to be Sapp, John, to be paid for a horse lost , 477.

paid, 61 . Sarah, Sloop, register for, to issue , 753.

value of property and labor George, Brig , allowance to crew of,

of, to be ascertained, 333. 599.

to, 672.

geon , 636 .

9
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Sardina, Bisente , land claimconfirmed to , 499. Scribner, Nathanviel, pension allowed to , 25 .

Sargent, John, pension to , 233 . Scrivener, James, payment to be made to , 517 .

Sarpy, Gregoire, land patent to issue to , 854 . John, allowance to , for property de

Sartain , Joel, allowance to , for a horse lost, 626 . stroyed, 866.

Satterwhite, Edwin T., account of, to be settled Scudder, William Smith, pension allowed to,
and paid , 121 , 132 . 26 .

Saucier, Jean Baptiste, land title confirmed to , Scull , James, land patent to issue to, 498.
530 . Seaburn , James, excess of duty to be refunded

Saunders, Isaac D. , land certificate to issue to ,

776. Searcy, Jeremiah , pension to, 154.

John , and another , allowance to , 625 . and others, land patents to issue to , 498 .

Joseph, increase of pension to, 76 . Sears, Snow Y. , fine to be refunded to, 879.

-- , payment tn, 185 . Winthrop, and others, fishing bounty al.

William , and others, judgments

against, to be held as security , 429. Seaton , George C., arrears of pension to be paid

Saunderson, Moses, pension to, 26. to, 615 .

Sarage, James, claim of, to be settled and paid , Seavey, Nathaniel, donation to , 191 .
155 . Seawell, Lieutenant Washington , credit to be al

Captain Teakle, and his Associates, al- lowed to, 624 .

lowance to , 194 . Seawright, J D., and others, to be paid for

William H. , allowance for rent to , 133. horses lost, 466 .

Savannah, Sufferers by Fire in , credit for duties Seay, Jacob, pension to, 113.

extended to , 241 . Secretary of the Navy, authorized to place on

Savings Institution , of Louisville, interest on the pension -list persons wounded at Dart

money in , to be deducted, 756. mouth, 160.

Sawtell, Hezekiah , pension to, 80 . of State, to print register of officers ,

Sawyer, Abraham , increase of pension to , 93 . &c . , 181.

James Lucius, to be paid for services, of War, authorized to exchange lands

474 . with Ursuline nuns, 107.

Samuel, pension to , 25 , 124 . Seely, Joab, patent fees to be refunded to , 821.

Sayre, James, pension to , 737 . Thaddeus, increase of pension to, 77 .

--, Stephen, allowance to , 65 . Segura, Francisco, Louis, Eloy, Rafael, St.

Schell , George , pension to , 3. Jago, and Matildo, authorized to locate

Schmuck, Ellen A. , to be paid half-pay of cap- land, 668.

tain , 658 . Selby, James, duties to be refunded to, 771.

Schnabel, George, receipts of, to be received for Semoice, an Indian, authorized to enter land,

land, 876 . 677, 689.

Schædde, Theodore A. , to be paid for advances Seneca Indians, pensions to , 167 , 305 .
to troops , 232. - , appropriations to carry into

Schooners, certain tonnage duties remitted, 18 . effect treaty with , 465 .

Schoonover, Samuel, pension to , 179 . Sengstack, C. P. , to be paid for glass , 918.

Schoultz and Vogeler, to be compensated for Serpas, Antonio and Joseph, land claim con

property destroyed , 150. firmed to , 500 .

Schrack , Lewis, to be paid for rifle -stocks, 403 . Succession of, land

Schutte, Caspar C., bonds of, to be cancelled, claim confirmed to , 499 .

173 . Serry, Augustin, pay of a boatswain allowed

Schwartztrawber, Philip, to be paid for services, to , 79 .

940 . Sewall, Henry and Robert, to be paid for prop

Scoone, George, pension to , 57 . erty destroyed, 585 .

Scotland , Thomas, pension to , 113. Seward, Daniel, payment to , 285 .

Scott , Alexander, to be reimbursed for expenses, certificate of $116 to be issued
121 .

allowance to , 318. Severson, Richard , pension to, 653.

to be paid for services , 436 . Sevier, A. H. , land patent to issue to, 498.

-, Amasa, pension to , 24 . -, John, and others, authorized to enter

Charles, increase of pension to, 68 . land, 313.

David, increase of pension to, 180 . Seybold , John , allowed to withdraw land entry,

Edward, pension to, 3 .
211 .

Eleazer,pension to, 364 . Seymour, Jesse , limitation of Stat. 1816, c . 65 ,
Elizabeth , land warrant to issue to , 524 . § 3, extended to, 793 .

>> payment to, 542. -, William , increase of pension to, 20.

Hector, debentures to be paid to, 325 . Shackford, John, allowance to ,in full of claim

James, pension to, 653.

I

7

to , 347 .
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for rent, 593.

, John, amount of a certificate to be paid Shafer, Jacob, land warrantgranted to, 359.

Shaler, Ephraim , account of, to be settled, 164.

interest allowed to, 440. - Joseph, pension to , 91 .

pension to, 656 . Shallopsand Schooners, French, duties remitted

to be paid for damages, 855 .

Richard, pension to, 73 . Shane, Anthony, grant of land to, 149.

Samuel, pension to , 179 . and another, value of lands

Thomas, pension to , 418 . granted to be ascertained, 726 .

William , pension allowed to, 33, 74 , 417. Shannon, George, land warrant to be issued to ,

-, pension to , 505. 66 .

to, 392.

7 on , 18.

>
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Shannon, George, pension to , 123, 191 . Shoemaker, Jacob, duties to be refunded to

land warrant renewed to, 143 . representatives of, 682.

, Captain Samuel, accounts of, to be sholes, Captain Stanton, account of, to be set

settled , 880 . tled , 242 .

allowance to repre- Shomo, Joseph, accounts of, to be settled, 343.

sentatives of, 908 . Short, Eli , pension to , 153 .

William and Hugh , claim of, to be set- Peter W. , pension restored to , 804 .

tled and paid, 384 . Peyton, to be credited with $ 517,85, 192

Sharon , Samuel, pension to , 153 . Shrofe, Emanuel, pension to , 929.

Shattuck , Jared, $ 33,864,55 to be paid to , 116 . Shubrick, E. R. , allowance to , for extra ser

Shaumburgh, Bartholomew, to be paid for ad- vices , 618 .

vances, 523. Shumate, William I. , pension to, 179 .

Sharer, Nathaniel, Representatives of, author- Shurley, Bennett , land warrant to issue to , 756 .

ized to locate land, 675. Shute, John, and others , allowance to , 239.

Shaw, Elizabeth, pension of her husband to be Shuttlief, Joseph, pension to, 3 .

paid to, 385 . Sibbald, Charles F., claim of, to be settled and

Henry, pension to, 90 . paid , 864 .

James, pension to , 178 . Sibley, Cyrus, half amount of a judgment to be

John , debentures to be paid to, 187 . paid to, 393.

John Robert, pension to , 82. Solomon, to be paid for property de

Joseph, pension to, 112 , 428 . stroyed, 300.

Moses, letters patent to issue to , 438 . Siddle, George, pension to , 365 .

Samuel, pension to, 75 . Silva, Joze Roiz, to refund to , excess of duties

Shawneetown , site for a town to be laid out ad- paid , 22.

joining , and lots offered for sale , 132 . Simmons, Elijah, authorized to locate a tract of

Shea , Stephen, pension to , 416 . land, 677.

Sheaff, Henry, and others, bond of, to be can Joseph, drawbacks allowed to , 813 .

celled, 243. pension to , 938 .

Shears, William , bounty, arrearages, &c . , of, to Moses, John, and Edward, payment

be paid, 357 .

Sheckler, Frederick , pension to , 417. William H., to be allowed for ser

Sheets, Zebulon, authorized to exchange lands, vices, 362.

768.
Simonton, Alexander, pension to , 67 .

Sheffield , Amos, and others , fishing bounty al J. W., interest remitted to , 872.

lowed to , 569. Simpson, Mark, pension to , 934 .

Sheffler, George, pension to , 860. Moses W., payment to be made to,

Sheldon , Elijah, pension to, 81 . 784 .

Gideon , pension to , 804 . Thomas, increase of pension to , 77 .

Ptolemy, pension to , 176. William , increase of pension to , 233.

Shell, George , increase of pension to , 101 . Simson , William , pension allowed to , 33 .

Shelly, Abraham, grant of land to, 41 . Sinclair, Noah, increase of pension to, 76 .

Shelmerdine, Samuel, pension to , 611 . Singletary, Ithamar, pension to, 33 .

Shenandoah Bridge Company, authorized to Sinnard , Thomas, allowance to, for extra work ,

erect a bridge, 848.
782.

Shepherd, Moses, payment to, 336. Sisters of Charity, of St. Joseph , incorporated ,

Thomas, pension to , 25 .
383.

Sheppard , John H., satisfaction to be entered Visitation , of Georgetown, incorpo

on judgment against, 800 . rated , 383.

Sherfey, Benjamin , fine to be refunded to , Sites, Christopher, pension to , 154 .

555 . Sitgreaves, Samuel , credit allowed to , 446.

Sherman , Lemuel, to adjust the account of, and Sizemore, Arthur, and another, lands released

to , 441 , 843.

Richard, increase of pension to, 76 . Skeel, Amos, pension to, 25 .

Sherwood , Eliphalet, pension to, 81 . increase of pension to , 114 .

Zachariah , pension to , 123 . Skeel, Amos, increase of pension to, 85 .

Shields, James, entitled to right of preemption , Skinner, Daniel G. , accounts of, to be settled ,
249 . 913 .

John, land warrant to be issued to , 66 . George , administrator of, to be paid for

-, Thomas, and others, to be paid for pris- a horse, 243.

oners captured, 261. Ichabod Lord, accounts of, to be settled ,

allowance to , for property lost, 297 .

274 . John P., released from a judgment,

Shillito, Sarah , to be paid for property de- 882.

stroyed , 325 . Joseph M. See George Skinner , 243.

Shinnick, Jacob, to be paid for property de Solomon , duties to be repaid to , 241 .

stroyed , 150. Skipwith , Fulroar, expenses incurred by him,

Shipley, Ether, account of, to be settled , 238 . to be paid , 15 .

Shipman, Charles, to be paid for losses by In , appropriation for advances by,
dians, 849. 48 .

Shirkey , John, pension to , 375 . Skirding, John, payment to, 890, 899.

Shite, Peter, pension to, 418 . Sky, Peter, an Indian, pension to , 835 .

Shiverick, Thomas, penalty to be refunded to , Slack, Joseph, pension to , 90.
412 .

Slater, James, pension to, 26 .

pay, 7.
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Slaughter, Francis L. , pension to, 67 . Smith , Leonard , allowed pay of lieutenant, 811.

Philip, account of, to be settled, Louisa L., land patent to issue to , 639.

391 . Luther L. , authorized to enter land ,

proviso in Stat. 1828, c . 150 , 561.

for relief of, repealed , 446 . Maria G. , land patent to issue to, 639.

interest on commutation al Martin, pensionto, 544.

lowed to, 552 . ; Matthew , and Darius Gates, joint ac

Slaymaker, Samuel R., to be paid for carrying count of, to be settled, 72 .

the mail, 867 . Moses, increase of pension to , 93 .

Sleeker, George, pension to , 179 . Nathan , and others, fishing bounty al

Sloan, Philip , allowance for ransom to, 54. lowed to , 867.

Sloat, John D., to be allowed a credit, 534 . Nathaniel P., and another, duties to be

Slocum , Frances, annuities to , and to her chil- refunded to, 880 .

dren and grandchildren, 942. Noah, pension to, 296.

Sloo , Thomas, $ 500 to be paid to , 120 Parsons, pension to , 631 .

Slough, Jacob, released from a balance against Peleg, pension to, 90 .

him , 310. Peter, pension to , 73 .

pension to , 637. Widow of,his pension to be paid

Sluthour , Anthony, pension to , 417.

Small, Archibald, authorized to enter land, 642. Philander, Heirs of, land claim con.

John, land title confirmed to , 201 . firmed to , 890 .

Smally, Isaac, pension to , 417. Reuben , duties remitted ta, 15 .

Smart, Robert, allowance to , for plank , 483. Richard, and unother, register of brig

--, Willium , pension to, 90 . Hope , allowed to , 458 .

Smith, Aaron , pension to , 25 . and others, allowance to , 475.

allowance to, for property de Colonel Richard, Executor of, credit to

stroyed, 617. be allowed to, 629 .

Adam,Representatives of, to be paid for Robert, pension to, 24, 655 .

stone , 761 . , Samuel, authorized to enter land, 677 ,

Albert J., land patent to issue to, 639 . 689.

Arnold, and others, fishing bounty al sureties of, released, 757.

lowed to , 602 -, Simeon , pension to, 726 .

- , Benjamin, increase of pension to , 68 . , Stephen , and others, fishing bounty al

Campbell, claim of, to be settled, 40 . lowed to, 618.

Christian, pension to, 82 . Thomas H. , and Son , claim against, to

Daniel, land patent to issue to , 640 . be compromised, 495 .

Edmund, pension to , 25. and Town, drawback allowed to , 751.

Gamaliel E. , to be paid for labor, &c . , , William, to be discharged from prison ,

798, 892. 192 .

George, expense of ransom of, to be paid , relinquishment of land by, to
29 . be cancelled , 452.

Gilbert A. , and others, fishing bounty al Hooker, Representatives of, al

lowed to, 807. lowance to, 731 .

Guy W., claim of, to be settled and paid , Smoot, Benjamin S., to be paid for property de
stroyed, 466 .

Harriet M. , land patent to issue to , 639. Smyth , Harold, account of, to be settled, 230 .

Heber, pension to , 25 . Richard, to be credited with money of

increase of pension to, 114 . which he was robbed, 253.

Henry, duties remitted to, 44 . Snead, Captain Charles, Representatives of, al
Hugh, Daughters of, authorized to enter lowance to , 730 .

land , 374 . Sneed , Richard , judgment against, suspended ,

-, Isaac, set-off allowed to , 148.
893.

Israel, to be credited with payments to judgment against, to be com

troops, 200 . promised, 921 .

James, pension to, 26 . Snell, Job, pension to , 24 .

allowance to, for a horse lost, Snodgrass, Captain , and Company, appropria

428 . tion for penses of, 815 .

letters patent to issue to, 702. Snow, Aaron, claim of, to be settled, 503.

released as surety of S. Smith, Abner, pension to, 75 .
757.

Elisha , Jr., allowance to , 322.

authorized to enter certain land, Mary, pension to, 855.

827.
Samuel, pension to , 416.

Jesse , and others, claims of, to be exam Silvanus, pension to, 24.

ined and settled , 634. Snyder, Abraham , allowed the benefit of the act

John, pension to, 24, 644, 82, 92. for the relief of debtors, 287.

accounts of, to be revised, 287. Soileau, Noel, land claimconfirmed to , 329.

G., preëmption right granted to , Solis, Juan and Manuel, land claims confirmed
527 . to, 499, 500 .

, Joseph , prize money to be paid to , 310, Sorin,Joseph, land title confirmed to , 679.
331 .

Sorrell, Francis, and others, bond of, to be can .

, pension to , 417. celled, 376 .

Josiah, increase of pension to , 76 . Sothoron , James F., claim of, to be settled and

Josias, increase of pension to , 92 . paid, 675 .

517 .

7

9

>
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Souder, Charles, and another, to be paid for Stark, Nathan and others, fishing bounty al.

expenses, 791 . lowed to , 807 .

Southall, George W., released from a bond by Solomon, increase of pension to , 93 .

part payment, 895 . Starkey, Josiah, penalties remitted to , 128 .

Peyton A. , sureties of, to be released , Starr, John, grant of land to , 43 .
895. William, increase of pension to, 84 .

Spafford, Amos, pension to, 81 . Starring, Henry, pension to , 416.

> grant of a preömption right to, Starritt, Preston , to be paid for corn , 806.

166 .
Stasca , Steamboat, appropriation for services of,

Eliphalet, pension to, 763 . 813 .

Horatio Gates, letters patent to issue | Staunton, Daniel, increase of pension to , 115 .

Steads, Richard, pension to, 74 .

Sparks, Orson , and another, allowance to , for Steamboat Compuny of Nantucket, claim of, to
horses lost , 405 . be settled , 882.

Spalding, Josiah, pension to ,25 . Steam Packet Company, incorporated, 398 .

- Samuel, and another, claim of, to be Stearns, Catharine, allowance to, for her right
settled , 308 . of dower, 374 .

Spaulding, Ebenezer, patent fees to be returned John, fishing bounty allowed to , 291 .

Stebbins, Alford . See Peggy Mellen, 263.

Spears, Dizon, authorized to exchange land, 472. Steel, Elizabeth, husband's pension to be paid

Joshua, pension to , 417.

Speed, James, pension to , 26 . Jannes, pension to , 649.

Spellman, Oliver, to be discharged from prison, pension of, to be paid to his daugh
184 . ter, 703.

Spence, Robert T., credit to be allowed to , 900 . William , letters patent to issue to, 502 .

Spencer, Peleg, allowance to , for horses lost, Steele, David, pension to , 3 .
557 . James, and others , purchase money to be

Spicer, Jeremiah and Traders, payment to be refunded to , 765.

made to, 185 . John, account of, to be settled , 56 .

Spitfuthom , John, claim of, to be settled , and -, appropriation to discharge a judg
allowance to, 718 . ment against, 241 .

Sprague, Cesar, pension to , 24 . Richard W. , bounty allowed to , 361.
James, authorized to enter land , 457. authorized to enter land,

-, Joseph E. , to be paid for professional 497.

services , 456. Steinback , 1. L. , debentures to be paid to , 187 .

-, Scth , allowance to, 209 . Stephens, Sutten , release of land to, 797 .

Sprigg, Samuel, land patent to issue to , 443. Stephenson, Benjamin , authorized to locate

-, Thomas, to be paid for his ropewalk land, 269 .

destroyed, 155. Sterns, Charles, pension restored to , 417 .

Springfield Manufacturing Company, account -, Samuel, pension to, 90 .

of, to be settled and paid , 863. Stetson , Amasa, interest for advances allowed

Squirrel, Amariah , payment to, 479. to , 298.

Jacob, account of, to be settled, 479. Steuart, A. L. ,
debentures to be paid to , 187.

Sroufe, Sebastian, Heirs of, authorized to enter Robert, )

land, 781 . Steuben, Frederic William de, to adjust and sat

St. Anne, Church of, land confirmed to, 315 . isfy claims of, 2 .

St. Augustine, street in , to be widened, 607. Stedens, Aaron , pension to , 74 .

St. Clair, Arthur, allowance to, for expenses, Ebenezer, and another, allowance to,

16, 94 . 287.

pension to, 200 . James, pension to, 645.

County, Mlinois, school lands in , to be - , John, to settle the pay and depreciation

located , 810. of pay of, 4 .

St. Domingo, Inhabitants of, in United States , Jonathan , increase of pension to, 114 .

appropriation for support of, 13 . L., certain duties to be repaid

St. Germain , Martial, land claim confirmed to , to , 241.

500 . Thomas Holdup, and others, $2000 to

St. John, John, pension to , 75 . be paid to , 518 .

St. Vrain, Felix, Heirs of, grant of land to, 556. Stevenson, Captain , and Company, claims of, to

Stafford, Haron, pension to, 190. be settled, 875 .

-, increase of pension to, 234 . Edmond, increase of pension to,

Stagg, Daniel, pension to, 177. 180 .

Staley, George, authorized to exchange land, Frederick P. , pension to , 190 .

556 . William W. , authorized to enter land,

Noah, authorized to exchange land , 557 . 752.

Staniford, Captain Thomas, credits allowed to , Stewart, Aaron, pension to, 177.
297 . Abner, credits to be allowed to, 283.

Stanton , Aaron, and another , allowance to , for

>

1

*

Captain Charles, and Officers, medals to

flour, 378 . be presented to , 181.

Edward, increase of pension to , 84 . -, Finley, pension to, 33.

Stark , Caleb , payment to be made and land Hugh , claim of, to be examined and

warrant issued to, 388 . paid , 676 .

John, pension to , 26. Jacob, pension to , 649.

Major-General John , pension to, 216 . John , duties remitted to , 3 .

9

1
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Stewart, Joseph, and his Associates, donation and Strahan, Gregory, grant of land to . See Refu

release to , 175 . gees, & c ., 363.

-, payment to be made to, 184. Strain , Robert, to be paid for rifles impressed ,

Susannah , papers to be delivered to, 312.

249. Street, Joseph M., and another, judgment against,

William , excess of purchase money to to be discharged, 515 .

be refunded, 550 . William W. , to be paid for use of steam .

Stickell, Valentine, pension to, 417. boat, 884 .

Stickney , Benjamin F., claim of, to be settled , Streshly , Thomas and William , accounts of, to

625 . be settled , 109.

Stienman, John, and others, claim of, to be set- Strong, Harriet, allowance to, 404 .

tled , 345 . Levi, pension to, 577.

Stigermire, Hiner, authorized to enter land, Nathan , duties remitted to, 15 .

757. Strother, Benjamin , allowance to , for expen

Stiggins, George, and another, lands released ditures , 22.

pension to , 91 .

Stiles, Aaron, increase of pension to , 115 . George F., accounts of, to be settled,

David, allowance to , 918 . 699 .

John S., to be compensated for vessels Stryker, Barent, allowance to, for carrying the
sunk , 326. mail , 883 .

, and others , memorial of, referred Stuart, Phebe, pension to , 229.

to third auditor , 552 . Stubbs, John G., accountof, to be settled, and

-, payment to, for bread delivered , his expenses paid, 201 .

667. Studley, John, and others, forfeiture to be re

Stillman , Samuel, pension to , 25 . funded to, 603 ,

increase of pension to, 124 . Stull, Frederick, pension to, 417 .

Stillwell, Harold, John , and Joseph, land patent John I. , 381 .

to issue to, 498 . Sturgeon , Robert, to be released from imprison .

Joseph , Heirs of, land patent to issue ment, 40 .

Sturges, Benjamin, pension to , 25 .

Stilson , Abner, to be paid for services , 627 . increase of pension to , 84.

Stipp , Abraham , land scrip to issue to , 777. Solomon , authorized to enter land in

Stirling , Sarah, Widow of Lord Stirling, grant lieu of other, 786 , 926 .

of money to , 4 . Sturgess, J. S. , allowance to, 918.

Stobie, Roberi Lowe, authorized to obtain a pat- Sugart, Eli, pension to , 417.

ent right, 159. Sulliran, James B., authorized to complete a

Stockbridge Indians, claims of, to be settled, land purchase , 905 .

244 . Mary, claim of, to be settled , 209.

Stocker, Samuel, pension to , 24 . Summerl , Joseph, drawback allowed to repre
Stockman, Henry and Peter, confirmation of sentatives of, 390 .

land claim of, suspended, 383. Summers, Joseph, allowed to withdraw entries

Stockton, Richard C. and Lucius W. , claims of, of land , 191 .

to be settled , 665 . Sumpter, Henry, Heirs of, authorized to relin

Robert F., expenses of suits to be al- quish and enter land, 630.

lowed to, 238 . Thomas, accounts of, to be settled ,

Stoddard, Daniel, increase of pension to,633. 747 .

, Henry, land patent to issue to , 639. Surget, Peter, Catharine, and Charles, Repre

Stoddari, Daniel, pension to, 516. sentatives of, authorized to locate land, 509.

Philo , increase of pension to , 115 . Susan and Polly, Brigantine, duties remitted

Stokes , James L. , permitted to complete a pur- to owners of, 14 .

chase of certain land, 764. Surveyor, Revenue Cutter, claimsof the master

William B., claims of, to be settled ,665. and crew of, to be settled , 168 .

Stoker, Henry, authorized to locate lands, 784 . Surveys, appropriation to pay for, 814.

Stone, Bannister, released as surety of A. Car- Sutherland, James, and Wife,seven years' half
ruth , 388 . pay to be paid to , 676.

Benjamin F. , fine to be refunded to, 639. Suzone, Française, allowance to, in full pay

Hannah, pension to, 580. ment, 583.

Henry, and another, allowance to, for Swain, Elizabeth ,pension of her husband to be
property destroyed , 821 . paid to, 657

Major A., claim of, to be settled and paid, Swallow, Larned, pension to, 607, 666.
155 . Swan, Sarah, and another, seven years' half

Stopinal, Widow , land claim confirmed to, 500 . pay allowed to , 663.

Storer, Dorothy, allowance to, 437. Swartwood, Joseph, arrears of pension to be

interest allowed to, 524 . paid to , 611.

Stothart, William , penalties remitted to, 128 . Swartwout, Robert, allowance to , 239.

Stout, Aaron, authorized to enter land free General Robert, judgment against,

of cost, 781 . to be paid , 261.

-, Henry, and others, allowance to , 565. Swazey and Folsom , duties to be repaid to,

John , pension to, 417 . 241 .

N., account of, to be settled and John N., duties to be repaid to , 241.

paid, 88, 109. Sweeny, John , pension to, 153 .

Samuel, prize money to be paid to , Sweet, Amos, and others, claim of, to be settled
672. and paid, 389.

5

>

7

7
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Shoeet, Godfrey, pension to, 33. Taylor and McNeal, claim wf, to be settled and

Sweetman, James, pension to, 898 . paid , 172 .

Swift, Socrates, pension to , 178 . Nathan, pension o, 74 .

Sykes, Jesse, pension to , 629 . Commodore Richard, pension to, 185 .

Samuel, pension to , 417. Richard, pension to , 58 .

Sylph, United States Schooner, allowance to rel. -, Captain Richard, pension of, to be paid

atives of officers, & c ., of, 549. to his representatives, 362 .

Sylvester, Nathaniel, letters patent to issue to , allowance to , for pension , 376 .

318.
exempted from operation of

Syme, John, payment to be made to administra Act 1828, ch . 2 , 409.

tor of, 562.
-, Samuel, pension to , 26 .

Symmes, John Cleves, ascertaining the bounds , Thomas, Jr., allowance to , for services,

of land purchased by, 7 . 331 .

Sympson, James, land title confirmed to heirs W., to be paid for a horse,

of, 869. 798 .

Sype , Christopher, pension to, 417. Thornton, account of, to be settled and

Sypert, William L., pension to, 179. paid , 676 .

Tilford, authorized to exchange land ,

T.
754 .

William R., claim of, for interest to be

Taber , Cyrus, land sale confirmed to, 749. settled , 711 .

Taft, Nathaniel, to be discharged from prison , Tazewell, William ,allowance to , 40 .
183 .

Teal, Nathaniel, to be paid for work , 713.

Tagert, Samuel , drawbacks allowed to , 812. Teas, William , commutation of half-pay to ,

Taggart , William , pension to, 24 .
589.

Tailer, Edward N., and another, claim of, to be Tefft, J. K. , released from a judgment, 853.

examined, 718. Telfair, Mary M. , and another, land warrants to

Talbot , Edward Allen, letters patent to issue to, issue to , 829 .

381. bounty land to be granted to ,

David J. , land patent to issue to, 660 .
931 .

Talbotts, John Q. , pension to , 180 . Temple, Josiah, pension to , 81 .

Tall , Elijuh, payment to be made to , 185 . Ten Eyck , Henry, pension to, 68 .

Tullman, John, increase of pension to, 124 . increase of pension to, 77.

Talmage, Stephen , pension to, 645 . Tennell, George, pension to , 91.

Talman , John, increase of pension to, 124 . Tennessee, authorized to grant land, 779.

Tandehetse , an Indian, pension to, 417. Tennille, Francis, allowance to representatives

Tandy, Willis, pension to, 153. of, as an indemnity for a land claim , 410 .

Taney, Augustine, claim of, y be paid, 525 . William A. , allowance to, for services,

Tannehill,Wilkins, claim of, to be paid, 431.
521 .

Tanner, Lemuel, authorized to locate land , 613. -, pension to , 530 .

Tapp, Vincent, pension to , 100 . Tennison, Samuel, payment to, 185 .

Tappan, John, duties to be repaid to, 305. Terre aux Bæufs, Inhabitants of, land claims
Tarbell, William, increase of pension to , 93 . confirmed to , 498.

Tarr, Jonathan, and others , fishing bounty al- Terrell, Joel, pension to , 139 .
lowed to, 641 . Tervin, Richard, certificate of land granted to,

fash, Orford, pension to , 80 . conditionally, 99 .

Tate, David, release of land to , 323 . Thacker, Reuben, pension to, 190.

allowance to , for forage impressed, Tharp , William , claim of, to be settled and

345.

Tatton , Phillis, pension to, 865 . accounts of, to be settled, and

Tatum , Nathaniel P. , account of, to be exam- allowance to , 476 .

ined , 642. indemnified for endorsing a

Taylor, Cornelius, claim of, to be settled and draft, 548 .

paid , 787 . claim of, for a fee paid, to be

Eliphalet, pension to, 24 . examined , 717.

Francis and Judith, seven years ' half. Thatcher, Stephen , allowanceto, 329.

pay allowed to , 600 . Thayer, Simeon , pension to , 12.

-, George, allowance to, 918 . Theobald, Francis R. , fine to be refunded to ,

Grant, pension to , 154 . 640.

James, claims of, to be settled , 540 . Therese, Marie, land title confirmed to repre

, pension to, 649. sentatives of, 271 .

Jane, and Children , paymentto, 620. Theus, Simeon , to be paid for bad bonds, 449 .

John, pension to , 113 .

7

paid, 354.

'

7

Thibault, John B., Heirs of, entitled to ex

See William Smith , 452. change land , 529.

, pension to , 543 . Thistle, Hezekiah L., to be paid for a horse killed,

commutation of half -pay to heirs 859 .

of, 588 . Tholozan , John Elie, land claim of, to be ex

and others , bond of, to be can amined , 571 .

celled , 806. Thomas, an Indian , pension to , 305 .

Brickwood, value of a certificate Israel, pension to, 896 .

to be paid to, 507 . James, accounts of, to be settled, and

- , Jonathan , balance due , to be paid, 393 . allowance made to , 468 .

, payment to, 419 . claim of, to be settled , 679 .

125

9
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Thomas, Jesse B. See Cahokia, 242. Tipton , Jonathan, allowance to indemnify, 837

Joel, land claim confirmed to, 532. , William , arrears of pension to be paid

John , accounts of, to be settled , 266. to , 434 .

five years ' pay allowed to, 540 . Tobey, Daniel, donation to, 191 .

and Company, to be paid for Todd, Charles, to be paid for a wagon, horses,
flour , 301. and tobacco, 171 .

H., land claim confirmed to , 488 . Isaac, release of land to, 905 .

Joseph S. , claim of, to be settled and Joseph, pension to , 112 .

paid, 155. allowance to, for schooner, 372.

Judith , Widow of John, five years' Henry, and others, allowed to coinplete

half-pay allowed to, 585. entries for drawback, 413.

General Philemon, authorized to enter Hiram, land sale confirmed to , 749.

land, 592 . Thomas, land patent to issue to, 787 .

Pierre, land claim confirmed to, 499 . Tolly, John and Thomas, payment to, 185 .

Thompson, Lieutenant- Colonel Alexander R., Tomiton, Jasper, pension to, 112.

claim of, to be settled and paid, 806, 904 , Tomlinson , Jabez, grant of land to, 41 .

942. Tompkins, Daniel D. , account of, to be settled,

Amos, pension to , 723 . 280 .

Benjamin , grant of land to, 43 . - , $ 35,190 to be paid to ,

, James, certain debentures to be paid

to , 187 . $60,239 to be paid to ,

John , account of, to be settled and 319.

paid, 108. Tongue, James, allowance to , for property de

interest to be allowed to , 208 . stroyed, 866 .

to be paid for materials , 558. Topp, John, to be paid for wood, 310 .

Jr., to be paid for services as Torrance, Thomas, pension to, 26 .

clerk , 572 Torrey, Joseph , commutation of half- pay to

allowance to , for services, 798. representatives of, 590 .

B. , land warrant to be issued W., allowance to , for services

to, 65 , 66 . as an attorney , 494 .

Manlius V., payment to, 923 . Torreyre, John , grant of land to, 43.

Mary W. , allowance to , in full for her | Totten, Benjamin J., to be paid for services as

claim , 869. lieutenant, 886 .

-> payment to, 904 . Toulmin, John B. , land claim confirmed to,

claim of, to be settled , 942. 460.

Nathaniel, pension to, 178. Tousurd, Lieutenant Colonel Lewis, an equiva

Samuel, to be paid for blankets, 558. lent for his pension allowed, 15 .

William , pension to , 349. allowance to , 47.

allowance to , for money | Toutant, Jacques, land claim confirmed to , 500

paid , 371 . Tower, Benjamin, pension to , 26 .

Thooft, Barnard, debentures to issue to, 299 . increase of pension to , 124 .

Thorne, Jumes, and others, interest allowed to, Town, Elisha , over-payment to be refunded to ,
562. 749.

Thorndike, Hezekiah, pension to , 123. Townsend, Isaiah , and others, credit to be al

Thornton, D. M. F. , credit allowed to, 942 . lowed to, 439 .

Colonel John, claim of, for pay, to be William , to be paid for an anchor,

settled , 533 . 327.

, Presley, pension to , 33. Toronsley, Thomas F., allowance to , for dam

Three Sisters, Schooner, fishing bounty allowed ages on certain drafts, 622.

to owners of, 569 . Towson , Nathan, allowance to, 481 .

Thruston , Algernon S., credit allowed to , 548 . Tozier, William , pension to,566.

Thruston , Charles Mynn, pension to , 68. Trabue, Daniel, pension to , 654.

Thurbur, Ezra , and others, allowance to , for Trahaud, Jean Marie, Heirs of, land claim con

damages, 406. firmed to, 431 .

Tibbs,Joseph, allowed to withdraw a land entry, Tramell , Dennis, pension to , 754.

200 . Trask , Primus, pension to, 725.

Tice, John, grant of land to, 615 . Traders, Jeremiah, Matthias, Samuel, Henry K.,

Tiers, Cornelius, allowance to, for losses , 811 . and Robert, payment to , 185 .

Tiffany, Philemon , pension to , 417. Traverse, Mathias, pension to, 652.

Sylvester, pension to, 805 . Samuel, and Crew , to be paid, 168 .

Tifft, Amusa A., pension to , 612 . William , to be paid forcattle, 790.

Tilden , John , Widow , $c . , of, limitation in Stat. Treadwell, Daniel, pension to, 81 .

1816 , c . 65, § 3, extended to, 792. Tregal, Roger, payment to be made to, 185 .

Tilford, James, claim of, to be settled , 622. Trenholm ,GeorgeA., forfeitures to be refunded

Tilton, John , increase of pension to, 234 . to , 919.

Sylvester, pension to , 111 . Trent, John , pension allowed to , 33.

Timberlake, John B., credit for money over- Trickell, Emanuel, confirmation of land claim

drawn allowed to , 228 . of, suspended, 383.

Tingle, George E. , to be paid for services, 507. Trimble, Joseph, pension to, 578 .
Tinkham , Ebenezer , pension to, 24 . Triplett, Peter, arrears of pension to be paid to ,

increase of pension to , 83 .
610.

Tinsley, Jonathan , pension to, 82 . Thomas, five years' pay allowed to,

Tippett, Stephen , authorized to enter land, 459. with interest, 544 .

>

>

9
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Triplett, Thomas, Jr., claim against, to be com- | Triggs ,David E. , expenses of suit to be paid

promised, 874 .

T., to be paid for services, 759. Twining, Nathaniel,penalty remitted to, 3 .

Trotman, William, claim of, to be paid, 333. Twist, Stephen , pension to, 417 .

Trott, Adolphus G., letters patent to issue to, 320. Two Brothers, the Owners and Crew of, fish

Trouillett, John, land claim confirmed to repre- ing bounty allowed to , 578, 659.

sentatives of, 202. Two Sons, Schooner, fishing bounty allowed to

Trowbridge, James, pension to , 100 . owner, & c ., of, 606, 895.

Truar, Abraham C., accounts of, to be settled Tyler, Lieutenant Daniel, reimbursement of, for

and paid , 388. expenses , 440 .

Truby, Samuel, pension to, 178 Henry B. , credit to be allowed to, 629.

Trudeau , Charles Levaux , authorized to enter Joseph, pension to, 32.

land, 164 . increase of pension to , 115 .

Trueman, Major Alexander, allowance to chil Tyner, Thomas, to be paid for work, 713.

dren of, 12, 41 .

Truslow , Benjainin , pension to , 890. U.

Trussel, Moses, increase of pension to , 124.

Tubbs, Annanias, pension to , 93. Ulmer, Philip, pension to, 178 .

Tuchi, Edward, pension to, 82. Underwood, John, allowance to, for services,

Samuel B., to be paid for coal, 916. 863.

Tucker, Haron , pension to , 743. Phinehas, authorized to locate land,

Huldah, pension to, 826 .
355 .

James, and another, payment to , 659 . Union Bank of Georgetown, act for benefit of,

-, Mary, authorized to enter land , 819 . extended to others, 802.

act for relief of, extended to , Maryland, error in claim of, to

881 . be corrected, 700.

Samuel, pension to, 258 . British Ship , Owner, &c. , of, indemni.

Tuckerman, Henry H. , certain duties to be re- fied, 394 .

funded to, 471 . --, John , pension to, 90 .

Stephen , and others,payment to , 456. United States, Ship , forfeiture remitted to own

Tudor, William , Jr., allowance to representa- ers of, 122 .

tives of, 760 . University of Alabama, authorized to exchange

Tuffs and Clark, value of sugars seized, to be lands, 383.

refunded to, 604 . in Arkansas, grant of land for, 360 .

Tuillier, François Isidore, land claim confirmed Iowa, grant of land for, 810.

to, 429. of Michigan, authorized to exchange

John, Heirs of, land claim confirmed lands, 402.

authorized to sell land,

Tumey , William , mistake in name of, rectified, 615.
463. Trustees of, authorized

Tupper, Percia , allowance to, for a barn de to convey land, 628 .

stroyed, 478 . Virginia , duties remitted to ,

Thomas, claims on account of bills, 340.

&c. , drawn by, to be examined, 634 . Updike, Daniel, to be discharged from prison ,

Turcotte, Francis. See Cahokia, 242.
118.

Turner , Enoch , pension to, 25 . Uptegraff,Mary, pension to , 775 .

increase of pension to , 84 . Ursuline Nuns,New Orleans, secretary ofwar

Henry, pension to , 190. authorized to exchange lands with, 107.

Julius, pension to, 154 . Usher, Alice, pension to , 918.

Moses, to be discharged from prison , Utters, John, pension to, 26 .

174 . Utter, John , increase of pension to , 93.

Philip , half-pay as captain allowed to ,

73 .
V.

Rachel, pension to, 418.

Thomas, paymentto heirs, & c ., of, 224. Vail, Aaron, account of, to be settled, 828 .

Turney, Abel , pension to, 7 . Samuel, land title confirmed to , 574 .

increase of pension to , 68. Valenzin , David , appropriation for the repre

Clarissa, pension to, 836 . sentatives of, and others contributing to

Ellen , pension to, 835. his support, 54 .

Toney, pension to , 90. Valiant, William , land warrant to issue to moth

William , pension to, 417, 463. er of, 255 .

Turrill, Abden, bounty land allowed to mother Valkenburgh, Bar. J. V., interest allowed to, 365.

of, 202. Valle, Francis, and others, release of land to,

Tuskaloosa, title to lands vested in corporation 386 .

of, 315. Jean B., authorized to locate land, 747.

Tuttle, Aaron, increase of pension to , 84 . Valley Creek' Academy, Alabama, Trustees of,

James Middleton , conditionally author- authorized to enter land, 398.

ized to exchange land, 753. Valton , Francis, grant of land to, 35 .

-, Joseph, pension to , 652. Vance, Sally, land warrant to be issued to , 278.

Levi, pension to , 100 . Samuel, claim of, to be paid, 333.

Thaddeus, pension to, 649. Van Anglen , John , pension to ,75 .

Twoichell, Timothy, to be paid for land relin- Van Buren County, Missouri,grant of land to ,

quished, 522 . 842 .

to, 432. 1
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Van Buren , Schooner, bounty allowed to owners, , Virginia University, duties to be refunded to,

&c . , of, 642 . 340 .

Van Campen, Moses, five years' full pay allowed Vixen , United States Brig, account of the

to, 719. officers and crew of, to be paid, 124 .

Van Cleef, John M., forfeiture remitted to , Vleit, Garret, account of, to be settled and

240. paid, 903.

Vander Heyden, Jacob, grant of land to, 43. Von Heer, Major B. , grant of land to, 43.

Van Driesen , Joseph, S., pension to , 177 . Von Kapffe, and Brune, drawbacks allowed to,

increase of pension to , 357.

234 . Von Schmidt, Peter , allowance to, for a transla

Van Kleeck, Lawrence L. , account of, to be set- tion , 935 .

tled , and allowance to , 474 . Voorhees, Philip F. , allowance to, for expenses,

Van Ness, Effie, pension to , 873. 699.

Van Ranssallaer, Solomon, pension to , 232. Voorhics, J. and P. , allowance to, for mail car

Van Voorhis, Daniel , and another, to be paid rying, 907.

for brass butts, 634 . Voorhise, Luke, pension to , 646 .

Van Winkell, Abrahamn, allowed to withdraw a Vorheis, Minne L., pension to, 33 .

land entry , 200 . Vose, Edward, pension to , 24.

Vannettin , Captain John , and Company, pay- Vought, Godfrey, pension to, 651.

ment to, 777 . Vowel, John C. and Thomas. See Ship Diana ,

Vansyckel, Elijah , time of payment extended 267 .

Vreeland, Betsey, pension to, 838.

Varnum , John , pension to , 24 . Nicholas, claim of, to be settled, 238 .

Vasse, Ambrose , amount of an award to be paid

W.

Vasseur, Noel, release of land to , 818 .

Vattier , Charles, pension to , 735. Waddell, William C. H., indemnified for judg

Vaughan, George, increase of pension to , 94 . ments , 594 .

-, James, Executor of, to be paid , 554. Waddle, George, pension to , 904.

John , pension to , 26 . Wade, Edward, pension to , 26.

claim of, to be settled, 39 . Zebulon, pension to , 515 .

Samuel , and others, grant of land to, Wadsworth, Elijah, Representatives of, judg

567 . ments against, to be discharged, 321.

Vaugine, Don Francis, land patent to issue to, Waggoner, Andrew , pension to, 75 .

498 . Wagnon, John Peter, five years 'full pay allowed

Francis, land patent to issue to , 498. to representatives of, with interest, 549.

, Stephen , land patent to issue to, 498 . Wagstaff , Samuel, to be paid for a house de

Varasseur, Jean, payment for land to be re stroyed, 478.

funded to, 568. Wainwright, Henry, duties to be refunded to,

Vawters, William , Heirs of, allowed full pay of 674 .

lieutenant , 489. Wait, Edward, claim of, to be settled and paid ,

Viliers, Francis Didier Petit de, administrator 155.

of, released , 853. and Pierce, debentures to be paid to, 187

Veillon , Etienne, land claim confirmed to, 499. Roswell, claim of, to be settled and paid,

Velez, Manuel, act of 1825 , c . 45 , extended to , 155 .

413. Waite, Horace, and others, fishing bounty al

Venable , Sarah, bounty land vested in, 349. lowed to, 367.

Venus, John , pension to, 74 . Wakelee, John ,increase of pension to, 93 .

Verjon, Bernard Edme, authorized to obtain a Waldo, Edward , pension to , 24 .

patent right, 159 . Waldron , Charles, to be paid for property de

Vermule, Cornelius, grant of land to, 46. stroyed , 891 .

Verplast, Nicholas, pension to, 733. Walker, Benjamin, authorized to locate land, 784.

Vesey, North and , duties to be refunded to , 32 . -, Dudley, to be paid for advances, 789.

Viator, Widow , authorized to locate land, 668. Jeremiah, land title confirmed to, 439 .

Vick, Hartwell, payment for land to be refund George H., authorized to enter land,

ed to , with interest, 523. 850 .

Vickery, Benjamin, pension to , 82. John, to be paid for work , 713.

Vickroy, William , pension to, 417. Peter, and another , Representa

Victory, Schooner , released from a forfeiture, tires, authorized to enter land , 463.

88. Joseph, Representatives of, authorized

Vienne, J. R., claim of, to be paid, 882. to enterland , 463.

M. de, to be paid for service, 225 . Kinkle, and Caruthers, account of, to be

Villard , Andrew Joseph, allowance to, 79. settled, 937.

Villere, James, claim of, to be settled and Martha, grant of land to, 43.

paid, 192. Peter, Celestino, and another, Represent

Villiers, Journonville de , claim of, to be settled atives of, authorized to enter land, 463.

and paid, 194 . Samuel, claim of, to be settled and paid,

Vimont, Lewis, grant of land to, 35 .
274 .

Vincennes University, title confirmed to pur claim of, to be paid, 284.

chasers of land from, 171 . D., drawback allowed to, 582 .

Vincent, Isaac, pension to, 100 . Tandy, pension to, 736 .

Vineyard, William , pension to , 177 . William , authorized to exchange lands,

Virgil, Asa , pension to , 26 . 721 .

>

9
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Walkington, George, to be discharged from | Washington Bridge Company, claim of, to be

prison, 133. settled and paid, 168.

Wall, Benjamin, accounts of, to be settled , and City, alley laid out in , adopted,

credits allowed, 133 . 794 .

Noah, land patent to issue to , 498. Benevolent Society, incorpo

Wallace, Césaré, confirmation of land claim of, rated, 823.

suspended, 383. Orphan Asylum , incorporat

Jacob, pension to , 652 . ed , 381.

Thomas, commutation of half -pay al > grant of land to , 512.

lowed to heirs of, 597.
County, Arkansas. See Fuyette

Weymouth, pension to , 24. ville, 567 .

William , pension to, 75. Mississippi, reservation of

increase of pension to, 76 . land for schools in, 685 .

Waller, David, pension to, 826 . Fire Insurance Company, incor

Henry, claim of, to be ascertained and porated, 203.

paid, 525. Library Company, incorporated ,

William , release of land to , 843. 141 .

Walley and Foster, amount of debentures to be Lund, to be paid for services, 925 .

issued to them, 346. Martha, franking privilege allowed

Wallis ,George, to be paid for losses by Indians, to , 40.

913 .
William H. , to be paid for a house

Walsh, Charles S. , allowance to, 755 . destroyed , 151 .

John, pension to, 81. Washington's Manual Labor School, and Male

Walter, George, increase of pension to, 77 . Orphan Asylum , of the District of Columbia,

Jacob F., patent fees to be returned to, incorporated, 830.
640 .

Wasson, Joseph , pension to, 33 .

Walton, Jonathan, and another, accounts of, to Waterman, William, pension to , 26 .

be settled and paid , 586 . Waters, Mary, and another, seven years' half

-, Josiah, pension to, 24 . pay allowed to, 663.

Wamsly, Captain Jonathan, claims of militia Watkinson, David , and Company, duties to be

under, to be settled , 164. refunded to , 902.

Warburg, Frederick S. , patent right granted to, Watrous, Richard , pension to, 25 .
277 . Watson , John , allowance to , for a horse , 405 .

Ward , Christopher, pension to, 417. Watt, Archibald, value of certificates to be paid

, Daniel, andanother, proceedings against, to , 537.

to be relinquished, 770. Samuel, drawbacks to, 37 .

-, Ichabod, certificate to be paid to , 496 . Watts, Alexander, pension to, 364.

John, pension to , 153. John H. , authorized to exchange lands,

Kerly, increase of pension to, 93 . 433 .

Nehemiah, pensionto, 566 . Waugh, Thaddeus, pension to , 81.

Rees B. , conditionally authorized to ex- Wayland, James, pension to, 90 .

change land, 850. Wayne, Major-General Anthony, accounts of,

--, R. J., exchange of Mississippi school to be settled, 96 .

lands, 529 . Weatherford, John, release of land to, 323.

, Samuel, payment of certificate to be Weaver, David , pension to, 3 .

made to, 386 . increase of pension to, 92.

interest allowed to , 450. Jacob, pension to , 633 .

Thomas, pension to , 33. Thomas. See Norristown and Valley

Warden, William , pension allowed to , 658. Railroad, 899.

Ware, Asa , increase of pension to, 68. Webb, Constant, increase of pension to, 83 .

Elias, pension to , 190. Joseph, Jr., pension to , 566 .

Joseph , increase ofpension to, 76 . Josiah H., pension to, 103.

Nathaniel A.,authorized to locate land, 508. Webber, John, to be paid for extra services,

Warne, Willet, to be discharged from prison, 125. 560.

Warner, Daniel , authorized to enter land free Seth , duties to be refunded to , 234.

of costs , 772. William , land patent to issue to , 498 .

Martin , bounty to be paid to, 202 . Webster, Humphrey, pension to, 176 .

Peter, authorized to enter land, 805. Isaac, pension to, 32 .

Samuel, pension to , 24 . John , account of, to be settled, 147.

Warrel, Robert, pension to , 190 . $ 264 to be paid to, 261.

Warren, Ebenezer T., Children of, moneys to be A., allowance to , for a horse , 348.

refunded to , 513. pension to, 592.

Captain Samuel, commutation of half- Noah, deduction of duty on books to,
pay allowed to, 719. 330 .

Uriah, pension to, 189. Weed , Seth, pension to , 73 .

William , pension to, 24 . Weedon, William , authorized to enter land,

increase of pension to, 114 .
571 .

, pension to, 577. Weeks, Joseph P., penalty remitted to , 95 .

Warson , James, pension to , 91. Weems, Henry, pension to, 112 .

Wartsbough, John, bounty, arrearages , & c ., of, Welch , David, pension to , 26 , 895.

to be paid , 357 . , Nicholas, increase of pension to, 191.

Washington, Alexandria, and Georgetown Steam Oliver, purchase money to be refunded ,

Packet Company incorporated, 398 .
806.

5
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1

9
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Weld , Edward, to be paid for a lost certificate, Whitaker, Ephraim , additional pay allowed to,
71 . 501 .

Moses, pension to, 417. commutation of half-pay

Wellborn , Isaac, Jr., and William , release of

land to, 710 . William W., and others, credit allowed

Weller, Samuel, to be paid for materials, 898 . to , 484.

Welles, Benjamin and John , debentures allowed Whitcomb, Francis, pension to, 24,

White , Colonel Anthony Walton, Representatives

Wellman, Jacob, Jr. , pension to , 24 . of, to be paid for advances, 729.

Wells, Asa , to be paid for costs , 194 . Fielding L. , reward to, 437.

Bazaleel, moneys to be repaid to , 302. , George, pension to, 658.

Benjamin , accounts of, to be settled and Jabez L. and Asa, released from claims,

paid , 147, 447 .
838 .

Dorothy, land claim confirmed to, 497 . Jacob, pension to, 885.

George R. , claim of, to be settled and ex- James,increase of pension to, 180.

penses paid , 210 . John , continued in office, 1 .

Henry, pension to , 839. Dr.John Campbell, record of naturaliza

John, account of, to be settled and paid , tion of, to be corrected , 750.

147 , 155 . Jonathan , land warrant to be renewed to,

Mary, claim of, to be settled , 195. 157 .

Samuel, pension to , 101 . Joseph, pension to , 82.

Stephen, pension to, 25 . M., account of, to be settled, 318.

William , right of preëmption allowed to, Lemuel, pension to , 822.

72 . Moses, claim of, to be settled, 50 .

See Mary Wells, 195 . Robert, increase of pension to, 158.

Wayne, to be paid for land , 519. Samuel, pension to , 123.

Welty, Abraham , authorized to withdraw entries increase of pension to, 154.

for land , 157 . allowance to, 318.

Wendal, John H. , pension to , 431 . B., increase of pension to, 84 .

Wendell, John H., benefit of Stat. 1828, c . 53, Stanley, payment to, 939.

extended to, 504 . Stephen , released from a judgment, 856.

Werner, William , land warrant to be issued to , Vassal, pension to , 364.

66 . William , pension to, 3 .

Wesbrook , Andrer , land patents to issue to, 380 . claims of widow or orphans of,

Wescott, Joseph, pension to, 176 . to be adjusted, 6 .

West, Anna , pension to , 723. allowance for damages to, 146.

Baton Rouge, grant of land to inhabitants Whitehead, William , duties to be repaid to, 305.

of, 319. A. , to be credited with ex

Westchester, Ship, new register to issue for,
878 .

Whitehorn , John, increase of pension to, 76 .

Florida, claim ofpersons in, to be settled , Whitehouse, Joseph, land warrant to be issued

139 .

Thomas, pension to , 724 . Whiting, Samuel, compensation allowed to, 71.

Westcott, Joseph, increase of pension to , 234 . Whitman , George, exempted from certain du.

Westfall, Charles W., and another, claim of, to ties , 739 .

be settled , 334 . accounts of, to be examined,

Nicholas Ferdinand, land granted to , 876 .

7 .
Whitney, Daniel, payment to, 623.

Westner, George, authorized to withdraw entries Henry, allowance to , for services as

for land , 157 . secretary, 579 .

Wetherall, Horace, allowance to , 891 . John, penalties remitted to , 143.

Wever, Casper W., payment to , 883. Seth , pension to, 724 .

Weymouth , Dean ,allowance to , for service, 311. Whitsitt, James, pension to, 649.

increase of pension to , 312 . John , authorized to enter land, 753.

William W., penalty for importing Whittemore, Amos and William , Jr., patent right
slaves, remitted to, 95 . extended to, 80 .

Whaley, Jonathan, pension allowed to, 25 . Joseph, increase of pension to, 101 .

Caleb J., pension to , 233. Wnitten , George, pension to , 935 .

Wharry, John, judgment against, discharged , Whittier, Simeon C. , moneys to be refunded to ,

889 .

Wharton, Samuel, to be paid for taking census, Whittle, Fortesque, mistakes to be corrected and
292 . money refunded to, 709.

Wheat, Eli, released from a judgment, 856 . Whittlesey, Samuel, sureties of, released, 255.

Wheatley, Thomas, allowance to, for a horse Wickham , releasedfrom part of a cer

lost, 428 . tain judgment, 770.

Wheaton, Joseph, interest to be paid to, 166. William , empowered to improve a

-, account of, to be settled , 232. certain fishery, 799 .

to be paid for expenses, 302. Wight, A. G. S., released from part of a judg.
Wheeler, Joshua, pension to , 364. ment on payment of balance, 801.

» Samuel, to be indemnified, 175 . Wilcox, Joseph, allowance to heirs of, 288.

Whipple, Abraham , pension to , 103. Stephen , pension to , 417.

Whitaker, Ephraim , benefit of Stat. 1828, c . 53, Wilde, Lieutenant Richard , allowance to daugh
extended to , 446 . ter of, 636 .

penses, 729.

to , 66.

9
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penses, 393 .

to, 66.

Wilderman, Jacob, to be paid for services as Williams, Thadeus, pension to , 26 .

a mounted ranger, 435 . Thomas, pension to , 153 .

Wiley, David, compensation of, to be paid his land warrant to issue to,

wife , 119 . 304 .

John , authorized to enter land , 752 . increase of pension to , 154 .

F., pension to , 897 . - , William , Senior, Representatives of,

Susannah, to be paid for services of her authorized to exchange land, 810 .

husband, 119 . T., to be paid for advances

Wilges, William , pension to , 609 . to troops , 232 .

Wilhoet, Enoch , authorized to relinquish lands, Williamson, Charles, lleirs of, land to be en
535. tered for use of, 763 .

Wilkes, Charles, Jr., to be paid for mathematical John P., credits to be allowed on

instruments, 415 . judgment against, 138 .

Wilkeson, James, payment to be made to , 887. Willium, mistake of, in release of

Wilkins , Asa , pension to, 417 . land, to be corrected, 481 .

-, Charles, payment to, 419 . Willington , Samuc , pension to , 24 .

interest allowed to , 626 . Willink, John Abraham , drawback allowed to,

John , Jr., accounts of, to be settled , 407 . 368.

Jonathan, pension to , 74 . Willis, George, to be paid for a boat , 798 .

Robert B. , pension to , 24 . -, Henry, Representatives of, allowed to en

increase of pension to , 114 . ter land , 246.

Wilkinson , Asel , to be paid for extra services, lots exempted from former grant

as a pilot , 575 .

- , James, to be allowed the compensa Lewis B. , claim of, allowed , 779.

tion of other brigadier-generals, 110 . William , increase of pension to, 863.

General James, judgmentagainst,to Willmott, Lieutenant Roberi, commutation of

be discharged , 248 . half -pay to , 601.

-- , Jesse, to be paid for costs and ex- Willoby, John , payment to , 185 .

Wilmarth, Ephraim , pension to , 32 .

--, Joseph, Jr., to be discharged from Wilmington , Trustees of Public Grammar School

prison , 86 . and Academy, compensation granted for in

pension to, 189 . jury to, 8 .

Willard, Alexander , land warrant to be issued | Wilmot, John , amount of a decree reversed , to

be repaid to , 303.

John, and another, balance due to be Wilson

W

o
be paid

the
pension

of her
endorsed

on a judgment

, 390
. husband, 632.

Jonuthun , pension to , 24 , 69, 140 . Andrew , fishing bounty allowed to,

Willcox, Ezra , pension allowed to , 25 . 412.

Richard, patent right to issue to , 240. , Cornelius, to be paid for service in mi

Willett, Edward, interest allowed to , 554 . litia, 878 .

William, Brig, register to be issued to, 313. Daniel, payment to, 185.

Williams, Beverly, pension to , 178 . Edward, allowed to withdraw his entry

Charles, to be paid for two horses, for land, 162.

188 . -, George, allowance to, as indemnity for

Cornelius, pension to, 177 . land claim , 396 .

-, Captain Daniel, Representatives of, al- -, Henry, land entries confirmed to, 749.

lowance to, 738 . Jamcs, pension to, 305 .

E. H. , payment to, 763. credit allowed to, 484 .

Elie, grant of land to, 36 . Heirs of, release of land to, 758 .

Elizabeth , payment to, 446. John , pension to , 26 .

Henry, allowance to, for horses lost, Administratrir of, authorized to

423 . relinquish lands, 433.

Isaac, authorized to reënter land, 693. to be paid for services, 712.

Jacob, increase of pension to , 124 . land claim confirmed to , 603 .

-, James, bounty to, 274 .

7

7

9

9

1
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Heirs of, half- pay allowed to , 537.

released as surety of Henry - , Joseph, authorized to enter a preëmp

Ashton, 840. tion certificate , 100 .

A., authorized to exchange claim of, to be settled and paid,

lands, 722. 165.

John, pension to, 113 . pension to , 417 .

B. , pension to, 176 . Matthew , accounts of, to be settled ,

Lee, to be paid for land relin- 148, 149.

quished , 522. Nancy, pension to , 899 .

R., grant of land to , in satisfac Robert, pension to , 33 .

tion of claim , 889 . Thomas, account of, to be settled , and

Mary, authorized to exchange lands, expenses paid , 107 .

810. - , account of, to be revised, 131 ,

- , pension to , 888 . 229 .

pension to be paid to , 932. William , pension to, 189.
Matthew , pension to , 179 . and Wife, lands released to ,

fancy, pension to, 8 ! 4 . 441 .

Nathaniel, to be discharged from Wiltbank, James, account of, to be settled , 640

prison , and credited with $429, 183. Windham , Sarah, pension to, 761 .

>
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Windsor, Richard, land warrant to be issued to , Woodson , Major Tarlton, account of, to be set

66 . tled and paid , 762.

Wing, Moses, increase of pension to , 69 . Samuel H., released as security of J.

Warner, allowance to , for services as Crockett, 350.

clerk , 356. Woodward , John , donation to , 176 .

Wingard, James C. , increase of pension to , Jordan, and others, duties to be re

234 . funded to , 833 .

Winner, James, and others, claim of, to be set William , and another , patent fees to

tled , 345 . be refunded to , 636 .

Winslett, John , allowance to , for property , im- Woodworth, Azel, pension to , 25 .

pressed, 573. increase of pension to , 114 .

Winslow , George A. , payment to, 889 . Benjamin , bounties, arrearages,

Isaac and Thomas, allowance to, to &c. , of certain soldiers to be paid to, 357.

indemnify them , 880 . Rosswell , increase of pension to , 77 .

-, Jarcd ,pension to, 805. William , patent right extended

Winter, Elisha I. , compensation for horses, al- seven years, 936 .

lowed to , 121 . Zeba , increase of pension to, 93 .

Joseph, debentures to be paid to, 187. Wool, John E., exempted from operation of

Winton, John, to be paid for land ceded to a Stat . 1834 , c . 162, 685.

Cherokee Indian , 337 . Woolen, Thomas, payment to, 184 .

Wirginan, Charles, duties refunded to , 212. Woolley, Colonel A. R. , arrearages to be paid to ,

Wirt, John T., claim of, to be settled, 160 . 590 .

Wise, George, case of, to be removed, 915 . Jonathan , increase of pension to , 114.

-, Samuel, Widou or Orphans of, claim for Woolsey, George, authorized to exchange lands,

seven years ' half-pay to be adjusted, 6 . 680 .

Wiseman , Abraham , allowed to withdraw a land Melancthon Taylor, part of pension of,

entry , 200. to be retained , 633.

Caleb , pension to , 417 . accounts of, to be

Wiser, Peter, land warrant to be issued to, 66 . settled , 713 .

Wishurt, Thomas, to settle account of, and ad- Woosely, Peter, devises of bounty land, &c. ,

ditional pay allowed to, 11 . of, affirmed , 349 .

Witherell, James, claim of, to be settled and Wootten, Lemuel, to be paid for property lost,

paid , 717 . 325 .

Witherlee and Jarvis, duties to be repaid to , Worfington , Richard, land warrant to be issued

241 .

Withers, Thomas C. , allowance to, for horses, Work, John , allowance to , for provisions, & c.,

&c . , 245 . 214 .

claim of, to be settled Workman, John S. , pension to , 577.

and paid , 363. Wormstead, Joseph W., and others, bounty al

Withington, Lemuel, pension to , 417. lowed to , 633 .

Wogan, J., and another, land claim confirmed Worsham , Jeremiah, certificate for purchase

money to issue to , 577.

Wolcott, James, payment by mistake to be re- Worth, Gorham A., released from a bond, 898 .

funded, 343. Worthington, Charles, and others, incorporated,

Wolfe, Christian, pension to , 3. 221 .

Schooner , released from forfeiture, 88. Gad, to be allowed for money

Wolfenden, John, pension to , 896 . robbed from him , 264 .

Wolterton , Hiram, and others, allowance to , for William, increase of pension to,

services, 541. 69 .

Wood, Abiel, Administrator of, judgment Wren, Woodson, claim of, to be decided upon,

against, to be entered satisfied, 800. 283.

County, land title vested in commission land claim confirmed to, 469,

ers of, 276. 917.

Edmund W., pension to, 364. Wright, Abraham , land warrant to issue to ,

Jethro, patent right extended to, 486 . 794.

John , pension to , 92 . Francis, land warrant to issue to heirs

allowance to , 294. of, 329 .

Nathaniel B. , claim of, to be settled and John , pension to , 26 .

paid , 403. continued in office, 1 .

Sylvanus, pension to, 416. increase of pension to, 233.

William , increase of pension to , 83 . E., pension to, 939.

Woodall, Abraham , authorized to exchange Nahum , pension to, 24 .

lands, 722 . William H. D. C. , account of, to be set.

Wooddy, John, grant of land to , 567. tled, 436 .

Woodfin , Thomas R., and others, fishing boun- Wrighter, Jacob, increase of pension to , 158.

ty allowed to , 582 . Wunder, George, pension to, 416 .

Woodland, Charles, payment to , 185 . Wyandot County, Ohio, authorized to enter land,

Woodmancy, Joseph , increase of pension to , 84 . 936 .

Woodrooff, Clark , purchase money to be refund- Wyatt, Thomas, pension to, 112.
ed, 828, 849 . Wyman, Seth, pension to , 24 .

Woodruff, William , pension to, 100 . increase of pension to, 68.

Woods,Abel, increase of pension to , 68. Wynn, William , right of prečmption granted

-, Captain John , grant of land to, 432.

9

to, 499.
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1Yard , James , further time for exportation of

merchandise allowed to , 39 .

Yates, Charles, Executor of, interest allowed

to, 440. 7

Young, Harrison and Benjamin , and another ,

land claim confirmed to, 913 .

James, grant of land to , 613 .

land claim confirmed to heirs

of, 890 .

Jesse, pension to, 154 .

John , increase of pension to , 158 .

Moses, to be paid for services, 55.

to be paid as secretary of lega

tion , 89 .

William, claim of, to be settled and

paid , 172.

Younglove, John , pension to, 3 .

7

>

7

Z.

Milley, entitled to grant of land , 769.

Yandez, Peter, to be paid for a horse, 321 .

Yuntis, John, preëmption right granted to, 563.

Varnall , John J., accounts of, to be settled

and paid , 186 .

Yeates, Charles, Executor of, payment to be

made to, 392.

interest allowed

to, 440.

Yeomans, Martha, Widoo of John , allowance

to , 444 .

Yonge, William P., extra duty be refunded

to, 335 .

York, Charles, released as surety of S. Holmes,
840.

John , to be discharged from prison , 57 .

Sawney, payment to representatives of,
738 .

Young, Alexander, duties to be refunded to rep

resentative of, 359.

Anna, seven years ' half-pay allowed to ,

110.

VOL. VI. 126

Zane, Ebenezer, grant of land to , 27.

Isaac, grant lands to , 46 .

Zachary, James W. , released from a judgment,

7

510 .

Zantzinger, William P. , credit allowed to , 535 .

allowance to, for stores

lost , 603 .

allowance to , for stores

thrown overboard , 933.

Zeabold , John , pension of, to be paid to his

mother, 294.

Zimmerman, Jacob, pension to, 417.

7
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